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ABSTRACT
A technique for correlating a complex structure
' s
finite element eigenvectors with it ' s respective
experimental eigenvectors is presented. The technique
provides a quantitative comparison of the finite
element and experimental eigenvectors by using a
reduced finite element mass matrix in a "cross"
orthogonality check. Comparisons of two case studies
are presented: a thin plate with motion in the
Z-direction only and a 3-dimensional table structure
with motion in three principal coordinate directions .
Along with the orthogonality check, the difference in
the eigenvectors is computed and shown graphically.
The orthogonality check between the finite element and
experimental eigenvectors can serve as a means to
verify the accuracy of the finite element model.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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CHAPTER ONE
1 INTRODUCTION
Experimental modal analysis, together with finite
element analysis is being widely used for determining
the response of a structure at resonance. This is
extremely important in areas such as image processing
and rotor dynamics . Good correlation between these two
techniques can be used to verify the accuracy of an
analytical model. This in turn provides a firm
foundation on which to optimize the structure
characteristics . Differences in the Finite Element
Model (F.E.M.) and experimental (Exp.) mode shapes can
provide insight into where the analytical model might
not represent the real structure adequately. These
areas should be examined closely and remodeled for
improved correlation and understanding before attempting
any optimization.
The main purpose in performing a mass orthogonality
check between the finite element and experimental
eigenvectors is to verify that the finite element model
is sufficiently accurate to predict the structure ' s
response to operating environments. In general, the
F.E.M. will possess more degrees-of-freedom (DOF's) than
the experimental model will have accelerometers . To
compare the results directly, a reduced representation
of the F.E.M. must be generated. The DOF's in the
reduced F.E.M. will correspond one for one with the
accelerometer locations of the experimental model. To
perform the mass orthogonality check between the reduced
F.E.M. and the experimental eigenvectors a reduced mass
matrix must be generated.
A technique for reducing the full F.E.M. mass matrix was
developed by D. Kammer I 1 3 . The method uses F.E.M.
eigenvectors as the interpolation functions to estimate
the motion at the omitted DOF's. The F.E.M. eigenvectors
used were generated by Generalized Dynamic Reduction in
NASTRAN I2! . The technique results in a transformation
matrix which can then be used to reduce the size of the
full F.E.M. mass matrix. The technique was implemented
in NASTRAN by using Direct Matrix Abstraction
Programming (DMAP) instructions.
Tests and comparisons of two structures were performed
to verify the accuracy of the method. The structures
were modeled and tested with free-free boundary
conditions. Finite element modeling of the structures
was accomplished using PATRAN-G with the analysis being
performed by MacNeal Schwendler Corporation
(MSC) /NASTRAN ' s Generalized Dynamic Reduction.
Experimental eigenvectors were generated via modal
analysis techniques using Structural Measurement Systems
(SMS) /STAR. The first structure tested was a rectangular
aluminum plate, approximately 7.0 X 10.0 X 0.75 inches
in size, see Figure 1. The supporting foundation to
simulate free-free boundary conditions for this
structure was a foam pad. The foam pad was deemed
appropriate because only displacement in the vertical
direction was to be measured. The second structure
tested was devised to show the full effectiveness of the
correlation procedure. To this end, the structure was
to have modes of vibration with displacements in each
coordinate direction. The structure was made of
rectangular aluminum plates, approximately 8.0 X 8.0 X
TEST OBJECT 1 (TOl)
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FIGURE 1
Numbers indicate grid point sequencing.
0.375 inches, and aluminum rods approximately 8.0 inches
in length and 0.5 inches in diameter, see Figure 2. To
simulate free- free boundary conditions the structure was
hung in space using ' bungee cords'.
Correlation of the F.E.M. and Experimental (EXP.)
eigenvectors was performed by a separate program called
MODAL, written by the author as part of the thesis
requirements. The program reads the ASCII data files
generated by Structural Measurement Systems (SMS) /STAR
and NASTRAN to acquire the F.E.M. and experimental
eigenvectors along with the reduced mass matrix. The
results of the orthogonality check can be output in
tabular (a results matrix table) or graphical form (a
waterfall plot of the results matrix table) . Visual
correlation of the mode shapes is provided by allowing
the user to generate a datafile which contains the
finite element mode shapes, experimental mode shapes and
their respective differences . This data file can then
be imported into the SMS/STAR software and animated for
inspection .
Due to the problems associated with trying to model the
damping within a structure, the structures modeled for
this work are assumed to have negligible damping.
TEST OBJECT 2 (T02)
DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE
ACCELEROMETER
GRIDPOINT 51
PLATE 4
PLATE 3
PLATE 1
CHAPTER TWO
2 BACKGROUND
Engineers today are being asked to solve a wide array of
complex noise and vibration problems. Most of the time
the engineer will perform a theoretical analysis of the
design to try to minimize these types of problems . Very
often, vibration problems are not encountered until the
machinery is operational. This vibrational interference
from the machine can cause machine down time as well as
poor quality products. Troubleshooting these types of
problems as well as understanding the behavior of the
structure during resonance has become very important to
companies. Recently, software has been developed which
can aid in the solution to these types of problems . The
software allows the engineer to experimentally
determine the eigenvectors of complex real world
structures .
The finite element method is a widely accepted technique
for the solution of many complex problems encountered in
engineering analysis . Although it is almost impossible
to pinpoint the exact origin of the finite element
method, the method being used today can be accredited to
several papers published in the 1950* s which extended
the matrix analysis of structures to continuum
bodies [3] . The race to be the first country to put a
man on the moon in the 1960's fueled the basic research
and established a firm mathematical background for the
technique. Airplanes, rockets and space capsules
provided complex problems in which to test and analyze
the method.
The finite element method is easily applied to
irregular-shaped structures, composite structures or
structures with mixed boundary conditions . Over the
years, many user assisted programs have been developed.
The most extensive one, which was developed for NASA is
called NASTRAN, an acronym for NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS.
In recent years the power of personal computers and work
stations has increased to the point where finite element
analysis can now be performed accurately and efficiently
without the use of a main frame computer. With more and
more companies switching to these powerful analysis
techniques it is imperative that the practicing engineer
have a good understanding of how the finite element
method works .
To experimentally determine a structure's dynamic
characteristics a dual channel FFT signal analyzer and
modal analysis software are needed. The experimentalist
must generate frequency response functions (FRF's) for
each gridpoint degree-of- freedom required. FRF's are
generated by exciting the structure of interest at a
given location and measuring the response due to this
excitation at a given location. The FRF is the ratio of
the response to the excitation. The FRF's are then
transferred to the modal analysis software where they
can be curve fit to extract the modal parameters of the
system: frequencies, damping and mode shapes.
With these new computer codes has come an increased
analysis database from which the engineer can make
conclusions. With the availability of this new data it
followed that correlation of finite element and
experimental mode shapes would be inevitable. Before
experimental eigenvectors were available the only
correlation available was a check on the relative
differences in a structures natural frequencies .
Methods being used today to determine the uniqueness of
a structure ' s eigenvectors are the Modal Assurance
Criteria (MAC) , Coordinate MAC (COMAC) , Orthogonality
and Coordinate Difference.
This thesis deals with the special orthogonality
properties of the eigenvectors . This is not an ordinary
orthogonality, but an orthogonality with respect to the
inertia matrix [m] (and also with respect to the
stiffness matrix [k] )C41. The orthogonality check will
be based upon a reduced finite element mass matrix,
[mcJ r which represents the system's exact dynamic
properties over the frequency range of interest. Towards
this end, a computer program has been developed to
perform the orthogonality check and to help aid the
experimentalist in determining a suitable driving point
for excitation.
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CHAPTER THREE
3 THEORY
3 . 1 Derivation of the Finite Element Equations
With the increasing power and sophistication of the
digital computer, complex problems have been made more
manageable by the use of the finite element method. The
finite element method treats a complex structure as an
assemblage of finite elements, or lumped masses. By
requiring that the displacement and internal forces
balance at certain grid points ensures that the system
will act as a single structure. The analysis which
follows is a lumped mass approach.
3.1.1 Single Degree of Freedom System
Figure 3 shows a typical representation of a single
degree of freedom (1D0F) system which will aid in the
analysis .
X(t), X(t), X(t)
?
F(t)
FIGURE 3
By writing Newton's second law of motion for the mass
"M"
, the following 2nd order linear ordinary
differential equation with constant coefficients is
obtained
F(t)-KX(t)-CX(t) =MX(t) {Eq. 1}
Rewriting Equation (1), we get the more recognizable
form
MX(t) + CX(t) + KX(t) = F(t) {Eq. 2}
The total solution of Equation (2) can be written as
X(t) = Xc(t) + Xp(t) {Eq. 3}
Where Xc(t) is the transient part of the solution and
X_(t) is the steady state part of the solution.
The discussion will be limited to the transient portion
of the solution only, therefore Equation (2) can be
expressed as
MX(t) + CX(t) + KX(t) = 0 {Eq. 4}
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The model can be further simplified by assuming that
damping in the system is negligible, (C=0) , and that the
output will behave in a similar manner to the input.
Assuming a sinusoidal input, the output can be
expressed in the following form
X(t) = Xc(t) = X0eiut {Eq. 5}
By making the appropriate substitution and reductions,
Equation (4) can now be written as
-MX00)2+ KX0 = 0 {Eq. 6}
The solution to Equation (6) is easily seen to be
=
Vm
C0=-/- {Eq.7}
Where, CD is referred to as the undamped system natural
frequency .
3.1.2 Multiple Degrees of Freedom Systems
In general, real world problems don't lend themselves to
the simplifying assumptions of a
single-degree-of-freedom system. Figure (4) shows a
representation of a typical multidegree-of -freedom
system.
11
/X,Ct) x2(t>
c
> 3
Ft(t) F2(t)
Xn(t)
i
'^nnAMV-pvv-
... ^mAM
n-l I ^. n
^r,(t)
2
I
FIGURE 4
The equations of motion for the system shown in Figure 4
are
MjX^t) + (Cj, +C2)Xj(t )- C2X2(t) + (Kj + K2)X1(t) - K2X2(t) = Fj(t )
M2X2(t) + (C2+C3)X2(t)-C2X1(t) + (K2 + K3)X2(t)-K2X1(t) = F2(t)
{Eq. 8}
MnXn(t) + (Cn + Cn+1)Xn(t)-CnXn_1(t) + (Kn + Kn+1)Xn(t)-KXn_1(t) = Fn(t)
Employing the power of matrices, Equation (8) can be
expressed in matrix form for the more general
n-dimensional degree-of-freedom system as follows
12
Mj 0 0
"
Xj(t)
: M2
+
0 0- " Mn. .Xn(t).
cx+c2 -c2
-c2 c2+c3
-c.
0 0 -cn cn+cn+1
Xj(t)
[xn(t)j
> +
12 2
~*K2 K9+K3
-K.
0 0 -Kn KN+Kt,+1J
fxl(T)'
Fj(T)
; ' = ' ;
[xn(T) ,Fn(T)
{Eq. 9}
or in matrix notation as
[M]{X(t)} + [C]{X(t)} + [K]{X(t)} = {F(t)} {Eq. 10}
Where
[m] represents the symmetric mass matrix of
the complete system.
[cj represents the symmetric matrix of
damping coefficients .
[kJ represents the symmetric stiffness matrix
of the complete system.
\X(t) } represents a time dependent displacement
vector.
(x(t) } represents a time dependent velocity
vector.
\X(t) } represents a time dependent acceleration
vector .
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\F(t) j represents the nodal nonconservative
forces acting on the complete structure .
Equation (10) is still a second order linear time
invariant differential equation which is further
simplified by assuming that the system damping is
negligible, ([C]=[0]). In general, the equations in
Equation (10) will be coupled ([m] and [k] will not be
diagonal) by the choice of coordinate systems chosen to
describe the motion. This is not a basic characteristic
of the system. Decoupling of the equations is
accomplished by expressing the equations of motion in a
different set of generalized coordinates, T|i(t) in such
a way that Xi(t)is a linear combination of the
coordinates T|^(t). This can expressed in the following
manner
{X(t) } = [u] { T| (t) > {Eq. 11}
[ u J is a constant nonsingular square matrix referred to
as the transformation matrix or modal matrix. The
transformation to the new coordinates produces diagonal
[MJ and [k] matrices which are more easily solved.
14
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Rewriting results in the following form
knu:
f(t) j=i
f(t) n
i=l,2, n {Eq. 16}
which implies that the time dependence and positional
dependence are separable. It can be argued that
Equation (16) must then equal a constant. Denoting this
constant by X, Equation (16) can now be written as
f (t) + A.f(t)=0 {Eq. 17}
n
Zo (kij-taijJu^O
1 = 1,2, ... ,n {Eq. 18}
The solution to Equation (17) can easily be shown to
have the form
f(t) = C*cos(C0t-<}>) {Eq. 19}
In order to form the complete solution to Equation (13)
the amplitudes Uj ( j=l, 2 . . , n) must also be determined.
Note that Equation (18) represents a set of homogeneous
algebraic equations in the unknowns uj , with X =
CO2
. The
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problem of determining the values of X for which a
nontrivial solution exists is known as an eigenvalue
problem. It will be helpful to rewrite Equation (18) in
the following manner
[ [k] -X[m] ] {u} = {0> {Eq. 20}
The solution to Equation (20) is nontrivial if and only
if the determinant of the coefficients of u j vanishes .
This can be expressed mathematically by the following
formula
A(0)2)= Ik^-O^m^l =0 {Eq.21}
where X = (02 .
Equation (21) is known as the characteristic equation or
frequency equation. It will possess in general, n
distinct roots referred to as the eigenvalues and
denoted by 0)12, 0)22. -i)n2. The square root of the
eigenvalues are the system's natural frequencies cor
(r=l, 2, . . , n) . The lowest natural frequency is referred
to as the fundamental frequency and is often the most
important .
Each eigenvalue corresponds to a unique mode of
vibration, referred to as an eigenvector for the system
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at hand. The eigenvectors can be found by solving
Equation (18) for the amplitudes Uj once the system
natural frequencies have been found. The modal vectors
or eigenvectors of an n-dimansional degree of freedom
system can be thought of as vectors in N-space. These
natural modes possess a useful property known as
orthogonality. This is not a normal orthogonality but a
orthogonality with respect to the mass and stiffness
matrices .
3 . 2 Experimental Modal Analysis Theory
From an experimental standpoint, an analytical model of
the system under test rarely exists. Often, the
solutions to real world problems are solved without the
aid of a theoretical model. The use of a transfer
function between any two possible measurement locations
on a structure is utilized to help analyze these real
world problems .
3.2.1 Frequency Response Analysis
Recall from section 3.1 that the differential equation
of motion in terms of mass, stiffness and damping for an
n-degree of freedom system can be expressed as follows
[M]{X(t)} + [C]{X(t)} + [K]{X(t)} = {F(t)} {Eq. 22}
Equation (22) can be transformed into the Laplace or s
domain by the following transformation equation
18
f(t) = f(s)= f e_,tf(t)dt {Eq. 23}Jo
Assuming that the initial conditions are zero and
damping is negligible yields the following equation
[s2[m] + [k]] { X(s) } ={f(s) } (Eq. 24}
This transformation to the Laplace domain allows the
conversion from a differential equation to an algebraic
equation which can be more easily solved.
Making the definition that
[B(3) ] = [s2 [m] +[k] ] {Eq. 25}
and substituting back into Equation (24) results in an
alternate form of Equation (24) written as
[B(3) ] {X(s) } = {F(s) } {Eq. 26}
Equation (26) is an equivalent representation of
Equation (24). The matrix [B(s)J is referred to as the
system impedance matrix. Taking a closer look at the
elements which make up the impedance matrix reveals that
19
they have the form
bi:J(s) = mlja2 + Jc1:J {Eq.27}
If \ B(s) } is nonsingular, then it's inverse can be
expressed in the following form
iB(s)r = 7!BM^ {Eq. 2Q}I[B(S)]|
where [ D ( s ) J is the adjoint matrix (matrix of
cofactors) of [b(s)] [51 . Furthermore, it can be shown
that [D(s)] when evaluated at a pole, is related to the
mode shape corresponding to that particular pole.
Note, the denominator of Equation (28) is actually the
characteristic equation of the system. Thus, the modal
frequencies (X) are global properties of the system and
the characteristic equation can be expressed as products
of its roots. Therefore,
[B(s)] = Efs-^) . . . . (s-Xn) {Eq. 29}
where E is a constant and X.i represents the roots of the
characteristic equation.
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If Equation (26) is premultiplied by the inverse of the
system impedance matrix, [b(s>] _1, we get the following
equation
{X(s)} =[B(s) ] "1{f(s) } {Eq. 30}
Assigning,
[ho] = [b(s)]-1 <e<*- 31>
and substituting into Equation (30) yields
[H(s)]{F(s)} = (X(s)} {Eq. 32}
Equation (32) can be regarded as the relationship
between a system's response \X(s) } and the systems
forcing function \F(s) } through the systems transfer
matrix [h(s) J . This can be represented by the block
diagram shown in Figure 5 .
21
{F(3)} ? {H(3)} >{X(3) }
FIGURE 5
In expanded form, Equation (32) can be expressed as
Hn(a) H12(s)
H21(s) H22(s)
'Fi(s)'
'Xj(s)
F2(s) X2(3)
< = i
Hn(3). ,F(). X(3).
{Eq. 33
If the implied multiplication in Equation (33) is
carried out the following equations result
HjjfsJFjO) +
+
+
+
H^fsJFjO) +
. + Hln(s)Fn(3) = Xj(s)
. + . =
. + = {Eq. 34}
. + = .
. + H^sJF^s) = Xn(s)
If in Equations (34), F (s) = 0, (for i
then
= 2, 3, . . . , n)
22
xJa)
Hjl(S) =
F(3)
(J = 1^2, . . .,n) {Eq. 35}
In general the elements which make up the system
transfer matrix can be expressed in the following manner
HM=^ {Eq.36}
Where Xp is the response at point p and F_ is the input
at point q.
Equation (36) can be explained in the terminology of
conducting an experiment as follows. The columns of the
system transfer matrix \H(s) } are filled in by using a
single driving point with a roving response point and
the rows of the system transfer matrix are filled in by
using a roving driving point with a fixed response
point . Both techniques were used while acquiring the
data used in this study. In frequency response form,
(s = <J+ j(0) , Equation (33) can be written as
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xx(co)
X2(G>)
lx(co)
Hll(w) H12((0)
H21(C0) H22((0)
Hn2((i>)
Hm(0
Hn(CO)
[Fj(CO)
F2(CO)
{ >
ls"n(0.
{Eq. 37}
Maxwell's reciprocity theorem states that if a structure
i3 excited at a point p, and the frequency response
measured at a point q, the same frequency response can
be expected by exciting the structure at point q and
measuring the response at point p. Symbolically,
Maxwell ' s theorem can be expressed as
^q = H,qp {Eq. 38}
Since the coefficients of the characteristic equation
are real, the roots will appear as complex conjugates.
Thus, the characteristic equation can be expressed as
E(s-XL) (a-XL*) (s-Xn) (s-Xn*) = 0
i = 1,2, . . .,n {Eq.39}
Where X and X* are the roots of the characteristic
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equation or the poles of the transfer function {h(s)}.
A rational function (quotient of two polynomials) may be
expanded in partial fraction form about the pole of the
function!6!
. If the system contains no repeated roots,
the poles of the transfer function will all be first
order poles . Thus [ H ( s ) ] can be expressed in the
following form
[H(s)] = ]T [aJ [a*]
k=l
(s-p>j (a-P;)
{Eq. 4 0
where [ A ^ J represents the matrix of residues
corresponding to the pole (pk) and [Ak*J represents the
matrix of residues corresponding to the complex
conjugate pole (P**) Tne residue matrices can be
defined by the following equations
[aJ = (s - ^)- [D(3)]
[B(S)]
3 = Xv {Eq. 41}
M = (3 - x*y [d(s)]
[B(S)]
a =K {Eq. 42}
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Furthermore, the terms which make up the transfer
function [h(s)] can be shown to have the following
form
Where
n represents the number of degrees of
freedom in the system.
Apqr represents the residues associated with
the poles Xz .
* denotes conjugate.
Xr represents the modal frequencies
Xc = a + jcor
where
ar = damping factor
coc = damped natural frequency
Xr represents the complex conjugate of Xr.
s represents the complex variable (<3 + jo) .
Modal analysis theory has been programmed by various
companies, and together with an FFT analyzer can provide
useful results to complex real world problems .
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CHAPTER FOUR
4 MODAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
4 . 1 Modal Analysis using MSC/NASTRAN
NASTRAN requires that the data file follow a rigid
format specified by the Executive Control Deck, the Case
Control Deck, and the Bulk Data Deck. The word Deck
refers to coded instruction lines in the datafile. See
Appendix A for a more in depth discussion on the control
decks used in a MSC/NASTRAN job.
4.1.2 Reductions Techniques
The solution to any dynamic analysis can be separated
into three phases; assembly of the dynamic matrix
equations, solution of the equations, and recovery of
forces and stresses. As a problems size increases so
does the cost of performing a dynamic analysis or any
other analysis . The process of dynamic reduction is used
to minimize the solution cost by condensing the physical
degrees of freedom into a smaller analysis set .
4.1.2.1 Guyan Reduction (Static Condensation)
Guyan reduction begins by partitioning the displacement
vector { Uf } into two subsets, { U0 } and { Ua } , by means
of the ASET or ASET1 Bulk Data cards .
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f .. \
{"}-
u
y^oj
{Eq. 44}
Where { U0 } represents the degrees of freedom which will
be eliminated from the dynamic equations and { Ua }
represents the degrees of freedom which will be kept in
the analysis set. This process preserves the static
properties of the structure.
Let the unreduced dynamic equations be written as
[k] {Uf} = {p' } {Eq. 45}
Where \Pf' } represents all other linear terms,
{Pf }={Pf(t) } - [Mfp2+BffP+ i*Kf4] {Uf } {Eq. 46}
Equation (45) can be partitioned in the same manner as
Equation (44) yielding
"
_
~
-
,
Kaa Koa "a Pa
... =
... 1
.KoaKoo. .*o.
.*.
{Eq. 47}
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Solving the bottom half of Equation (47), { U0 } can now
be expressed in terms of { Ua } as follows
{Uo) = [Goa] {ua}+{uoo} {Eq. 48}
where: [GoJ =" [koo] _1[Koa] {Eq. 49}
{uoo}= [Koo] "1{P0' } {Eq. 50}
Substituting Equation (48) into the top half of Equation
(47) produces a condensed equation in terms of { Ua } .
The method is exact for static analysis but does not
produce the desired result of eliminating {U0} for
dynamic analysis since { P0' } depends on the time
derivatives of { U0 } , see Equation (46).
For dynamic analysis it is assumed that { Uo0 } is
negligible. Equation (48) may now be written as
{uo} = [Goa] {Ua} {Eq. 51}
The complete transformation of { Uf } to { Ua } is
accomplished by substituting Equation (51) into Equation
(44) , resulting in
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{"}- * * * . =
I
G=a.
Oa
{Eq. 52}
Next, Equations (46) and (52) are substituted into
Equation (45) . To ensure that the final result will end
in a square matrix (which increases the solution
reliability) the new equation i3 premultiplied by
[l:GoaT] yielding
[l:Goa][MffP2
+BP +iKj+Kff] {Ua}=[l:G*J{Pf(t)} {Eq. 53}
If [mJ , [kJ , [bJ and [Kff4J are symmetric then
the left hand side of Equation (53) will be symmetric.
This helps to reduce the cost of the solution.
Partitioning the matrices in Equation (53) and
performing the implied matrix multiplications produces
the final set of reduced equations.
[MaaP2
+BamP + iKaa+KaJ{ua} = {Pa(t)} {Eq. 54}
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where
[Ra] = [Kaa + KaoGoa] {Eq. 55}
[Maa] = [Maa+MaoGoa+ G*aMao + G*aM00Goa] {Eq. 56}
{Pa(t)}={Pa(t) + G^aP0(t)} {Eq. 57}
Equation (54) represents a reduced form of the
vibrational problem in terms of the a-set DOF's only.
Once the solution is found in terms of the a-set DOF's,
the solution for the o-set is recovered using Equation
(51) .
Since the accuracy and the cost of Guyan reduction
increases as the size of the a-set increases, the user
must carefully select the DOF's to go into the a-set.
NASTRAN suggests that points with large masses be put
into the a-set and all other points uniformly
distributed over the structure 73 .
If the a-set has been selected with care, the user can
expect the lowest one third of the eigenvalues to be
within engineering accuracy ( 5 % ) t 8 3 .
4.1.2.2 Generalized Dynamic Reduction
The method of generalized dynamic reduction follows from
the Guyan reduction method. Generalized coordinates are
introduced to represent some of the local inertia
effects which were discarded when the { Uo0 } vector was
discarded in Guyan reduction. The generalized
coordinates represent approximate vibration modes
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obtained via inverse iteration. The { Uf } vector is
partitioned into { U0 } and { Ua } vector subsets. { Ua }
contains the generalized coordinates, { Uq } , and some
of the physical degrees of freedom, { Ut } r if
desired. In particular,
so
{.}-
U.
u,
{Eq. 58}
where :
M -
U,
[utJ
{Eq. 59}
Therefore { Uf } can be written as
Uf| =)ut
"- J Uo
{Eq. 60}
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The vector { Uq } is designated as a vector of scalar
points (S-POINTS) with a single degree of freedom per
point. The unreduced stiffness and mass matrices can be
represented as follows
[]- Xa a o =
"
0 0 0
_Koa OO.
0 Ktt Kto
0 Kot K_
{Eq. 61}
[Mff] = Maa =: "o 0 0
Mo. "oo. 0 Mtt Mto
0 Mot Moo.
{Eq. 62}
The transformation between { U0 } and { Ua } can be
accomplished by noting that
K}=[Goa]{Ua}=[Goq:G0t] uq
'"
r
[utJ
{Eq. 63}
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The transformation matrix [ Got ] is obtained by solving
the following equation
[Roo] [Got] = -[Kot] {Eq. 64}
This assures that the static properties of the structure
are preserved in the { Ut } set .
The f-set may now be defined in the following manner
(u<} = Ua = Uq =
...
.u0.
< ut
U0.
u.
ut
UGo,:Sot]{Uq/Ot}J
[Goq:Got]j
{Eq. 65}
To determine [G0qJ , an eigenvalue extraction procedure
is applied to the DOF's in the t and o-sets. The
inverse iteration method is used to estimate the
eigenvectors for the system matrix corresponding to the
t and o-set DOF's. These eigenvectors are then used to
determine [ GoqJ . For a more in depth analysis, see
section 4.1.2 of the Handbook for Dynamic Analysis t9^.
Once [Got] and [Goq] have been determined, the f-set
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can be reduced to the a-set by using Equation (65) . The
solution for the o-set DOF's is then obtained by using
the transformation in Equation (65) in reverse.
Guidelines as well as charts comparing the two reduction
methods are provided in the Handbook For Dynamic
Analysis t10l .
4.1.3 Eigenvalue Extraction Methods
After dynamic reduction techniques have been performed
on the model, the process of eigenvalue extraction may
commence. MSC/NASTRAN provides four methods for the
extraction of eigenvalues. They are Givens, Modified
Givens , Lanczos, and Inverse Power Methods.
The Givens and Modified Givens methods are
transformation methods. The matrix of coefficients
[ [K]-A.[M] J is first transformed into a special form
(diagonal or tri-diagonal) to allow extraction of the
eigenvalues .
The Lanczos method uses a block shifted iteration
algorithm. Sets of vectors obtained by inverse
iteration are used to reduce the problem to a reduced
block tridiagonal form. The eigenvectors are computed in
the reduced basis by a QL algorithm, then
back-transformed to the original basis. This is the
most modern method at present, and should be considered
for all large-size problems. Since the method takes
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advantage of sparcity in the input matrices, it is most
economical when used without static or dynamic
reduction .
The Inverse Power method is a "tracking" method where
the roots are extracted one at a time by iterative
procedures applied to the original dynamic matrix.
The user specifies which type of extraction procedure to
use by an entry on the EIGRL Bulk Data Card for the
Lanczos method or the EIGR Bulk Data card for the other
methods . For a more indepth discussion consult the
Handbook for Dynamic Analysis t11! .
4.1.3.1 The Givens Method (GIV)
Two criteria must be met in order to use the Givens
method. The first is that the mass matrix be positive
definite, and the second is that the stiffness matrix be
symmetric. These two qualities will ensure that the
roots of the problem will always be real . The Givens
method will find all eigenvalues in a specified
frequency range whereas the Inverse Power method is
prone to misses. Givens' method takes little advantage
of the sparcity of the matrices but does handle dense
matrices quite well . The first step in the Givens
method is to perform a Cholesky decomposition on the
mass matrix.
[m] = [l] [l] t {Eq. 66}
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where [l] is lower triangular.
If the mass matrix is not positive definite the method
will fail at this point. Recall that the real
eigenvalue problem can be expressed in the form
[j-Xl]{(o} =0 {Eq. 67}
where [jj is a symmetric matrix
[ I J is the identity matrix
The particular eigenvalue problem that we are attempting
to solve has the form
[K - Xm] {<!>}= 0 {Eq. 68}
By premultiplying Equation (68) by [ Lj ~x and
substituting in Equation (66) for [m] , we get the
following
[l]"1[k]{<d}->.[l]-1[l][l]I{<d} = {0} {Eq. 69}
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Making the transformation
{0)}=[L] *{<}>} {Eq. 70}
We can now write Equation (69) as
W"1[K]{L}T'-1{co}-X[Lr1[L]{co} = {0} {Eq. 71}
Note that Equation (71) is now of the form
[ J - Xl] { Co} =0 {Eq. 72}
where
[j] = [LJ-^K] [l]-1' {Eq. 73}
The [jj matrix is converted to a tri-diagonal form by a
procedure developed by Wallace Givens . The eigenvectors
{ CO } are determined within the specified frequency range
or by the number requested. The physical eigenvectors
can be recovered by performing the inverse
transformation used on the [ J J matrix and solving
Equation (70) for { 0 }
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U} = [l]1'-1!^} {Eq. 74}
4.1.3.2 Modified Givens Method
This method is similar to the original Givens method but
the restriction that the mass matrix be nonsingular is
no longer required. Note that Equation (68) can be
written as
[[K]-X[M]]{(|}=[[K]+X.[M]-(X+A.)[M]]{<|>} = {0} {Eq.75}
where Xa is a positive number automatically selected by
the program to optimize the reliability and accuracy of
the solution. The following Cholesky decomposition is
then performed
[ [k]+X3[m] ] =[L] [l]t {Eq. 76}
If Equation (75) is now premultiplied by -1/ {X+X3) and
the substitution of Equation (76) made, the following
equation results
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[M]-
[L][L}T
fr + h) M=W {Eq. 77}
Using the transformation of Equation (70) and
premultiplying Equation (77) by [l]"1 gives
[ [J]-A.[l] {co}]={0} {Eq. 78}
where: [j] = [l]"1[m] [l]"1t and
X = 1/(X+Xa) .
The remaining steps to the modified Givens method are
identical to those of the regular Givens method.
4.1.3.3 Lanczos Method
Due to the complexity of the Lanczos method, the
interested reader is referred to the Handbook for
Dynamic Analysis for a complete discussion on this
method^12]
.
4.1.3.4 Inverse Power Method
Assuming an eigenvalue problem of the form
[ [K]-A.k[M]] {<t>}k = 0 {Eq. 79}
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let
K = ^o + Pic fE<J- 80>
where XQ is called the shift point. The iteration
algorithm is given by the following equation
[[K]-XQ[M]] {w}n =[M] UK-i {Eq. 81}
A starting vector for { <J> } n_x and the shift point XQ are
automatically chosen by NASTRAN. Shift points are
chosen so that only a few nearby eigenvalues (nominally
6) are extracted from each shift point I13l . This is done
to help speed up convergence. An initial estimate for
the vector { con } is obtained by substituting in the
initial starting vector and shift point in Equation
(81) . Once a value for { con } has been found it is
scaled according to maximum element scaling.
{}.-i- = -^M- {Eq. 82}
"n
where Cn is the maximum element in { C0n } and 1/Cn is
called the scaling factor. {(0nJ is now substituted
back into Equation (81) as { <t> } n_i and the process
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continues .
The scaling factor will converge to (3k, from which the
eigenvalue X.k may be defined. Likewise, { <\> } n will
converge to the eigenvector associated with X^ . Once
the first eigenvalue and eigenvector have been
determined their effect is eliminated from the system of
equations through modification of the dynamic matrix.
The iteration process continues until all the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are found for the given
shift point X0 . NASTRAN then chooses a new shift point
and generates another set of eigenvalues and
eigenvectors .
4.2 Experimental Modal Analysis
Experimental modal analysis is the process by which
engineers can use multi channel FFT signal analyzers
combined with sophisticated software packages to help
quantify a structures dynamic characteristics .
4.2.1 System Requirements
There are many different systems available which can be
used in signal processing and modal parameter
estimation. The discussion here deals entirely with the
systems which were used in the analyses of the two case
studies .
Some systems are contained on a single dedicated piece
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of hardware which provides ease of operation. The
systems which were used for this study consisted of a
B&K 2032 signal analyzer and Structural Measurement
Systems' (SMS) /STAR software on an 80286 IBM compatible
host computer.
Impact and shaker testing were used during the data
acquisition portion of the experiments. For impact
testing, a B&K 8202 force transducer hammer equipped
with a B&K 8200 force transducer was used. The
transducer is rated at a force limit of 5000 N and a
frequency range of 10,000 Hz. The magnitude and
excitable frequency range are dependent upon the the
type of tip installed on the hammer. The B&K hammer
comes with three tips, rubber, plastic and steel. Each
tip is capable of exciting a limited frequency range and
should be calibrated prior to use. Calibration of the
force transducer hammer can be accomplished in the
following manner.
Step 1: Hang a known mass as shown in Figure (6)
and attach an accelerometer of negligible
mass to one of its ends. Try to restrict
the motion to lateral motion only.
Step 2 : Impact the free end of the mass with the
force transducer hammer and record the
impact voltage and mass acceleration
using a dual channel signal analyzer.
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FIGURE 6
Step 3: Using Newton's second law F = Ma,
compute the force of the
impact on the mass . This force can
then be related to the impact voltage
read on the signal analyzer.
Step 4: Compute the Calibration Factor (CF) as
the ratio of the impact voltage over the
impact force .
CF = Volts/Lbs Force
It is recommended that the calibration be performed more
than once to compute an average CF value. In general, a
softer tip will produce a lower force magnitude and
excite a smaller frequency range.
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Like the impact test, when conducting a shaker test it
is always good practice to calibrate the force
transducer that is being used. This can be accomplished
by the techniques previously described. The only
difference is that the object being calibrated is the
force transducer and not the tip. Again the Calibration
Factor will have units of volts per pound force.
For the purpose of conducting the experiments, it was
required that the structures be tested with
approximately free-free boundary conditions. To
accomplish this task, the plate (Test Object 1,T01) was
set to rest on a piece of packaging foam, see Figure
(7) . This foam proved useful as motion in the vertical
direction was only required. If motion in other
directions were to be measured, this technique may not
work because the motion in the plane of the plate might
be obstructed by the shearing stiffness of the foam. To
produce a free-free boundary condition for T02 the
structure was suspended in space by using bungee cords,
see Figure (8) . This allowed free motion of the
structure in all coordinate directions as well as
minimizing the interference from ground vibrations.
Before testing a structure a grid must be layed out .
Proper sequencing of the grid points will provide the
representation of the structure to be used on the
computer screen. The grid point numbering should be
done in such a way that the display sequence is a
minimum. Consult the STAR manual for further
information on grid point numbering and sequencing t 14 1 .
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TEST CONFIGUKATION
TEST OBJECT 1 (TOl)
IDPACT TEST
ACCELEKOHETEK
FIGUBE 7
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TEST COHFIGURATIOH
TEST OBJECT 2 (T02)
IMPACT TEST
/SSfSSSS/SSSS/SSSS/S//SSSS/SS*
BUHGEE CORDS
I X
TEST OBJECT 2 (T02)
SHAKES TEST
/S/JS/SSSSSSSSSSSSSS/SSSSSS/S*
\*\ BUHGEE CORDS ?
STIHGER ROD
FIGURE 8
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There are many different types of sensors (contact and
non-contact) that can be used to acquire the frequency
response measurements needed to perform a modal
analysis. Non-contact sensors are useful when the
physical attachment of a sensor is not available or the
object is small in mass as compared to the sensor. The
tests for this work were performed using B&K
accelerometers . Testing of TOl required the use of only
one accelerometer, since only one coordinate direction
was measured. T02 required the use of a tri-axial
accelerometer, since all three displacement coordinates
were measured. Mounting of the accelerometers was
accomplished by using B&K supplied bee's wax.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5 CORRELATION TECHNIQUES
5.1 Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC)
The Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) being used today has
become a primary way in which to determine the
difference in modal vectors. The MAC is used to give an
indication of how different modal vectors relate to one
another and to what extent they are correlated.
However, there is always some uncertainty as to what the
correlation value exactly represents.
The MAC can take on any value between zero and one.
Anything less than unity in the MAC value indicates that
the mode pairs do not exactly replicate one another. In
general, as the MAC value decreases so does the
similarity between the mode shapes . Although the value
indicates a discrepancy in mode shape, it does not give
an indication of where this discrepancy exists on the
structure .
The method of computing the MAC can be described as
calculating the least squares difference about the best
straight line. The formula is given by the following
equation .
[MAC({<DA}j{(t.B}lc)]= ;
2_ {Eq. 83 }
[{?a}?-Wa>;B>b}J-{>b>,3
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The equation determines the correlation between the jth
mode of the first data set { <DA } and the kth mode of the
second data set { <J>B } . if the modal vectors correlate
to one another, the diagonal of the Mac matrix will have
elements of unity. Ewins and Lieven state the
following!15! :
" (1) it is essential that the modulus in the numerator
is taken after the vector product so that the absolute
value of the sum of product elements is taken: and
(2) it is not necessary to have both sets of
eigenvectors normalized in the same way as the effect of
normalization is canceled out by the division by the
denominator. "
Also, the MAC may show correlation among mode shapes in
which the experimentalist has not used enough
accelerometers to fully characterize the motion of the
system .
5.2 Coordinate MAC (COMAC)
The Coordinate MAC (COMAC) seeks to identify the regions
on a structure which are responsible for poor
correlation. The COMAC, developed by N.A.J. Lieven and
D.J. Ewins tries to correlate degrees of freedom in a
structure rather than modes'1^ .
The COMAC is a two-stage computational process . The
first stage uses the MAC of Equation (83) to determine
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which modes from the { <)>A } matrix correspond to those in
the \ 4>B / matrix. This results in a set of Correlated
Mode Pairs (CMP) denoted by the index L. The second
stage of the computational process involves calculating
the correlation values at each coordinate over all the
correlated mode pairs. The formula is given by the
following equation.
X IMa.lMiVl)
(COMAC(i))=-^ J {Eq. 84}^az alAJt
Zu (A,i)2'i
(iVl)2
Where
i = the coordinate number
Lmax = the highest Correlated Mode Pair Number
(CMPN)
L = incremental counter of the CMPN
The procedure results in a list of COMAC values ranging
between zero and unity. In performing a COMAC it is
important that both sets of eigenvectors be normalized
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in the same manner since the constituent elements of
each COMAC value are taken from separate modest17] .
5 . 3 Mode Shape Difference
The best qualitative way in which to view differences in
associated modal vector pairs is to compute their
difference and animate it. If there is no difference in
the mode shapes, the animation will be still. SMS
provides the capability of exporting mode shapes to an
ASCII datafile. The information can then be read and
the difference computed according to the following
formula
U}Dirr.r.c.= {<l>A}-{<i>B} <E<*- 85>
where { <t>A } and { $B } represent modal matrices of order
DOF's by number of modes.
Once the difference is computed, the results may then be
output to an ASCII datafile and imported back into SMS
for animation and inspection. If the mode shapes
replicate one another, then the animation displacement
should be zero. Thus a coordinate inspection can be
performed to determine which regions do not match. Both
sets of eigenvectors should be scaled in the same
manner before taking their difference. For this work the
scaling used was maximum element scaling. It should also
be noted that the phase of the mode shapes should be the
same so that the difference technique will subtract grid
point amplitudes instead of adding them.
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5 . 4 Reduced Mass Orthogonality Check
The mode shapes of a structure possess a very important
property known as orthogonality. This is the most
reliable way to determine the uniqueness of
eigenvectors. Most orthogonality checks are based on
the finite element inertia matrix [m] , which plays the
role of a weighting matrix. It is also possible to
perform an orthogonality check with respect to the
stiffness matrix [k] .
In the initial stages of correlating F.E.M. results to
experimental results, computation proved to be a problem
due the difference in the sizes of the matrices. To
eliminate this problem, one could either reduce the size
of the analytical mass matrix or expand the size of the
experimental eigenvectors . Guyan reduction is one
technique for reducing the analytical mass matrix. This
results in an approximate representation and thus
introduces error into the mass matrix. To expand the
order of the experimental eigenvectors, the inverse
Guyan reduction process could be used. Both the Guyan
reduction and expansion processes require a fairly
accurate analytical model.
In order for the orthogonality check to work, the
reduced mass matrix must faithfully represent the
dynamics of the finite element model within the
frequency range of interest.
D.C. Kammer of SDRC Inc. presents the following
technique for reducing the size of the finite element
mass matrix!18! . Consider the F.E.M. physical
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displacements given by the following equation.
{un} = "Un} {q} {Eq- 85}
where { q } represents a vector of generalized
coordinates. Equation (85) can be partition into 'a'
and 'o' sets as
follows*
{ua}=Wa} {q} {Eq. 86}
{o} = {<t>0} {<*) ^q- 87>
where { ua } and { u0 } refer to the retained and omitted
degrees of freedom respectively. To obtain the correct
relationship between { ua } and { u0 } , Equation (86) must
be solved for the vector { q } . Since the matrix { <t>a }
will in general be rectangular of dimension r X m, where
m is the number of modes and r the number of degrees of
freedom, a direct inversion of { <}> } is not possible.
* This is not to be confussed with Guyan and Generalized
Dynamic Reduction Methods .
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Instead, Equation (86) is premultiplied by {<t>a}T,
resulting in the following expression
Ua>T{ua}=[ {<t>a}T{<t>a}] {q} {Eq. 88}
It can be argued that, if the set of m F.E.M. mode
shapes can be observed using the selected set of a-type
degrees of freedom, then { <))a } is full-column rankt1^
Therefore, the mth order square matrix, [ {<J>a}T{<t>a} J
is nonsingular.
Equation (88) can be solved for {q} resulting in the
following
[ UJMO 1 _1{4)a}T{ua} = {q} {Eq. 89}
where [_ { <t>a } T { ^a } J
"
(^aJ represents the Moore-Penrose
generalized inverse of { (}>a } t2l .
By substituting Equation (89) back into Equation (87) ,
the following expression relating the omitted degrees of
freedom to the retained degrees of freedom is obtained
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{Uo}={<t)o}[{<l).}T{<t).}]"1{(t)JT{ua} = [Dm]{ua} {Eq. 90}
The following transformation matrix
[Tm] = [l:DmT] T {Eq. 91}
can then be used to reduce the F.E.M. mass matrix to the
same order as the test eigenvectors. Equation (90)
expresses the displacements of the omitted physical
degrees of freedom { U0 } as linear combinations of the
omitted modal vectors { <|> } .
The reduced mass matrix can be calculated according to
the following equation.
[Mr] =[Tm] T[Mn] [Tm] (Eq. 92}
where [Mr] represents the reduced mass matrix and
[MnJ represents the full mass matrix.
Because this method results in an exact reduction, any
uncertainty in the correlation and system identification
is eliminated. Errors are due to either F.E.M.
inaccuracies or improper experimental techniques.
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The only limitation of thi3 modal reduction technique is
that the retained degrees of freedom must be capable of
representing each mode shape used in the reduction
process . This is usually not a problem since the number
of DOF's is generally larger than the number of modes.
Once the reduced mass matrix has been determined, a
reduced mass "cross" orthogonality check can be
performed according to the following formula.
Uf}T[Mr] Ut} = [i] {Eq. 93}
where, { 4>t } represents the experimental eigenvectors
and { <(> } represents the finite element eigenvectors .
If the mode shapes are identical, the result of the
orthogonality check will be the identity matrix [ I ] r
of order n, where n represents the number of mode
shapes .
5.5 Matching the F.E.M. to the Modal Data
The method to be described here deals with trying to
match the finite element modal data to the experimental
modal data. The method is proposed by D.J.lnman and C.
Minas^21]
. The technique utilizes control theory
algorithms to calculate corrections in the finite
element stiffness and damping matrices.
The problem can be stated as: "Given a dynamical system,
and its finite element model, find correction matrices
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for the stiffness matrix and damping matrix such that
the corrected system has the measured eigenvalues and
eigenvectors" I22!
. This statement matches that of the
eigenstructure assignment problem, using velocity and
position as feedback. The technique uses perturbations
in the stiffness and damping matrices as gain matrices
in a feedback control algorithm.
The method can be applied on undamped, proportionally
damped, as well as nonproportionally damped models. The
eigenvalues and eigenvectors may be real and complex in
nature .
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CHAPTER SIX
6 PROBLEM DEVELOPMENT and SOLUTION
The purpose of this thesis was the correlation of
eigenvectors generated by finite element techniques
with those generated via experimental analysis . The
method proposed utilized MSC/NASTRAN ' s Generalized
Dynamic Reduction to generate the finite element
eigenvectors and SMS ' s STAR software to generate the
experimental eigenvectors . The finite element
eigenvectors are used to generate a transformation
matrix which is in turn used to reduce the size of the
full mass matrix to the size of the experimental
degrees-of-freedom. The reduced mass matrix is then
used in a mass "cross" orthogonality check given by the
following equation
U}VE.m. [M]Rad U}Exp. = [i] {Eq. 94}
A second method of correlating the eigenvectors was
also proposed. This method proposes using the
difference in the eigenvectors as a means of
qualitatively determining the uniqueness of the mode
shapes. This difference eigenvector can be imported
into the STAR software and examined.
This chapter will deal with the issues that were
addressed in order to compute a F.E.M. versus EXP.
reduced mass
"cross" orthogonality check on the
eigenvectors, as well as the difference in the modal
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vectors .
6 . 1 Reduced Mass Orthogonality Check
6.1.1 Problem Description
The purpose of performing a mass orthogonality check on
the finite element eigenvectors with the experimental
eigenvectors is to verify the uniqueness of the
vectors. Recall that the eigenvectors should form a
linearly independent set. With good correlation
results, the analytical model can be considered well
developed. Although the basic operations required to
perform an orthogonality check are straight-forward,
the process of implementing the technique on a digital
computer was more involved. To this end, a computer
program called "MODAL" was developed to perform the
necessary tasks . The program was written in the PASCAL
language, see Appendix D for a complete listing of the
source code.
Recall that the formula for an orthogonality check i s
of the form
{<!>}T[a] {<J>} = [i] {Eq. 95}
where { $ } = vector of nodal displacements (mxn)
[a] = a matrix on which to orthogonalize (mxm)
{ <|> } T = vector transpose of {<(>} (nxm)
[ I ] = identity matrix (nxn)
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n = number of mode shapes
m = total number of DOF's
For the purpose of this technique, { $ } will represent
the eigenvectors obtained via experimental modal
analysis, and { } T will represent the transpose of the
eigenvectors obtained via Generalized Dynamic Reduction
in MSC/NASTRAN. The matrix [a] will represent the
reduced mass matrix obtained by implementing Kammers '
technique on the full finite element mass matrix.
Equation (95) may now be expressed in the form of a
"cross"
orthogonality check as follows
{<t>} Vs.m. [M]R-d {<j>}xp = [i] {Eq. 96}
6.1.2 Experimental Mode Shape Generation
The experimental or test eigenvectors (mode shapes)
were determined via modal analysis. The software
package used to perform the modal analysis was SMS ' s
STAR system. Once the mode shapes were determined,
they were then exported to an ASCII datafile (on a
floppy disk) in SDRC format by the export routine
under the 'PROJECT' window within the STAR software.
Because the exporting was performed under the
' PROJECT '
window, the grid point coordinates were also exported
in the same datafile. The grid point coordinates are
used in a spherical search routine, to be discussed
later. The ASCII datafile was then transferred to a
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VAX mainframe computer for use with program MODAL.
The information contained in the experimental datafile
is used by the program to search the ".F0 6" NASTRAN
datafile for grid point matchings . The matchings will
be used to create a finite element modal matrix with
the same DOF's as the test modal matrix.
6.1.3 Finite Element Mode Shape Generation
The finite element modal vectors were generated via
Generalized Dynamic Reduction in MSC/NASTRAN. In
general, the size of the finite element model is much
larger than the size of the test model, therefore, the
size of the finite element modal vectors had to be
reduced to the same size as the test modal vectors .
This task is automatically done within the program
MODAL by performing a spherical search on the finite
element grid points with the grid points from the test
model. It should be noted that the user may input this
matching directly by hand or read it from a datafile.
Because some modal tests do not require the measurement
of all grid point DOF's the program MODAL will generate
modal vectors for only those grid point DOF's which the
user specifies. Each grid point is required to have
the same degrees-of-freedom associated with it. The
finite element eigenvectors are then stored in a finite
element modal matrix which can be output to a datafile
in SDRC format, used in a orthogonality check or a
difference algorithm.
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6.1.4 Reduced Mass Matrix Generation
In order to perform a mass "cross" orthogonality check
on the two sets of modal vectors, two reductions had to
be made. First, the size of the finite element modal
vectors had to be reduced to the same size as the test
modal vectors . This was accomplished by the process
previously explained. The second, involved reducing
the size of the finite element mass matrix. The
technique used is presented in Section 5 . 4 and results
in a reduced mass matrix which fully represents the
eigenvectors in question. The technique was programmed
into the NASTRAN datafile using DMAP
instructions, for use after eigenvector generation.
Programming of the technique was accomplished by the
following DMAP programming statements to be listed in
the Executive Control Deck
$ Notation for DOF size:
$ G = ASET + OSET
$ n = OSET
$ m = mode shapes
$ r = accelerometer test DOF
$
$ Note r>m is necessary for this method.
$
COMPILE S0L3, SOUIN=MSCSOU$
ALTER 437$ After the SDR1 data recovery module.
$
* Rammer's technique was programmed by Mark Hammer at
Eastman Kodak Company.
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DELETE /P2G, ,,,/$ Clears the matrix P2G.
$
MTRXIN CASECC,MATPOOL, EQEXIN, SIL/P2G, , /LUSET/S , N, NP/ / /2
$ Transfer in the column vector matrix P2G which is the
FIX vector defined by the DMIG cards in the Bulk Data
Deck. The FIX matrix is r-size where as P2G is G size.
P2G is a G size vector with 1.0 in the grid point DOF
locations that correspond to the accelerometer DOF's.
All other locations in P2G are zero. Thus P2G could be
used as a partitioning vector at G-size.
$
VEC USET/GVEC/ 'G' / "O' / ' COMP ' $ Creates a partitioning
vector, GVEC, based on the USET . The vector is applied
to the GSET where the zeros correspond to the OSET and
the ones correspond to the compliment-
ASET+MSET+SSET (SPC s) .
$
PARTN UGV, , GVEC/PHIVO, , , /0/0$ Row partitions the
Gxm-size modal matrix, UGV, to a nxm-size matrix, where
All=PHIVO. All values in UGV whose locations
correspond to the zero locations in GVEC (ie. the OSET)
are put into PHIVO . All other values in UGV are
ignored .
$
PARTN P2G, , GVEC/P2GO, , , /0/0$ Row partitions the G-size
P2G (FIX) vector to a n size vector, P2GO, Thus
allowing P2GO to be used as a partitioning vector at
OSET-size .
$
PARTN PHIVO, ,P2GO/PHIAO,PHIAA, , /0/0$ Row partitions the
nxm modal matrix to a (n-r)xm-size modal matrix PHIAO
and rxm size modal matrix PHIAA. Note: All=PHIAO and
A21=PHIAA.
$
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TRNSP PHIAA/AT/$ Transposes the rxm-size modal matrix
to a mxr-size modal matrix.
$
MPYAD AT,PHIAA,/ATA$ Bracketed term in Equation (87)
(mxm) .
$
SOLVE ATA,/ATAI/$ Computes the inverse of the above
matrix, ATA.
$
PARAML ATA// 'TRAILER' /2/S , N, RRROWS$ Matrix trailers.
Selects parameter from the ATA matrix trailer. The 2
corresponds to the second word of the trailer which is
the number of rows (r) of the matrix. See Section
5.2 of the USER'S manual on matrix trailers for more
information .
$
MATGEN , /IDENT2/1/RRR0WS$ Generates a square identity
matrix of size RRROWSxRRROWS .
$
DECOMP ATA/L,U/$ Performs decomposition of ATA into
lower and upper triangular forms.
$
FBS L, U, IDENT2/ATAI/$ Performs forward backward
substitution .
$
MPYAD ATAI , AT, /ATAIAT$ Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse of Equation (88) (mxr) .
$
MPYAD PHIAO, ATAIAT, /DMTEST$ [DM] matrix of Equation
(89), [(n-r)xr].
$
PARAML PHIAA//1 TRAILER' /2/S, N,RROWS$ Selects parameter
from the PHIAA matrix trailer. The 2 corresponds to
the second word of the trailer which is the number of
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rows (r) in the matrix. See Section 5.2 of the USER'S
manual on matrix trailers for more information.
$
MATGEN , /IDENT3/1/RR0WS$ Creates a identity matrix of
size RROWSxRROWS .
$
MERGE DMTEST, IDENT3 , , , , P2G0/TM/ 0/0 $ Merge the [DM]
matrix and the identity matrix. The identity matrix
goes into locations where P2GO has 1's, DMTEST goes
into locations where P2GO has O's. Creates a nxr
transformation matrix.
$
SMPYAD TM,MW,TM, , , /MAAR/3////l$ Transforms the n-size
MW matrix to an r-size matrix, MAAR.
$
MATPRN MAAR//$ Print out the reduced mass matrix to the
' datafile.
The matrix P2G corresponds to the finite element grid
point degrees-of -freedom which match the test grid
point degrees-of-freedom. This matrix is input in the
Bulk Data Deck by using the FIX Bulk Data Card, see
Appendix A for the format of the card. The following
is a general format of how to create the FIX vector.
The value of "1.0" corresponds to the F.E.M. DOF based
on the test grid point DOF.
DMIG, FIX, 0, 9, 1, , , , 1 $ Thi3 line must not be altered, it
sets up the type of matrix to be input.
$
DMIG, FIX, 1, , ,GRIDPOINT#,DOF/DOF/DOF, 1. 0 $ This line and
the lines that follow place a value of "1.0" in the FIX
matrix wherever the DOF's match. This line is repeated
until all test DOF's have been matched.
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Note: The name used for the reduced mass matrix (MAAR)
should not be altered, this name is used in a searching
algorithm in program MODAL to find the reduced mass
matrix within the ".F06" datafile.
6.1.5 The Need for the USET Vector
Because NASTRAN has its' own optimizing techniques the
order of the degrees-of -freedom in the mass matrix may
not be exactly what the user expects. This difference
in degrees-of-f reedom will render the orthogonality
check useless. To solve this problem the USET vector,
which gives the correct sequencing was output to the
".F06" datafile using the following Bulk Data Card
PARAM, USETPRT, 1
The information (ie, the degrees-of-freedom sequence
which was used by NASTRAN during the solution process)
was used to resequence the test and finite element
degrees-of-freedom so that they agreed with the
sequencing in the reduced mass matrix.
6.1.6 Normalizing the Test Modal Vectors
SMS/STAR scales the modal vectors according to several
different techniques, specified by the user. For the
purpose of this study, Unity Modal Mass scaling was
used. The scaling used in NASTRAN was MASS scaling.
In order for the orthogonality check to work correctly,
the finite element and test modal vectors have to have
the same scaling. This was accomplished by scaling the
test modal vectors to the finite element mass matrix
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according to the following scheme
STEP 1: U]T[M]R.d[<] = [m] (Eq. 97}
STEP 2: [<}>] [m]"= = [<t>]Norm. {Eq. 98}
6 . 2 Modal Difference Generation
The difference in the modal vectors can be used to gain
insight as to where the two models differ. Differences
may be due to poor test data, poor finite element
modeling or both. The difference in the mode shapes
is a straight forward calculation. The only concern is
that of scaling. Since the amplitude of the mode shape
is arbitrary, the modal vectors will be scaled to the
maximum element before attempting to compute their
difference. With this in mind, the modal difference
vector was computed according to the following formula
Whirr = W}r.E.. " Whxp. <Eq- ">
6 . 2 Program Development
Program "MODAL" was written to accomplish the tasks
just mentioned and, to provide tabular and graphical
results of the orthogonality checks. A printout of the
program is included in Appendix D. The following
Functions and Procedures were used in the program to
obtain the desired results .
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FUNCTION MTRXMUL: This function performs matrix
multiplications .
FUNCTION TRNSPOSE: This function computes the transpose
of a given matrix.
PROCEDURE NORMALIZE: This procedure normalizes the
experimental modal matrix based on the finite element
reduced mass matrix.
PROCEDURE SEARCH: This procedure performs a spherical
search of the F.E.M. grid points to determine the
correct grid point matching between the F.E.M. and TEST
models .
PROCEDURE ORTHG: Procedure ORTHG computes the reduced
mass orthogonality check between eigenvectors. The
user has the ability to compute (F.E.M. vs F.E.M.),
(F.E.M. vs EXP.) or (EXP. vs EXP.) orthogonality
checks . The results of the orthogonality checks are
also output from within this procedure in the form of a
results table or results waterfall plot.
PROCEDURE TSTMODAL: This procedure is used to read in
the experimental modal vectors from the 'STAR'
generated ASCII datafile.
PROCEDURE IPUT: Procedure IPUT is used as the
information gathering center of the program. It is
here that the user supplies the information needed to
run the program.
PROCEDURE OTPUT: Procedure OTPUT is used to generate a
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datafile which contains the F.E.M., Exp, or Difference
modal vectors .
PROCEDURE DIFFERNC: Procedure DIFFERNC is used to
compute the difference in the F.E.M. and EXP. modal
vectors .
PROCEDURE F06DATA: This procedure reads the modal
vector information from the NASTRAN generated '.F0 6'
datafile. The information is stored in a finite
element modal matrix for later use.
PROCEDURE SUPERSAP: This procedure is the same as
F06DATA except that it reads the modal vector
information that was generated by a ALGOR/SUPERSAP
finite element modal analysis.
PROCEDURE GETMASS: Procedure GETMASS reads the '.F0 6'
datafile to obtain the reduced, 'NASTRAN', finite
element mass matrix.
The FUNCTIONS and PROCEDURES just mentioned were
written in PASCAL. The program was originally
developed to read modal vector information generated by
a NASTRAN job but was later extended to incorporate the
modal vector information generated by a ALGOR/SUPERSAP
job .
It should be pointed out that a reduced mass
orthogonality check on the modal vectors generated by
SUPERSAP cannot be performed because SUPERSAP does not
allow for the output of the mass matrix.
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6 . 3 Finite Element Model Generation
As mentioned earlier, the two structures tested in this
study were modeled using PATRAN-G and MSC/NASTRAN.
Both structures were modeled with the assumption that
the damping present in the structures is negligible.
6.3.1 Test Object 1 (Thin Plate)
Test Object 1, (TOl) was a thin rectangular aluminum
plate with dimensions, 7.0 X 10.0 X 0.75 inches. The
structure was meshed in a 1" by 1.75" pattern, see
Figure (1) . The elements used in this mesh were the
CQUAD4 elements previously described. There were no
boundary conditions imposed on the structure as this
study dealt with only free vibration. Generalized
Dynamic Reduction together with the Modified Givens
Method was used to determine the eigenvectors for the
plate. The frequency range of interest was from 200 to
7000 Hertz. Natural frequencies and eigenvectors for
the first 7 flexible mode shapes are presented in
Chapter 7 .
6.3.2 Test Object 2, (3-D/ 3 Tier Table)
Test Object 2, (T02), consisted of four rectangular
aluminum plates with dimensions, 8.0 X 8.0 X 0.375
inches, and four aluminum rods with dimensions 8.0 by
0.5 Dia. inches, see Figure (2). The rods were attached
to plates 1 and 2 at the corners by screws . Plate 3
was fastened to Plate 2 using screws in 2 inch
increments. Plate 4 was welded to Plate 3. After Plate
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4 was welded to Plate 3, severe warping was noticed.
Because of this, it was decided not to weld the
remaining structure. it was believed that warping
would cause erronious results.
For modeling purposes, the attachment screws were
assumed to provide the same structural support as a
weld. This may not always be applicable, but for this
situation it worked quite well. The mesh for the
plates consisted of a 1" by 1" grid containing the
previously mentioned CQUAD4 element. The rods were
meshed every inch and modeled with the CROD element .
Dynamic Reduction, together with the Modified Givens
Method was used to determine the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors over the frequency range, 10 Hz. to 650
Hz . Natural frequencies and eigenvectors are presented
for the first 8 flexible mode shapes.
6 . 4 Modal Test Setup
6.4.1 Test Object 1 (TOl)
The development of program "MODAL" was such, that a
model with only 1-DOF associated with the grid points
should be tested first. For this purpose, a thin
rectangular aluminum plate was selected. It was felt
that such a plate would give the most interesting
results, in terms of mode shapes.
The plate shown in Figure (8) was set to rest upon
approximately
1/2" of packing foam to simulate
free-free boundary condition in the Z-direction.
Source excitation was provided by means of a force
transducer hammer equipped with a steel tip. The
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method of testing consisted of leaving the
accelerometer fixed at grid point 11 while the hammer
was used as a roving excitation source. An average of
5 to 10 Frequency Response Function (FRF) measurements
were taken per grid point. The FRF's were acquired
using a B&K 2032 FFT analyzer and then transferred over
to the SMS/STAR software via the GPIB interface. FRF's
with poor coherence were not used in the modal
parameter estimation process I23l . A total of 55 FRF's
were taken of TOl for use in determining the
experimental mode shapes and natural frequencies .
Curve fitting of the FRF's was accomplished using the
Global Curve Fitting technique available in the STAR
software!24!
. Although the data resulted in many mode
shapes only the first seven were curve fit .
6.4.2 Test Object 2 (T02)
To fully test the capabilities of the "MODAL" program a
structure was devised and built that would possess
motion in all three orthogonal coordinate directions
(X, Y, and Z) .
T02 had grid points every 2 inches, as shown in Figure
(9) . To simulate free vibration the structure was hung
by bungee cords, see Figure (9) . Force excitation was
provided by means of a force transducer hammer equipped
with a plastic tip and a shaker An accelerometer was
fixed at grid point 51Z to record the response due to
the force impact. Since impacting the structure in
every direction at every grid point was not possible,
the use of constraints was employed!25^ . An average of
5 to 10 FRF's were taken for each grid point impacted.
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During the testing of this structure it was noted that
the impact hammer was unable to differentiate between
the two eigenvectors at 144 and 146 Hertz, a problem
often encountered with repeated roots . The frequency
range of the FRF's was 0 to 800Hz. Frequency resolution
was therefore 1.56 Hz. (800Hz./512 lines of
resolution) . The resolution was almost equal to the
difference between the repeated roots. To try and
solve this problem the use of a shaker excitation
source was employed. The shaker excited the structure
at grid point 51 in the Z-direction by means of a
stinger rod, see Figure (9) . The frequency span of
excitation was from 140 to 165 Hertz. This method of
testing appeared to provide adequate results in terms
of coherence and mode shape separation. It is
recommended that for repeated roots FRF measurements be
acquired using multiple reference locations l26l .
The FRF's from the impact as well as the shaker test
were transported to the SMS/STAR software in a similar
manner as was done for TOl. Curve fitting of the FRF's
was accomplished using the global curve fitting
routines provided in the STAR software. Mode shapes
and frequencies were obtained for the first 8 flexible
modes .
Appendix C contains some typical FRF measurements
obtained during the testing of T02 .
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CHAPTER SEVEN
7 RESULTS
7.1 Test Object 1 (TOl)
The first structure tested in this study was a thin
rectangular aluminum plate, TOl. The plate was modeled
twice, once assuming the mass of the accelerometer was
negligible and once assuming a concentrated mass at
gridpoint 11 representing the accelerometer mass. The
first 7 flexible modes and associated frequencies are
examined .
The frequency results from the first NASTRAN model,
assuming a negligible accelerometer mass, are presented
in Table 1 . The frequency range for the analytical modes
is from 1.32K Hz. to 5 . 60K Hz. The experimental (Exp.)
frequency results are also presented in Table 1. The
frequency range is almost identical to the NASTRAN range,
1 . 32K Hz. to 5 . 57K Hz. The percent differences in the
natural frequencies are presented in Table 1 . All seven
frequencies examined correlated to within 6.4%
difference .
The analytical, (plate without the accelerometer
modeled) , and experimental mode shapes are presented in
Figures 9 thru 15. Trace A represents the experimental
mode shape and Trace B represents the corresponding
NASTRAN generated mode shape. The modes represent
nonrigid body motion of the plate in the Z-direction
only. The most apparent difference in the mode shapes
occurs at gridpoint 11, see Figure 16. This point was
* All Figures and Tables appear at the end of this chapter.
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used as the reference location, (mounting location of the
accelerometer) , for the FRF measurements and as such an
impact at this exact point was not possible. Also, recall
that the mass of the accelerometer was not modeled for
this NASTRAN data. Both of these reasons may have
contributed to the error at this gridpoint.
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the
orthogonality relationship between the modal vectors.
Tables 2,3 and 4 present the results of an orthogonality
check on the modal vectors for the original analysis
model of the plate. Table 2 contains the results of an
orthogonality check between the finite element modal
vectors. The results are exactly as they should be, the
diagonal elements have a value of unity and the off
diagonal elements are all zero. Table 3 contains the
results of the "cross" orthogonality check between the
finite element modal vectors and the experimental modal
vectors . The results of the cross orthogonality check
are quite good. All diagonal elements have values
greater than 0 . 987 and all off diagonal terms have values
less than 0.096. The results are almost identical to the
theoretical results, implying that the mode shapes are
indeed unique and well determined. Table 4 contains the
results of an orthogonality check between the
experimental modal vectors. Again the results obtained
are quite good, the diagonal elements all have a value of
unity and the off diagonal elements have values less than
or equal to 0.097. Figures 17 thru 19 present the result
of Tables 2, 3 and 4 in terms of a waterfall plot,
respectively. The data needed to generate these plots
was generated by program "MODAL", this data was then used
by the DIS8 plotting routine on VAXB of the network at
RIT.
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The differences in the mode shapes are presented in
Figures 20 thru 26. Trace A represents the original
experimental mode shape and Trace B represents the
diffaranca in the mode shapes as computed by program
"MODAL"
. As expected, the figures show some differences
in the mode shapes, particularly at gridpoint 11. The
error at grid point 11 may be analytical or experimental.
The modeling error is most likely due to the assumption
that the accelerometer mass was negligible. This error
will be addressed by modeling the plate with a
concentrated mass at gridpoint 11. Error associated with
experimental technique is due to the fact that a true
impact of gridpoint 11 was not possible. Because of the
test setup this problem could not be corrected.
To see if the mass of the accelerometer had any effect on
the results, the plate was remodeled to include this
mass. The frequency results for the remodeled NASTRAN
plate are presented in Table IA. The results indicate
that the mass of the accelerometer does indeed affect the
natural frequencies of the plate. The range of percent
differences in the natural frequencies is from 0.1 to 0.6
percent, a significant improvement over the original
model .
Figures 27 thru 33 show the difference in the mode shapes
after simulating the mass of the accelerometer at
gridpoint 11 in the new NASTRAN model. Trace A
represents the experimental mode shape and Trace B
represents the remodeled NASTRAN mode shape. Comparing
the results with those of Figures 20 thru 26 it seems
that the mass of the accelerometer has no effect on the
mode shape. This is verified in the results presented in
Tables 3A and 4A which show no significant improvement
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over the results presented in Tables 3 and 4. The
difference at gridpoint 11 is therefore assumed to be
associated with experimental technique.
The orthogonality results for the remodeled plate are
presented in Tables 3A and 4A. The results are very
similar to those of Tables 2 thru 4, suggesting that the
mass of the accelerometer has no significant effect on
the mode shape. Figures 34 thru 35 present the results
of Tables 3A AND 4A interms of a waterfall plot,
respectively .
This simple model proved to be an excellent starting
point . Not only did it serve as a test case for
debugging the program "MODAL" , but it also demonstrated
that the technique of using Generalized Dynamic Reduction
coupled with Rammer's technique is an effective way of
determining the uniqueness of the mode shapes.
7.2 Test Object 2 (T02)
As previously stated, T02 was a more complicated
structure then TOl. With good results obtained from TOl,
T02 was designed to test the full capabilities of the
program
"MODAL"
and technique. As for TOl, T02 was
modeled twice; once neglecting the mass of the
accelerometer and the effects of welding and once
modeling the accelerometer and welding effects. Table 5
contains the analytical and experimental frequency
results for the original model for the first 9 non-rigid
body modes . The frequency range for the analytical modes
was from 112.7 Hz. to 622.9 Hz. The frequency range for
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the experimental modes was from 111.2 Hz. to 656.9 Hz.
The percent differences in the natural frequencies is
also presented in Table 5. All frequencies except for
modes 6 and 8 correlated to within 6.1% difference.
Figures 36 thru 44 present the mode shapes for the first
9 flexible modes for the original model of T02 . Trace A
represents the experimental mode shape and Trace B
represents the NASTRAN generated mode shape. It is
apparent in several of the modes that the experimental
data in the Z-direction might be suspect, see Figures 39
and 42. The COMAC would provide useful information in
this situation.
Tables 6 thru 8 contain the results of the orthogonality
checks. Table 6 represents the orthogonality check
between the finite element modal vectors . The results
are exactly as the theory predicts, diagonal elements of
unity and off diagonal elements of zero. Table 7
contains the results of the cross orthogonality check.
Although the results are not quite as good as those
obtained for TOl they are still good. With the exception
of modes 2 and 3 all the diagonal elements have values
greater than 0.963 and the off diagonal values are all
below 0.185. Table 8 contains the results of the
orthogonality check between the experimental modal
vectors . As expected the diagonal terms all have a value
of unity but some of the off diagonal terms contain
values as high as 0.301. Figures 45 thru 47 present the
results of Tables 5 thru 7 in the form of a waterfall
plot .
The differences in the mode shapes are presented in
Figures 48 thru 54. Trace A represents the experimental
modal vector and Trace B represents the difference in the
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finite element and experimental modal vectors . The mode
shape difference for modes 2 and 3 is suspect due to a
STAR software problem encountered when importing the
datafiles and are therefore not shown. This problem has
since been corrected by SMS. Because DOF error in 3
coordinate directions is hard to visualize the author
suggests that the user examine only one coordinate
direction at a time impossible to determine which DOF
might be causing tha error. Examining the difference
modal vectors closely there seems to be some significant
error in the Y and Z directions. These differences can
be attributed to experimental as well as analytical
errors. To determine the source of the error, the plate
was remodeled to take into account the mass of the
accelerometer at grid point 51 and the effects of the
welding .
Table 9 contains the frequency results for the remodeled
T02 . The results indicate a minor improvement over the
results of Table 5. The accelerometer mass and welding
has a minor effect on the natural frequency of the
structure. Table 10 contains the orthogonality results
for the remodeled structure. Table 10 contains the
results of a cross orthogonality check, these results
show no significant improvement over the results of Table
7 . This suggests that the source of error seen in the
difference modal vectors may be associated with
experimental technique.
The reasons for the discrepancies in the natural
frequencies and orthogonality checks are easily explained
and have nothing to do with the accuracy of the method.
The main reason for the difference in the natural
frequencies is the way in which the structure was
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modeled. Recall that the screw attachments for T02 were
not modeled and were assumed to provide resistance to all
degrees-of-freedom, this is not always true as studies
have shown relative motion between structures screwed
together .
The reason for the low orthogonality value of modes 2 and
3 in the orthogonality matrix can be explained by the
following. Because these natural frequencies are very
close to one another they can be considered a repeated
root. It has been shown that, when trying to extract
modal information for repeated roots two excitation
sources must be used'27! . This was not done. To try and
extract the modal parameter information for the repeated
root a shaker was used. This presented a problem because
the mass of the shaker which was used was larger than the
mass of T02 . If the mass of the shaker overwhelms the
mass of the structure the results may be questionable I28 1 .
Since this was the lightest shaker available for use, it
was decided to use it anyhow and proceed with the results
obtained. It is believed that the results obtained for
modes 2 and 3 are suspect due to the reasons just
mentioned .
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TABLE 1
WITHOUT
TOl
ACCELEROMETER MASS
MODE # NASTRAN (COn) EXP. (0)n) % DIFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1.32K Hz.
1.57K Hz.
3.05K Hz.
3.24K Hz.
3.84K Hz.
4.51K Hz.
5.60K Hz.
1.32K Hz.
1.47K Hz.
3.03K Hz.
3.10K Hz.
3.72K Hz.
4.40K Hz.
5.57K Hz.
0.0 %
6.4 %
0.7 %
4.3 %
3.1 %
2.4 %
0.5 %
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TABLE IA
WITH
TOl
ACCELEROMETER MASS
MODE # NASTRAN ((0n) EXP. ((On) % DIFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1.31K Hz.
1.47K Hz.
3. OIK Hz.
3.10K Hz.
3.72K Hz.
4.37K Hz.
5.54K Hz.
1.32K Hz.
1.47K Hz.
3.03K Hz.
3.10K Hz.
3.72K Hz.
4.40K Hz.
5.57K Hz.
0.6 %
0.0 %
0.6 %
0.0 %
0.1 %
0.6 %
0.5 %
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TABLE 2
PLATE WITHOUT ACCELEROMETER
(F
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
.E.M. vs F.E.M.)
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 00
2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 00
3 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0 00
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0 .00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0 .00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1 .00
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TABLE 3
PLATE WITHOUT ACCELEROMETER
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(F.E.M. vs EXP )
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 0.99 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0 01 0 01
2 0.02 0.99 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 00 0 00
3 0.02 0.03 0.99 0.03 0.01 0 01 0 02
4 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.99 0.01 0 01 0 01
5 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.99 0 .05 0 .01
6 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.09 0 .99 0 .02
7 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.05 0 .02 0 .99
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TABLE 3A
PLATE WITH ACCELEROMETER
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(F.E.M. vs EXP )
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 0 99 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0 01 0 01
2 0 00 0.99 0.00 0.01 0.01 0 00 0 00
3 0 02 0.02 0.99 0.09 0.01 0 02 0 03
4 0 03 0.01 0.07 0.99 0.01 0 02 0 01
5 0 04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.99 0 04 0 01
6 0 .03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.08 0 99 0 00
7 0 .00 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.06 0 00 0 99
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TABLE 4
PLATE 1WITHOUT ACCELEROMETER
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(EXP . vs EXP ; )
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1 00 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0 02
2 0 02 1.00 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0 02
3 0 01 0.03 1.00 0.03 0.03 0.06 0 01
4 0 04 0.01 0.03 1.00 0.00 0.00 0 02
5 0 .04 0.02 0.03 0.00 1.00 0.04 0 04
6 0 .04 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.04 1.00 0 00
7 0 .02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.00 1 .00
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TABLE 4A
PLATE WITH ACCELEROMETER
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(EXP - vs EXP . )
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1.00 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.01
2 0.02 1.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02
3 0.01 0.02 1.00 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02
4 0.04 0.01 0.03 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
5 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.00 1.00 0.04 0.04
6 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.04 1.00 0.00
7 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.00 1.00
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TABLE 5
WITHOUT
T02
ACCELEROMETER MASS
MODE # NASTRAN ((On) EXP. ((On) % DIFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
112.7 Hz.
144.4 Hz.
146.8 Hz.
240.8 Hz.
266.4 Hz.
314.3 Hz.
378.9 Hz.
477.7 Hz.
622.9 Hz.
111.2 Hz.
152.3 Hz.
154.1 Hz.
255.5 Hz.
274.9 Hz.
366.4 Hz.
393.3 Hz.
524.9 Hz.
656.9 Hz.
1.3 %
5.4 %
5.0 %
6.1 %
3.2 %
16 . 6%
3.8 %
9.9 %
5.5 %
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TABLE 6
TEST OBJECT 2
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(F.E.M. vs F.E.M.)
MODE NUMBER
1 23456789
1 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
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TABLE 7
TEST OBJECT 2
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(F.E.M. vs EXP.)
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
l 0.98 0 03 0 04 0.08 0.00 0.02 0.16 0 01 0 00
2 0.02 0 80 0 07 0.01 0.05 0.00 0.03 0 05 0 16
3 0.01 0 05 0 88 0.01 0.14 0.02 0.02 0 04 0 05
4 0.18 0 01 0 02 0.97 0.06 0.01 0.03 0 00 0 00
5 0.04 0 10 0 11 0.01 0.96 0.01 0.01 0 04 0 01
6 0.03 0 .00 0 .01 0.00 0.03 0.99 0.07 0 00 0 00
7 0.13 0 .00 0 .03 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.98 0 01 0 00
8 0.01 0 .01 0 .18 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0 98 0 01
9 0.00 0 .02 0 .02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 02 0 99
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TABLE 8
TEST OBJECT 2
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(EXP. vs EXP.)
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1.00 0.00 0 04 0.27 0.04 0.02 0.30 0 02 0 00
2 0.00 1.00 0 01 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.02 0 06 0 15
3 0.04 0.01 1 00 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.00 0 11 0 06
4 0.27 0.01 0 02 1.00 0.07 0.02 0.13 0 00 0 01
5 0.04 0.12 0 01 0.07 1.00 0.02 0.02 0 07 0 03
6 0.02 0.00 0 .05 0.02 0.02 1.00 0.00 0 02 0 .00
7 0.30 0.02 0 .00 0.13 0.02 0.00 1.00 0 .02 0 .01
8 0.02 0.06 0 .11 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.02 1 .00 0 .03
9 0.00 0.15 0 .06 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0 .03 1 .00
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TABLE 9
REMODELED WITH
T02
WELD AND ACCELEROMETER
MODE # NASTRAN ((On) EXP . ((On) % DIFF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
112.4 Hz.
144.4 Hz.
146.2 Hz.
242.4 Hz.
270.9 Hz.
313.8 Hz.
402.9 Hz.
476.9 Hz.
624.2 Hz.
111.
152
154
255
274
366
393
524
656
2 Hz.
3 Hz.
1 Hz.
5 Hz.
9 Hz.
4 Hz.
3 Hz.
.9 Hz.
.9 Hz.
1.1 %
5.4 %
5.1 %
5.1 %
1.4 %
14 . 3%
2.4 %
9.1 %
5.0 %
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TABLE 10
TEST OBJECT 2
REMODELED
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(F.E.M. vs EXP.)
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 0.98 0.02 0 04 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.16 0 01 0 00
2 0.02 0.80 0 09 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.03 0 05 0 16
3 0.01 0.08 0 88 0.01 0.13 0.02 0.02 0 04 0 05
4 0.19 0.01 0 02 0.97 0.06 0.01 0.07 0 00 0 00
5 0.04 0.11 0 11 0.00 0.96 0.01 0.01 0 04 0 02
6 0.03 0.00 0 .02 0.00 0.03 0.99 0.07 0 00 0 00
7 0.14 0.00 0 .03 0.04 0.01 0.07 0.98 0 .01 0 01
8 0.01 0.00 0 .19 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0 .98 0 .01
9 0.00 0.01 0 .02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0 .02 0 .99
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TABLE 11
TEST OBJECT 2
REMODELED
ORTHOGONALITY
MATRIX
(EXP. vs EXP.)
MODE NUMBER
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1.00 0.00 0 04 0.27 0.04 0.02 0.30 0 02 0 00
2 0.00 1.00 0 02 0.01 0.11 0.00 0.02 0 06 0 15
3 0.04 0.02 1 00 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.00 0 12 0 06
4 0.27 0.01 0 01 1.00 0.07 0.02 0.14 0 00 0 01
5 0.04 0.11 0 01 0.07 1.00 0.02 0.02 0 07 0 03
6 0.02 0.00 0 .05 0.02 0.02 1.00 0.00 0 02 0 00
7 0.30 0.02 0 .00 0.14 0.02 0.00 1.00 0 02 0 .01
8 0.02 0.06 0 .12 0.00 0.07 0.02 0.02 1 .00 0 .03
9 0.00 0.15 0 .06 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0 .03 1 .00
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CHAPTER EIGHT
8 CONCLUSIONS
A technique for checking the uniqueness of experimental
and analytical modal vectors has been presented in
terms of a reduced mass 'cross' orthogonality check. Two
structures were tested to demonstrate the reliability of
the technique in one and three degrees-of-freedom per
gridpoint. The difference modal vector between the
F.E.M. and experimental modal vectors was also computed.
The results indicate that the orthogonality relationship
which exist between modal vectors can be verified using
Rammer's reduced mass matrix. The difference modal
vector is helpful in determining degrees-of-freedom
which are not similar. Even though the orthogonality
table may be very good, there may exist certain
degrees-of-freedom which show a poor correlation. This
method will help to ensure that the analytical model is a
correct representation of the real world structure.
The results presented for TOl are very good, the main
diagonal of the orthogonality matrix is approximately
1.00 for both models of the plate with the off diagonal
elements approximately zero. These results are as the
theory predicted. The difference modal vector seems to
suggest that DOF error is sometimes modal vector
dependent. This may suggest an error associated with the
curve fitting process used. The difference in the modal
vectors seems to be influenced more by experimental error
rather than modeling error. Frequency response
measurements, FRF's, should be retaken at DOF's which
exhibit error to minimize the difference modal vector.
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The author also recommends that the curve fitting be
performed using different techniques to obtain the best
possible results.
The results obtained for T02 are also very good. The
results of the "cross" orthogonality check presented in
Table 7 indicate a linear dependence among certain modal
vectors. Looking at the results presented in Table 8 it
is easy to see which mode shapes show some degree of
dependence, the most obvious are modes (7 & 1) and (4 &
1) . This should have been expected since the mode shapes
are similar in nature, see Figures 37, 40 and 43. In
situations like these, extreme care should be taken when
acquiring FRF's and during modal parameter estimation.
By performing the F.E.M. analysis first and animating the
mode shapes, one could notice this similarity before
conducting the modal test. The difference modal vectors
are also similar in nature. This might suggest some
degree of experimental error.
Table 9 contains the frequency results of T02 after
remodeling, the results indicate a minor improvement in
the frequencies. Table 10 contains the cross
orthogonality results for the remodeled T02. The results
indicate no improvement in the modal vectors . This
suggests that the errors are more closely associated with
experimental technique. Table 11 contains the results of
an orthogonality check of the experimental modal vectors
for the remodeled T02 . The results show no improvement
over the original model. Again, FRF's at DOF's with
relatively large errors should be retaken to try and
improve the results .
The results presented in this thesis suggest that the
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careful user may use this technique to help verify the
accuracy of the finite element model and also to help
determine errors associated with experimental technique.
Although damping was neglected during both of these
studies the author feels that most of the errors are
attributable to experimental technique. Again, the
results of TOl seem to suggest that DOF error is
sometimes modal vector dependent .
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APPENDIX A
NASTRAN Data Cards
A. 1.1 Executive Control Deck
The executive control deck can be thought of as the
control center of a NASTRAN data file. This section
of the data file regulates the interactions with the
host computer and sets up the techniques to be used in
the solution of the problem. The solution procedure
may be altered by writing DMAP programming
instructions .
A. 1.1.1 Direct Matrix Abstraction Programming (DMAP)
MSC/NASTRAN provides the user with the ability to
write their own solution algorithms through the use of
a high level language. This NASTRAN language is
called Direct Matrix Abstraction Programming (DMAP) .
NASTRAN provides several predefined DMAP procedures
which can be requested by including the "SOL" card in
the Executive Control Deck. The solution number
specifies the solution to be used. A complete
description of all the DMAP instructions is not
warranted, the interested reader is referred to the
DMAP programming section of the NASTRAN PRIMER L291 .
DMAP program instructions were used to implement
Rammers' technique to obtain a reduced mass matrix.
For a complete listing of the instructions required to
implement this technique see Section 6.1.4 Reduced
Mass Matrix Generation. The general form of a DMAP
instruction is as follows
(MODULE NAME) (INPUT DATA BLOCKS) / (OUTPUT DATA BLOCKS)
/ (PARAMETER
LIST) $
A-1
For example, the following instruction
ADD A,B/C$
adds data blocks A and B and stores the results in the
output data block C.
The first card in every executive control deck is the
identification (ID) card. This card is used to define
a title statement for the problem. The format for the
card is as follows
ID DEREK J. KREBS, Example ID
The next card in the executive control deck is the
solution (SOL) card. This card is used to select the
type of solution procedure to be performed in the
analysis. In NASTRAN, modal analysis is performed by
specifying either SOL 3 or SOL 29. SOL 3 is a normal
modes solution and SOL 29 is used in the solution of
complex modes . The format of the card is as follows
SOL 3 or SOL 29
The next card in the executive control deck is the
time (TIME) card. This is an optional card as it
specifies the maximum amount of CPU time that can be
used in the solution process. This card is
recommended to prevent the possible waste of valuable
CPU time due to programming errors . The format for the
card is as follows
TIME 20
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The last card in every Executive Control Deck is the
CEND card. This card signifies the end of the
Executive Control Deck and tells the computer that the
Case Control Deck is next. The format of the card is
as follows
CEND
A. 1.2 Case Control Deck
The Case Control Deck of a NASTRAN datafile is used to
control the input/output devices and to select
specified items from the Bulk Data Deck. The Case
Control Deck can also be used to help minimize
repetitive calculations by defining multiple subcases .
This feature can result in significant time savings
for large problems. Plotting routines and DMAP
programming instructions may also be accessed through
the Case Control Deck, for a detailed discussion on
this consult the NASTRAN users manual t30l .
The basic Case Control cards used in modal analysis
solutions are the SPC, DYNRED, METHOD, and
DISPLACEMENT cards. The SPC card specifies single
point constraint sets which are normally displacement
boundary conditions. These set ID's are accessed
through the SPC or SPC1 Bulk Data cards. The format
of tha Case Control card is as follows
SPC = SID#1,SID#2,
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where SID = the set ID #
The DYNRED card specifies the type of dynamic
reduction method to be used in the solution process.
This is done by indicating the SID on the DYNRED Bulk
Data card. The format of the card is as follows
DYNRED = SID
The METHOD card specifies which type of eigenvalue
extraction method to use during the solution process.
The method is activated by specifying the SID number
on the EIGR Bulk Data card. The format of the card is
as follows
METHOD SID
The DISPLACEMENT card is used to specify the type of
displacement output to be used for the problem. The
displacement output can be in one of three forms; (1)
displacement for all grid points, (2) displacement for
none of the grid points or (3) displacement for a set
of n grid points. The format for the card is as
follows
ALL
DISP (options) = (n)
NONE
The n-set is defined by invoking the Case Control SET
card. The format can be expressed in the following
manner
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SET n = 1 THRU 13, 20,44,60 THRU 64
TITLE and SUBTITLE cards may also be defined to give
specific problem statements to different NASTRAN jobs.
Their format is as follows
TITLE = THIS IS A SAMPLE TITLE
SUBTI = THIS IS ALSO A SAMPLE
The end of the Case Control Deck is signified by the
BEGIN BULK data card.
A. 1.3 Bulk Data Deck
The beginning of the Bulk Data Deck is signified by
the BEGIN BULK data card. The Bulk Data Deck is the
core of a NASTRAN program. It contains the structural
geometry, boundary conditions, applied loads, element
and material properties as well as processing options .
During modal analysis solutions, the Bulk Data Deck is
responsible for specifying the type of dynamic
reduction and eigenvalue extraction method to use.
For further discussion on this topic the interested
reader is referred to the NASTRAN PRIMER [31] or the
Handbook for Linear Analysis B2] .
Special processing features may be invoked by using
the PARAM card. The AUTOSPC and COUPMASS are two of
the special parameters that one might use during a
modal analysis solution. The USETPRT parameter card
is used in NASTRAN jobs to output the solution
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sequence of the gridpoints . See section 6.1.5 for
further detail.
The AUTOSPC parameter tells the program to
automatically constrain degrees of freedom with little
or no stiffness. This ensures that ill-conditioning
or matrix singularity will not occur. Situations like
these might cause inaccurate results or run time
errors. In using the AUTOSPC parameter, one should be
aware that a low stiffness may indicate a modeling
error. The format of the card is as follows
PARAM, AUTOSPC, YES
The COUPMASS parameter can be used to generate coupled
consistent element mass matrices. NASTRAN, by
default, generates diagonal mass matrices by lumping
the element mass evenly at element grid points . This
is termed the lumped mass approach. The COUPMASS
parameter will couple the element gridpoints, thus
creating a non-diagonal mass matrix which may provide
a more realistic model. The format of the card is as
follows
PARAM, COUPMASS , 1
A. 1.4 Model Generation
Model generation for the purpose of running a NASTRAN
program can be accomplished by a variety of different
preprocessors. For simple models, (is- those which
require few grid points and elements) , the user can
hand input the model specifications piece by piece
using the Bulk Data cards previously defined. With
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complex structures this task becomes very tedious
difficult. Thus the use of a sophisticated
ocessor is recommended.
are several programs available which can be used
model generation (preprocessing) , as well as
,ts analysis (post-processing) . MSC/NASTRAN
s a preprocessing program called MSGMESH. This
d is very old and cumbersome to use and will not
iscussed here. One of the more modern and
nient pre and post-processors is a program called
lN-G.
N-6 allows the user to create a geometric model
gh a set of interactive commands. The nodes
a m PATRAN-G model correspond to the grid points
NASTRAN model. Lines, patches and hyperpatches in
N-6 are used to define line elements, surface
nta and solid elements in NASTRAN. Almost any
AN Bulk Data element can be created using
N-G.
the geometric model has been created it can then
ionverted into element form by invoking a
lator. The translator converts the PATRAN-G
into a NASTRAN Bulk Data Deck. Any Bulk Data
which were not created by the PATRAN-G model can
Put by hand using an editor. To run a NASTRAN
the Executive and Case Controls Decks most first
?Paaded to the Bulk Data Deck. This can be
PUahed during the translation process if they
^ a separate datafile.
A-7
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elements differ in their shape, number of connected
grid points and the number of internal stress recovery
points. They may be used to model plates, membranes,
and thick or thin shells. It is suggested that the
quadrilateral elements, QUAD4 and QUAD8, be used
instead of triangular elements whenever possible. The
latter should be used only when the use of a QUAD
element is impractical.
The TRIA3 element is a constant strain, constant
curvature element . This element when used alone will
give poor results .
The TRIA6 element is a linear strain, linear curvature
element with three corner and three edge grid points .
The QUAD 4 element is probably the most widely used
element in NASTRAN. It is capable of supporting
in-plane shear and bending. Good results have been
obtained even when its shape becomes irregular. The
aspect ratio is unlimited and shows good results for
skew angles up to 45 degrees. NASTRAN also allows for
corner points to lie in different planes .
The QUAD8 element has four corner and four edge grid
points . It is similar to the QUAD4 element and will
in general provide greater accuracy for flat membrane
surfaces, plates and singly curved shells (ie. a
cylinder). For doubly curved shells (ie. spheres) the
results are not as good.
The Shear Panel element does exactly what its name
suggest. It is used primarily in the analysis of thin
reinforced plates and shells. It is commonly used in
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the analysis of thin skinned aircraft structures .
For a more detailed discussion on these and other
types of elements available within MSC/NASTRAN consult
the MSC/NASTRAN Handbook for Linear Analysis (321 .
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Input Data Card GRIO Grid Point
Description: Oaflnts the location of a geometric grid point of the structural nodal, the
directions of its displacement, and Its permanent jingle-point constraints.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
GRIO 10 CP XI 1x2 tl m P5
GRIO 2 3 i,g l-z.g 3.0 US ,
Field Contents
10 Grid point identification number (1,000,000 > Integer > 0)
CP Identification number of coordinate system 1n which the location of the grid
point Is defined (Integer > 0 or blank')
X1.XZ.X3 Location of the grid point 1n coordinate system CP (Real)
CO Identification number of coordinate system 1n which displacements, degrees of
freedom, constraints, and solution vectors are defined at the grid point
(Integer > 0 or blank*)
PS Permanent single-point constraints associated with grid point (any of the
digits 1-4 with no Imbedded blanks) (Integer > 0 or blank*)
Remarks; 1. All grid point Identification numbers must be unique with respect ta all other
structural, scalar and fluid points.
Z. Tha meanlno of XI, >2 and X3 depend on the type of coordinate system. CP, as
follows: (see C8R01 card descriptions)
Type XI X2 11
Rectangular
Cylindrical
Spherical
X
R
R*
Y
(decrees)
9 (degrees)
I
Z
?(degrees)
3. The collection of all CO coordinate systems defined on all GRIO cards 1s called
the Global Coordinate System. All degrees-of-freedom, constraints, and solu
tion vectors are expressed In the Global Coordinate System.
*See the 6R0SET card for default options for fields 3, 7 and 8.
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Input Oata Card C8AR_ Simple Beam Element Connect 1on
Description: Defines a simple beam element (BAR) of the structural model
Format and Example:
12 3 J c c 7 '3
CBAR EIO PID GA GB XI, GO X2 X3 X
CBAR 2 39 7 3 13 123
PA PB W1A W2A W3A WIB W2B W3B I
?23 513
Hill Contents
t ID Jnique element identification number (Integer > 0).
?!D Identification numoer of ., ?BAR prooerty cara (Default is EID uni ess 3AR'JP -irz ^4S
nonzero entry in field 3)(Inteqer > 0 or blarnt *).
GA.G8 Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integer > 0; GA / GB).
X1.X2.X3 Components of vector v, at end A, (Figure 1(a) in Section 1.3) measured at end 4,
parallel to the components of the displacement coordinate system for GA, to
determine (with the vector from end A to end 8) the orientation of the element
coordinate system for the BAR element (Real, 0 or blank*).
GO Grid point identification number to optionally supply XI, X2, X3 (Integer > 0 or
blank*). Direction of orientation vector is GA to GO.
PA.PB P1n flags for bar ends A and 8, respectively (up to 5 of the unique digits 1 - 6
anywhere in the field with no imbedded blanks; Integer > 0). Used to remove
connections between the grid point arid selected degrees of freedom of the bar. "he
degrees of freedom ire defined in the element's coordinate system (see Figure 1's),
Section 1.3). The Oar must nave sti ffness associated with trie pin flag. or
example, if PA4 is specified, trie PBAR card must have a value for J, the torsioral
stiffness.
WIA.W2A.W3A Components of offset vectors wa and wb, respectively (see Figure 1(a), Section
W1B.W2B.W3B 1.3), in displacement coordinate systems at points GA and GB, respectively (Real or
blank).
See the BAR0R card for default options for fields 3 and 6-8.
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to all other element
identification numbers.
2. For an explanation of BAR element geometry, see Section 1.3.2.
3. If there arn no pin flags or offsets, the continuation card may be omitted.
(Continued)
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CBAR (Cont.;
4. The old CBAR card used field 9 for a flag. F, which was used to specify tne nature
of fields 6 - 8 as follows:
FIELD 6 7 8 |
F-l
F-2
F-blank
XI
GO
X2
Blank
or 0
1
X3 1
Blank j
or 0 |
Provided by BARQR card. 1
This data item is no longer required but may continue to be used i
' ?esi'?o ,-ee
Remars 5). If F-l in field 9, a zero (0) in field 6, 7, or 8 will over^e emr-s
on the BAROr card, but a blank will not.
For the case where field 9 Is blanit and not provided by the BAR8R card.
'f a .30 is
integer, then GO 1s used; if X1.G0 is blank or real, then XI, X2, X3 is jseo.
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Intmt Data Card C0UAP4 Ouaerllataral Element Cewectlew
Description: Define* a quadrilateral plate element (0UAD4) of the structural model. This it an
Tiopareaelrlc membrane-bending element.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10
C0UA04 EID PIO Gl G2 G3 54 e XI !
C0UAD4 UI 203 31 74 75 32 2.6
1
ABC '
Tl T2 T3 '
?BC 1.77 2.04 2.09 1.80
Field
EID
PIO
G1.G2.1
G3.G4 i
t
T1.T2.1
T3.T4 i
Contents
Element Identification number (Unique Integer > 0)
Identification number of PSHEU. or PCBMP property card (Integer > 0 or blank.
default 1s EIO)
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integers > 0. all unique)
Material property orientation angle in degrees (Real). The sketch below gives the
sign convention for TH.
Membrane thickness of element at grid points Gl through G4 (Real or blank, see
PSHELL for default)
'el ement
'material
Remarts: 1.
2.
3.
Element Identification numbers must be unique with respect to al_)_ other element
Identification numbers.
Grid points Gl through G4 must be ordered consecutively around the perimeter of the
element.
All the Interior angles must be less than 180*.
(Continued)
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CQUA04 (Cont.)
4. The continuation card is optional. If 1t is not supplied, then Tl through T4 will
be set equal to the value of T on the PSHELL data card.
5. Stresses are output in the element coordinate system.
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Input Oata Card PSHCU. Shell Element Property
Description; Defines the membrane, bending, transverse shear, and coupling properties of thin
shell el amenta.
Format and Example;
1 2 10
PSHELL PIO WOl T MI02 12I/T3 MI03 TS/T NSM
PSHELL 203 204 1.90 205 1.2 206 0.8 6.32 BCD
Zl 22 MI04
CO ? .95 -.95
Held Contents
PID Property Identification number (Integer > 0)
MIDI Material Identification number for membrane (Integer > 0 or blank)
T Default value for membrane thickness (Real)
NI02 Material identification number for bending (Integer > 0 or blank)
L2I/T3 Bending stiffness parameter (Real or blank, default - 1.0)
NI03 Material identification number for transverse shear (Integer > 0 or blank)
TS/T Transverse sheer thickness divided by membrane thickness (Real or blank, default
.4313331
NSM nonstructural mass per unit area (Raal)
Zl.22 Fiber distances for stress computation. The positive direction Is determined by the
rtghthand rule and the order 1n which the grid points are listed on the connection
card. (Real or blank, defaults are -1/2 T for Z2 and 1/2 T for 22.)
MI04 Material Identification number for membrane-bending coupling (Integer > 0 or blank).
Remarks; 1. All PSHELL property cards must have unique identification numbers.
2. The structural mass Is computed from the density using the membrane thickness and
brane material properties.
3. The results of leaving an MID Meld blank are:
MI01 Mo membrane or coupling stiffness.
MI02 No bending, coupling, or transverse shear stiffness.
MID3 Mo transverse shear flexibility.
MID4 Mo bendl ng membrane coupling.
(Continued)
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PSHELL (Cont.)
4. The continuation card 1s not required.
S. The structural damping (for dynamics rigid formats) uses the values defined for the
NIDI material.
6. The W04 field should be left blank If the material properties are symmetric with
respect to the middle surface of the shell.
7. This card Is used in connection with the CTRIA3, CQUAD4 and C0UAO8 cards.
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Input Oata Card CTR1A3 Triangular Element Connectl on
OescHotlon: Defines a triangular plate element (TRIAJI of the structural model. This Is an
isoparametric membrane-bending element.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CTRIA3 E10 PIO Gl G2 G3 9 Xtxl
CTRIA3 UI 203 31 74 75 3.0 ABC
Tl T2 T3 ^*<CZ><CZ^><C '
?BC 1.77 2.04 2.09
Field
EID
PID
G1.G2.G3
T1.T2.T3
Contents
Element Identification nunber (Unique Integer > 0)
Identification ninber of a PSHELL or PCBHP property card (Integer > 0 or blank,
default 1s EI0)
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integers > 0, all unique)
Material property orientation angle in degrees (Real). The sketch below gives the
sign convention for TH.
Membrane thickness of element at grid points Gl, G2. and G3 (Real or blank, see
PSHELL for default)
material
element
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to all other element
identification numbers.
The continuation card is optional. If It is not suoplied. then Tl through T3 will
be set equal to the value of T on the PSHELL or PCBMP data card.
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Input Oata Card cglPg Concentrated Mass Element Connection, Rigid Body Form
Description; Defines a concentrated nass at a grid point of the structural model.
Format and Example;
1 2
^
10
"NM? EI JUL XI *L X3
aag. IS 49.7 123
?23
in
16.2
121 IZL
lfi-2.
t31 132 133
7.8
Field
EIO
S
CIO
M
X1.X2.X3
Contents
Element Identification number (Integer > 0)
Grid point Identification number (Integer > 0)
Coordinate system Identification number (Integer > 0). A CIO of -1 (integer)
allows the user to Input XI. X2, X3 as the center of gravity location 1n the
basic coordinate system.
Mass value (Real)
Offset distances from the grid point to the center of gravity of tha mass In
the coordinate system defined in field 4, unless CIO -1. 1n which case XI,
X2, X3 are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the mass In the basic
coordinate system (Real).
Mass moments of Inertia measured at the mass e.g. In coordinate system
defined by field 4- (Real). If CIO -1, the basic coordinate system Is
implied.
irks: 1. Element Identification numbers must be unique with respect to all. other
element Identification numbers.
2. For a more general means of defining concentrated mass at grid points, see
C0NM1.
3. The continuation card may be omitted.
4. If CIO -1, offsets are internally computed as the difference between the grid
point location and .XI, XZ, X3. The grid point locations may be defined 1n a
nonfiaslc coordinate system. In this case, the values of 11 J must be In a
coordinate system that parallels the basic coordinate system.
5. The form of the inertia matrix about Its e.g. is taken as:
M
M STM.
Ill
-121
-131
(Continued)
122
132 133
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came (com.)
where M /edV
111 - /e(x| ? x*)dV
122 - /p(xj ? x*)dY
133 /0(x{ ? x|)dY
121 - /pxjx^
131 - /px1x3dV
132 /px2x3dV
and X|, x^, xj are components of distance from the e.g. in the coordinate system defined
1n Field 4. The negative signs for the off-diagonal terms are supplied by the program.
A warning message Is Issued If the Inertia matrix 1s non-pos1t1ve definite, as this may
cause fatal errors 1n dynamic analysis modules.
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Input Data Card MAT! Material Property Definition. Form 1
Description; Oeflnes the material properties for . linear, temperature- Independent, isotropic
materials.
Format and Example;
1 2 10
MAT1 1 HID E S MU RHfl | A TREF GE
MAT1 17 3.*7 1.9*7 4.28 | 6.5-6 5.37*2 0.23 A8C
ST SC S3 MCSIO |
?BC 20.M IS.-* 12.H 1003
Field
MID
E
G
MU
RHf
A
TtfJ
61
ST.SC.SS
MCSIO
Contents
Material identification number (Integer > 0)
Young's modulus (Real or blank)
Shear modulus (Real or blank)
Polsson's ratio (-1.0 < Real ^0.5 or blank)
Mass density (Reel)
Thermal expansion coefficient (Real)
Thermal expansion reference temperature (Reel)
Structural element damping coefficient (Real)
Stress limits for tension, compression, and shear (Real). (Used only ta compute
margins of safety in certain elements; they have ne effect on the computational
procedures.)
Material Coordinate System Identification number (Integer >,0 or blank)
Remarks: 1. Either E or S must be specified (I.e., nonblank).
2. If any one of E. G, or MU 1s blank, it will be computed to satisfy the identity
E 2(1+KU)6; otherwise, values supplied by the user will be used. This calculation
Is only made for initial values of E, G, and MU.
3. The material identification number must be unique for all MAT1, MAT2, MAT3 and MAT9
cards.
4. MAT! materials may be made temperature dependent by use of the MATT1 card.
S. The mass density, RHfl. will be used to automatically compute mass for all stn
elements.
6. If E and MU or G and MU are both blank, they will both be given the value 0.0.
(Continued)
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(MAT1 Cont.)
7. Weight density may be used 1n field 6 If the value 1/g 1* entered on the PARAM card
tfTMASS. where g 1s the acceleration of gravity (see e. 11-7).
8. MCSID must be nonzero If the CURV module Is used to calculate stresses or strains at
grid points.
9. To obtain the damping coefficient, GE, multiply the critical damping ratio C/C0, by
2.0.
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Input Data Card ASET Selected Coordinates for the a-set
Description; Defines coordinates (degrees of freedom) that the user desires to place in the
analysis set. Used to define the number of independent degrees of freedom.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
A5EI-, ID C to C ID lr rn r.
ASET 16 2 23 3516 1 i 4
Field
10
c
Contents
Grid or scalar point Identification number (Integer > 0).
Component number, xero or blank for scalar points, any unlpue combinations
of the
digits 1-6 for grid points.
Remarks: 1. Coordinates specified on this card form members of a mutually exclusive set. They
may not be specified on other carts that define mutually exclusive sets.
2. As many as 24 coordinates may be placed in the analysis set by a single
card.
3. When ASET and/or ASET1 cards are present, all degrees of freedom not otherwise
con
strained will be placed In the o-set.
4. Continuation cards are not allowed.
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Input Oata Card ASET1 Selected Coordinates for the a-set. Alternate Form
Description: Oeflnes coordlnetes (degrees of freedom) that the user desires to place in the
analysis sat. Used to define the number of independent degrees of freedom.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ASET! C G G G, <j r, (5 n >K-
Asm 345 2 1 3 10 9 6 5 ABC
?be G G --- 1
?BC 7 8 ~ete-
Alternate Form
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
Asm |c ID1 "THRU" 1 ID2-
Asm 123456 7 THRU 1 109 1 1
Field
C
Contents
Component number (any unique combination of the digits 1-6 (with no imbedded blanks)
when point identification numoers are grid points; must be null or zero if point
identification numbers in scalar points).
fi.I01.I02 Grid or scalar point identification numbers (Integer > 0, 101 < 102).
Remarks; 1. Coordinates specified on this card form members of a set that is exclusive f-om other
sets defined by bulk data cards.
2. Whan ASET and/or ASET1 cards are present, all degrees of freedom not otherwise con
strained will be placed in the o-set.
3. If the alternate form is used, all points in the sequence 101 thru 102 are not re
quired to exist, but there must be at least one degree of freeoom in the a-iet for
the model, or a fatal error will result. Any points Implied in the THRU
that do not exist will collectively produce a warning message but will otherwise be
ignored.
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Input Data Card DTWRCP Dyneertc Reduction Data
Description; Defines data needed to perform dynamic reduction
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
DYNRED SID FMAX NIRV NIT IDIR NODES
DYNRED 2 20.0
MOOES
Contents
Set Identification number (Unique Integer > 0)
Highest frequency of interest (cycles per unit time) (Real > 0.)
Number of Initial random vectors (Integer
_>.
0 or blank) Default 6
Number of iterations (100 >_ Integer > or blank) Default 10
Integer used to select starting point to generate initial random vectors (any of
the integers 0 thru 9 or blank)
Number of generalized coordinates to be used on present computation (Integer 0 or
blank). If 0 (zero) or blank, the autoselection feature of Remark 4 is used.
Remarks: 1. Dynamic reduction uses generalized coordinates to approximate the v-set ("free
to
vibrate") degrees of freedom. This set is the combination of the o-, c-.
ano
7-sets. The generalized functions are approximate eigenvectors, with the b-set
fixed. The strengths of the generalized functions are contained 1n the q-set.
Tne
user must define scalar points (SPLINT bulk data card) for these genera
Ized
Cbordtnates. and must place them in the q-set and the a-set.
After the PP"""
eigenvectors are found, their generalized coordinates are combined "*<" *" -"*
to determine the exact elgensolutlon or direct forced response
solution of the
global system. See Section 3.3.24 for the equations used.
2. Dynamic reduction data must be selected In the Case Control
Oeck (DYNRE0-SID) to be
used by MSC/NASTRAN.
3. FMAX is needed to assist the program in selecting a good set
. of we:tors for the
generalized coordinates. The intention is to represent all
modes below FMAX
accurately. Do not, select FMAX larger than
necessary.
4. It is recommended that the number of generalized
coordinates be 1.5 1 "!
number of vibration nodes whose natural frequency is below
FMAX. Two methods of
selecting this number are provided.
tf nnnr > n th* number 1s set by NQDES. NODES must be equal to or less
than N.,
freedom.
(Continued)
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DYNRED (Cont.)
If NQOES is 0 or blank ("autoselection") the number of generalized coordinates
required is determined by the program from FMAX, using a Sturm sequence
technique. If the number required is greater than N., a fatal error results. If
1t is equal to or less than N-, any unused degrees or freedom are disposed of as
described above. This is the recommended method.
Approximate natural frequencies, eigenvectors, and the scalar identification number
of the generalized coordinates are output If requested by PARAM, PRPHIVZ.
5. The user may also Include physical degrees of freedom In the a-set by use of the
following cards. See Section 1.4 for a description of these sets, and default
actions If they tra not used.
Card Names
Non-superelement or
residual structure Superel ement
SEBSET1BSET1
CSET1 SECSET1
SUP0RT SESUP
Function
Fixed In approximate eigenvectors
Free 1n approximate eigenvectors
Reference points for rigid-body
modes. Free in approximate
eigenvectors.
8.
9.
(Superelements) Dynamic reduction may be applied to both superelements and the
residual structure. Generalized coordinates <\rt defined on SPOINT bulk data cards,
and attached to superelements with SEQSET1 bulk data cards. They are automatically
members of the residual structure, also.
(Nonsuperelements or residual structure) Generalized coordinates must be defined
on SP9INT bulk data cards, and be placed on ASET1 and QSET1 bulk data cards.
Generalized coordinates of the superelements may be processed In two different ways
In the residual structure. If placed on ASET1 cards they are regarded as dynamic
variables. If placed on selected SPC1 cards they are In affect removed from the
model. This Is useful for eliminating generalized coordinates with implausibly
high natural frequencies whose eigenvectors tend to be numerical noise, or for non
essential modes.
If the default for IDIR 1s taken (0 or blank), the initial random vectors will be
identical for solutions with the same number of generalized coordinates and the
same values of NIRV and NIT. Other values of IDIR may be used to check the
sensitivity of the solution to the random selection of initial vectors.
Field 9 was used to request autoselection prior to MSC/61. For reasons of upward
compatibility, data may be placed in this field, but it is Ignored.
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Input Oata Card qSET Generalized Coordinate for Dynamic Reduction and Component Modal Synthesis
Description: Places generalized coordinates to be used for dynamic reduction in the q-set
Format and Example:
1 2 10
QSET ID C ID C 10 C ID C
QSET 15 123456 1 7 9 2 105 6
Field
ID
C
Contents
Identification number for superelement (Integer > 0)
Component number (any unique combination of the digits 1-6 (with no imbedded
blanks) when point identification numbers are grid points; must be null if point
Identification numbers art scalar points).
Remarks: 1. Coordinates specified on this card form members of a mutually exclusive set. They
may not be specified on other cards that define mutually exclusive sets. See
Section 1.4.1 for a list of these cards.
2. Continuation cards art not allowed.
3. If a q-set exists, the o-set must also exist. Except for the residual structure,
the o-set is always present in superelement analysis. In the residual structure,
an o-set can be created by placing some degrees of freedom in the a-set using ASET1
cards. The remainder of the f-set will go to the o-set. If no physical a-set
points are desired, a disjoint grid point can be added and placed in the a-set.
This disjoint point will be eliminated by the auto-omit feature.
4. For use with component modal synthesis, these degrees of freedom will represent the
generalized displacements of the user-supplied modes. The size of this set must
equal the number of the user-supplied modes.
5. Modal masses, stiffness, damping and loads may be defined directly on these
coordinates via CELAS1, etc. data cards.
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Input Data Card QSET1 Generalized Coordinate for Dynamic Reduction and Component Modal
Synthesis
Description: Places generalized coordinates to be used for dynamic reduction In the q-set
Format and Example:
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0SET1 C Gl G2 G3 G4 GS G6 G7
0SET1 123456 1 7 9 22 105 6 22 ?ABC
G8 G9 -etc-
?ABC 52 53
Alternate Form
0SET1 C GI01 THRU" GI02
QSET1 0 101 THRU 110
Field Contents
C Component number (any unique combination of the digits 1-6 (with no imbedded
blanks) when point identification numbers are grid points; must be null if point
identification numbers are scalar points).
G1,GID1 Grid or scalar point Identification number (Integer > 0)
Remarks: 1. Coordinates specified on this card form members of a mutually exclusive set. They
may not be specified on other cards that define mutually
exclusive sets. See
Section 1.4.1 for a 11st of these cards.
2. If a q-set exists, the o-set must also exist. Except for the residual structure,
the o-set is always present In superelement analysis. In the residual structure.
an o-set can be created by placing some degrees of freedom in the a-set using ASET1
cards. The remainder of the f-set will go to the o-set. If no
physical a-set
points are desired, a disjoint grid point can be added and placed in the a-set.
This disjoint point will be eliminated by the auto-omit feature.
3. For use with component modal synthesis, these degrees of
freedom will ;""
generalized displacements of the user supplied modes. The size
of this set must
equal the number of the user-supplied modes.
4. Modal masses, stiffnesses, damping and loads may be
defined directly on these
coordinates via CELAS1, etc. data cards.
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Input Data Card EI6R Real Eigenvalue Extraction Data
Description; Defines data needed to perform real eigenvalue analysis
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 ? 7
Field
SID
METHOD
F1.F2
NE
ND
NORM
10
EIGR SID METHOD Fl F2 NE NO E
EIGR 13 INV 1.9 15.6 10 12 1.-6 ABC
NORN G C
?BC POINT 32 4
Contents
Set identification number (Unique Integer > 0)
Method of eigenvalue extraction, one of the BCD values,
"INV," "GIV,"
or
"MGIV"
INV - Inverse power method, symmetric matrix operations
GIV - Givens' method of tridlagonallzation
MGIV - Modified Givens' method
Frequency range of interest (Real > 0.0; Fl < F2).
(Required for METHOD - "INV").
~
For GIV and MGIV, frequency range in which
eigenvectors will be computed, except If NO > 0, 1n which case the eigenvectors for
the first ND positive roots are computed).
Estimate of number of roots 1n range (Required for METHOD - "INV"). (Integer > 0).
Desired number of roots (eigenvalues and eigenvectors) for 'METHOD
'INV*
(Integer > 0). Desired number of eigenvectors for METHOD - "GIV" and
"MGIV"
(Default 1s 3 NE) (Integer >.0).
Mass orthogonality test parameter (Default is l.E-10) (Real > 0.0). Nonzero values
are. also used, for convergence in "INV". Inverse power limits this value to
10"* E IO"*.
Method for normalizing eigenvectors, one of the BCD values,
"MASS," "MAX"
or
"POINT"
MASS - Normalize to unit value of the generalized mass
MAX - Normalize to unit value of the largest component in the analysis set
POINT - Normalize to unit value of the component defined 1n fields 3 and 4
(defaults to "MAX* 1f defined component is zero)
(Continued)
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EIGR (Cont.)
G Grid or scalar point identification number (Required 1f and only 1f NORM "POINT")
(Integer >_ 0)
C Component number (One of the Integers 1-6) (Required If and only If NORM "POINT")
and S is a geometric grid point)
Remarks; 1. See Section 10.1 of the Theoretical Manual for a discussion of method selection.
2. Real eigenvalue extraction data sets must be selected in the Case Control Oeck
(METHOD - SIO) to be used by MSC/NASTRAN.
3. The units of Fl and F2 are cycles per unit time.
4. The continuation card 1s required.
5. If METHOD "GIV or "MGIV," all eigenvalues art found.
6. If METHOD "GIV," the mass matrix for the analysis set must be positive
definite. This means that all degrees of freedom, including rotations, must have
mass properties. flfMIT cards may be used to remove massless degrees of freedom.
7. A nonzero value of E 1n field 9 also modifies the convergence criteria. See
Sections 10.3.6 and 10.4.2.2 of the Theoretical Manual for a discussion of
convergence criteria.
8. If NORN MAX, components that are not in the analysis set may have values larger
than unity.
9. If NORN PgiNT, the selected component must be in the analysis set.
10. The desired number of roots (ND) includes all roots previously found, such as rigid
body modes determined with the use of the SUPORT card, or the number of roots found
on the previous run when restarting and APPENOlng the eigenvector file.
11. MGIV 1s a modified form of the Givens' method that allows a non-positive definite
mass matrix for the analysis set (i.e., massless degrees of freedom may exist in
the analysis set). The MGIV method should give improved accuracy for the lowest
frequency solutions.
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APPENDIX C
TESTING PITFALLS
The following list ia a list of things to watch out for
when conducting a modal analysis test. Problems
associated with poor FRF's and nonuniform mode shapes
may be attributed to the following.
1) Make sure all instrumentation is calibrated and in
correct working order before attempting to acquire
data .
2) Check that the cables are securely fastened to one
another, to the charge amplifiers, and that they are
taped down. Also verify that the cables are in good
working condition.
3) Make sure that the accelerometers are securely
fastened to the test object and that they are aligned
in the correct direction.
4) When conducting an impact test try to make sure that
you impact the same location when acquiring an averaged
measurement .
5) When conducting a shaker test, minimize the diameter
of the stinger rod to allow for transverse motion of
the rod, but do not let the rod buckle. If possible
C-l
make the stinger rod out of nylon to minimize any
damping effects.
6) When conducting a shaker test make sure that the
supporting structure for the shaker will no resonate
during the test .
7) When trying to simulate free-free boundary
conditions it is best to hang the structure using
bungee cords or something of that nature. If motion in
only one coordinate direction is desired it may be
possible to place the structure on foam to simulate
free-free boundary conditions.
8) Be sure not to overload the signal analyzer when
acquiring FRF measurements.
9) Set the charge amplifier gain so that the 20 db from
over load light is barely visible when acquiring FRF
measurements. It is also good practice to set the
filters to clip any signal above the frequency range of
interest .
10) When conducting a shaker test try to use a shaker
whose mass is comparable to the mass of the structure
C-2
being tested.
11) The most important thing about conducting a shaker
test is to set the start frequency for the excitation
source to a level that will not excite any rigid body
motion. Any rigid body motion of the test object will
tend to overwhelm the flexible modes and cause poor
results .
C-3
APPENDIX D
PROGRAM 'MODAL'
&
OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS
The following is a list of the questions that will need to
be answered inorder to run the program "MODAL" . The
questions are as they appear when the program is running.
Questions may be answered using either lower case or upper
case letters. Explanations for each question are also
provided.
1) WAS THE F.E.M DONE USING NASTRAN (N) OR SUPERSAP (S) :
This question requires the user to tell the program the
type of analysis software used for the problem. Respond
with either a (N) or (S) answer.
2) PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE F.E.M. DATAFILE.
This question requires the user to input the name of the
finite element datafile which contains the eigenvectors,
FILENAME. EXT.
3) HOW MANY TEST POINTS ARE THERE.
The response to this question should be the number of test
points used in the experimental model, (INTEGER) .
4) IS THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE GRIDPOINTS 1-T0-1.
<Y/N> This question requires a yes (Y) or no (N)
response. Answer (Y) if the gridpoint in the finite
element model are exactly the same as the experimental
model, otherwise answer no (N) . If the answer is (N) ,
answer question 4a.
D-l
4a) DO YOU WISH TO DO A SPHERICAL SEARCH FOR A GRIDPOINT
MATCHING (S) , READ THE MATCHING FROM A DATAFILE (F) , OR
INPUT THE MATCHING INTERACTIVELY (I) .
If you answer S, the following question appears.
4a. 1) PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE CONTAINING
THE COORDINATES OF THE TEST GRIDPOINTS.
The program will compare the experimental gridpoints with
the gridpoints in the finite element model to determine
the gridpoint matching by performing a spherical search.
Type in the 'FILENAME. EXT.
If you answered F to question 4a, the following question
will appear.
4a. 2) WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE CONTAING THE
MATCHING.
The datafile must be created such that the first entry is
the F.E.M. gridpoint which corresponds to test point 1.
The second entry is the F.E.M. gridpoint corresponding to
test point 2, This format will continue until all the test
gridpoints have been matched. The format of the datafile
is free format, entries should be separated by spaces.
Type in the ' FILENAME . EXT ' .
If you answered I to question 4a, the following question
Dr-2
will appear as many times as there are test points. This
allows the user to input the gridpoint matching directly
by hand .
4a. 3) WHAT POINT IN THE F.E.M. CORRESPONDS TO TEST POINT i
Type in the F.E.M. gridpoint that matches test point 'i',
where i takes on values 1 to the number of test points.
5) PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE WHICH CONTAINS
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OR THE NAME OF A NEW FILE YOU
WISH TO SEND THE RESULTS TO.
This question is asking where you would like the finite
element modal vectors sent. If you wish to send the
results to the same file which contains the experimental
modal vectors then type in the ' FILENAME .EXT ' of the
experimental results. If you wish to create a datafile
with only the finite element modal vectors, type in a new
'FILENAME. EXT' .
Note that if you send the result to a datafile other than
the one containing the experimental results you will not
be able to perform a cross orthogonality check.
6) IS THIS A NEW DATAFILE OR AN EXISTING DATAFILE (N/O) .
Answer (N) for new, or (0) for old, this information is
used by the program to open the datafiles according to
thier respective history.
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7) HOW MANY MODES ARE THERE.
The answer to this question should be either the number of
experimental modal vectors contained in the experimental
results datafile or the number of F.E.M. modal vectors you
wish to translate to a new datafile specified in question
5
8) WAS THE DATA TAKEN IN ALL THREE COORDINATES . <Y/N>
Answer yes (Y) or no (N) depending on how many coordinate
directions were used when acquiring data. If you answer
(Y) the program will assign the value of 3 to the varible
NODOFS, 'number of degrees of freedom1. If the answer is
(N) , the following question appears .
8a) HOW MANY DOF'S PER GRIDPOINT WERE MEASURED DURING THE
TEST.
Answer either (1) or (2) depending on how many coordinate
directions were used when acquiring data. The following
question will appear.
8b) WHICH GRIDPOINT DOF'S WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST,
(X=l, Y=2, Z=3) .
If the answer to 8a is (1), answer either 1, 2, or 3
depending upon which direction was measured. If the
answer to 8a is (2) , type in either 1 2, 2 3, or 1 3
depending upon which directions were measured. Note, the
order of the response specified above must be in the
D-4
format just given, numbers are separated by spaces
9) YOU HAVE THE OPTION OF SWITCHING THE PHASE AND OR
ORDERING OF ANY OF THE MODE SHAPES, IS THERE ANYTHING YOU
WISH CHANGED (Y/N)
Answer either yes (Y) or no (N) depending upon whether or
not you wish to change anything. If (Y) , tha following
question appears .
9a) DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE PHASE, MODE NUMBERS OR BOTH
(P/N/B) . This is the question which will appear if you
ran the analysis with NASTRAN. If the analysis was done
using SUPERSAP you will also have the option of deleting
some of the modes . The format of this question is straight
forward and is specified in detail when the program is
running. The following questions correspond to a NASTRAN
response to question 1.
Answer P to change the phase of any of the finite element
modes. If (P) , answer the following questions
9a. 1) HOW MANY MODES DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE PHASE OF.
Answer the number of modes you wish to change the phase of
(integer) . The following question will appear.
9a. 1.1) PLEASE TYPE MODE NUMBER i
Type in the mode number you wish to change the phase of.
This question will repeat itself for as many modes that
D-5
were specified in 9a . 1 .
If the answer to question 9 is (N) the following questions
appear.
9b. 1) HOW MANY MODE PAIRS DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE.
This question is used to switch the ordering of the modal
vectors, if needed. This may be helpful in the case of
repeated roots. Type in the number of mode pairs you wish
to switch (integer) . The following question will appear.
9b. 1.1) PLEASE TYPE IN THE MODES YOU WISH TO SWITCH.
Type in the mode numbers you wish to switch the ordering
of, (ie. 2 6) . This question will appear for as many mode
pairs which were specified in question 9b. 1.
10) DO YOU WISH TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE
EIGENVECTORS (Y/N) .
Answer either yes (Y) or no (N) . If (Y) , the difference in
the eigenvectors will be computed and written to the
datafile specified in question 5.
11) DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE ORTHOGONALITY CHECK PROCEDURE.
TO RUN THE PROCEDURE YOU MUST HAVE RUN A NASTRAN JOB AND
CREATED A REDUCED MASS MATRIX (Y/N) .
Answer either yes (Y) or no (N) . If (N) , the program
stops. If (Y) , you enter the orthogonality procedure.
The following questions will appear.
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Ha) WHICH TYPE OF ORTHOGONALITY CHECK DO YOU WISH TO RUN
F.E.M. vs F.E.M (F) , F.E.M. vs EXP. (X), EXP. vs EXP. (E) .
Answer either F, x, or E depending on the type of
orthogonality check you wish to run. The results will be
sent to the screen and the following questions will
appear.
11a. 1) DO YOU WISH TO SEND THESE RESULTS TO A DATAFILE
(Y/N) .
Answer either yes (Y) or no (N) . If (Y) , the following
question appears .
11a. 1.1) PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE.
Type in the 'FILENAME. EXT' of the datafile you wish to
store the results in.
11a. 2) DO YOU WISH TO GENERATE A WATERFALL PLOT OF THE
RESULTS (Y/N) .
Answer either yes (y) or no (N) . If (Y) , the following
question will appear.
11a. 2.1) PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE.
Type in the * FILENAME. EXT ' of the datafile you wish to
send the plot information to. This datafile can be used
by the DIS8 program on VAX B to generate a waterfall plot
of the results matrix table shown on the screen.
D-7
11a. 3 DO YOU WISH TO RUN ANOTHER ORTHOGONALITY CHECK
(Y/N) .
Answer either Y or N. if (Y) , the program will repeat step
11. If (N) ,the program will stop.
D-8
PROGRAM NS_STAR( INPUT , OUTPUT ) ;
{ * AUTHOR :
{* ADVISER!
{*
*
DEREK J. KREBS
Dr. R. BUDYNAS
{
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
2
PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN BY DEREK KREBS AS PART OF THE THESIS
REQUIREMENTS. THE PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN PASCAL AND DOES NOT USE THE
FULL CAPABILITIES OF THE LANGUAGE; THEREFORE, THE CODE SHOULD BE
EASY TO FOLLOW AND MODIFY. FOR EXPLANATIONS OF PREDEFINED PROCEDURES
CONSULT THE MANUAL ON PROGRAMMING IN VAX PASCAL.
THE FIRST LINE OF THE PROGRAM DEFINES THE PROGRAM NAME 'NS_STAR'
THE FOLLOWING IS THE VARIABLE DECLARATION FOR GLOBAL VARIABLES. THIS
IMPLIES THAT THE VARIABLES CAN BE ALTERED BY FUNCTIONS AND PROCEDURES.
TYPE
EIGEN - PACKED
GRIDCHAR - (G) ;
DATAFILE - PACKED ARRAY
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
ARRAY [1. .18] OF CHAR;
( 1. .14] OF CHAR;
{ * ENUMERATED DATA TYPE *
{* STORES DATAFILE NAME *
EIGEN IS AN ENUMERATED DATATYPE WHICH WILL BE USED TO SEARCH THE 'F06' *
DATAFILE FOR THE OCCURENCE OF THE WORD EIGENVALUE. THEREFORE THE WORD *
EIGENVALUE SHOULD NOT BE USED IN THE TITLE OR SUBTITLE LINES OF THE *
NASTRAN PROGRAM. *
PTMTCH - ARRAY [1..300] OF INTEGER;
D 0_F - ARRAY [1..3] OF INTEGER;
C50RDTS - ARRAY [ 1 . . 300 , 1 . . 3 ] OF REAL ;
MATRIX - ARRAY [ 1 . . 400 , 1 . . 400 ] OF REAL;
FREQUENCY- ARRAY [ 1 . . 50 ] OF REAL ;
{* PTMTCH IS AN ARRAY DECLARATION WHICH WILL STORE THE CORRESPONDENCE *
{* BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL AND FINITE ELEMENT DATA POINTS. THE STAR *)
(* SOFTWARE ALLOWS FOR A MAXIMUM OF 500 PTS . IF ALL COORDINATE DIRECTIONS *)
{* WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST THEN ONLY THE MAPPING OF DATA POINTS IS *)
{* IMPORTANT. *}
{* D_0_F IS AN ARRAY THAT STORES WHICH DOF'S WERE MEASURED *}
{* DURING THE TEST. *}
(* COORDTS IS AN ARRAY WHICH STORES THE MODAL DATA FOR M
(* EACH GRID POINT IN THE F.E.M. MODEL. *}
(* MATRIX : STORES MASS AND MODAL MATRICES FOR BOTH MODELS. *}
( * *}
F - RECORD
{ * * }
{* F IS A RECORD DATA TYPE WHICH WILL BE USED TO READ THE DATA FROM THE *)
{* 'STAR' AND 'SAP' DATAFILES. THE VARIABLE NAMES TELL THE TYPE OF *}
{* VARIABLE BEING READ INTO THE RECORD. M
{ * * }
EVALUE : ARRAY [ 1 . . 50 ] OF REAL ;
GRIDID : INTEGER;
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EVECTOR : COORDTS ;
EWORD : EIGEN;
TEMPWORD: EIGEN;
SP : GRIDCHAR;
{* EVALUE
{* GRIDID
{* EVECTOR
{* EWORD
{* TEMPWORD
STORES THE EIGENVALUES
VARIABLE TO IDENTIFY THE GRID POINT ID
ARRAY TO STORE THE EIGENVECTORS FOR A PARTICULAR MODE SHAPE
VARIABLE USED TO LOOK FOR THE KEY WORDS IN THE FEM DATAFILE
DUMMY VARIABLE USED TO READ A NON USED WORD IN THE DATAFILE
END; {* END OF RECORD DECLARATION 'F' '}
VAR ;* GLOBAL VARIABLE DECLARATION *
F06, STAR, SAP
F06DAT
M
TESTPHI , FEMPHI , MASS
TESTDOF
I , J,NO_DOFS,NO MODES, NO TSTPT
FEMFILE,STARFILE
ANS,ANS_CDT,ANS MTCH , RESP , DIFFANS
SUPRSAP
FREQ
TEXT;
F;
PTMTCH;
MATRIX;
D_0_F ;
INTEGER;
DATAFILE;
CHAR;
BOOLEAN;
FREQUENCY ;
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
(*
{*
(*
(*
{*
f *
F06, STAR, SAP
F06DAT
M
TESTPHI
FEMPHI
MASS
TESTDOF
NO_DOFS
NO_MODES
NOJTSTPT
SUPRSAP
FREQ
NAMES OF THE DATA FILES WHICH ARE TO BE USED
AS FILE VARIABLES WHEN PERFORMING READ/WRITE
OPERATIONS.
RECORD NAME WHICH WILL STORE THE INFORMATION FROM
THE F.E.M. DATAFILES.
ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE MATCHING BETWEEN THE TEST
GRID POINTS AND THE F.E.M. GRID POINTS.
ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE TEST EIGENVECTORS.
ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE F.E.M. EIGENVECTORS.
ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE REDUCED F.E.M. MASS MATRIX*}
ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE INFORMATION AS TO WHICH
DOF'S WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST.
NUMBER OF DOF'S WHICH WERE MEASURED FOR THE TEST.
NUMBER OF MODES CURVE FIT FROM THE TEST DATA.
NUMBER OF GRID POINTS WHICH WERE MEASURED
DURING THE TEST. *}
BOOLEAN VARIABLE TO INDICATE IF F.E.M. MODEL WAS *}
DONE USING SUPERSAP. *}
ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE FREQUENCY VALUES *}
* ,
* j
*
}
M
M
M
M
M
}
*}
M
M
M
FUNCTION MTRXMULC A, B:MATRIX;
ROWA , COLA , COLB : INTEGER ) : MATRIX ;
{*
{*
{*
{*
THIS FUNCTION MULTIPLIES TWO MATRICES; A AND B TOGETHER.
A AND B ARE MATRICES OF ANY ORDER WHICH DO NOT VIOLATE MATRIX LAWS.
ROWA CORRESPONDS TO THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX A.
COLA, COLB CORRESPONDS TO THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN MATRICES A AND B
RESPECTIVELY.
M
M
M
M
VAR
I,J,K INTEGER;
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MATR : MATRIX;
!! lii~* ' ARE VAIRABLE CONTROL COUNTERSI* MATR : IS A TEMPORARY RESULTS MATRIX
BEGIN
fl MULT*PLICATION OF ROW I OF MATRIX A TIMES COLUMN J OF MATRIX*I* B, SUM TERMS. ,
FOR I : 1 TO ROWA DO
FOR J :- 1 TO COLB DO
BEGIN
MATR(I,J] :- 0.0;
FOR K :- 1 TO COLA DO
MATR[I,J] :- A[I,K]*B[K,J] + MATR[I,J];
END; {* END FOR LOOP J : - 1 TO COLB *}
( * ASSIGN FUNCTION TO RESULTS MATRIX *
MTRXMUL :- MATR;
END; {* END OF FUNCTION MATRIX MULTIPLICATION *}
{ * .
FUNCTION TRNSPOSE (A:MATRIX ;
ROW, COL : INTEGER):MATRIX;
{* THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE TRANSPOSE OF A MATRIX 'A' WITH 'ROW' ROWS *j{* AND 'COL' COLUMNS. RECALL THAT THE TRANSPOSE INTERCHANGES THE ROWS AND *j
{* COLUMNS OF A MATRIX. *)
VAR
I, J : INTEGER;
TPOSE : MATRIX;
{* I, J : VARIABLE CONTROL COUNTERS *}
{* TPOSE : TEMPORARY RESULTS MATRIX *)
BEGIN
{ * START THE INTERCHANGING OF ROWS AND COLUMNS * }
FOR I :- 1 TO ROW DO
FOR J :- 1 TO COL DO
TPOSEf J, I] :- A(I,J] ;
(* ASSIGN TEMPORARY RESULTS MATRIX TO THE FUNCTION *}
TRNSPOSE :- TPOSE;
END; {* END OF FUNCTION MATRIX TRANSPOSE *}
{ * * j
( * * }
PROCEDURE NORMALIZE ( VAR PHI : MATRIX;
VAR MSS : MATRIX;
NOMODES,NOTSTPTS,NODOFS : INTEGER);
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ii l^ll *R0CEDURE NORMALIZES THE MODAL MATRIX PHI WITH RESPECT TO THE* MASS MATRIX ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING FORMULA:
j*
EQ.(l) [O] [M] [0] - [m] (WHERE [m] IS DIAGONAL)
it It^^IZE PHI S0 (m) IS THE IDENTITY MATRIX IN EQ.(l) SOLVE THE{* FOLLOWING EQUATION.
{*
{* EQ.(2) [0] [mr(-l/2) - [OJnorm.
VAR
I,J,TOTALDOF : INTEGER;
m,TEMP,PHITRNPS : MATRIX;
{* I, J
{ * TOTALDOF
{* m
{* PHITRNPS
{ * TEMP
ARE COUNTER VARIABLES
IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE MODEL
IS THE GENERALIZED MASS MATRIX ( DIAGONAL )
IS THE TRANSPOSE OF THE MATRIX PHI
IS A TEMPORARY RESULT MATRIX
BEGIN
{ * COMPUTE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE MODEL
TOTALDOF :- NOTSTPTS * NODOFS ;
( * SOLVE EQ . ( 1 ) FROM ABOVE
TEMP
PHITRNPS
m
- MTRXMUL ( MSS , PHI , TOTALDOF , TOTALDOF , NOMODES ) ;
- TRNSPOSE ( PHI , TOTALDOF , NOMODES ) ;
- MTRXMUL ( PHITRNPS , TEMP , NOMODES , TOTALDOF , NOMODES ) ;
{* NOW SOLVE EQ.(2) FROM ABOVE TO NORMALIZE PHI THE MODAL MATRIX
FOR I :- 1 TO NOMODES DO
FOR J :- 1 TO TOTALDOF DO
BEGIN
IF ( ra(I, I] - 0 ) THEN
WRITELNC 'ZERO COMPONENT IN NORMALIZED MASS MATRIX ra( I , I ] , ]
PHI (J, I] :- PHI[ J,I]/SQRT(m( 1,1 ] ) ;
END;
END; {* END PROCEDURE NORMALIZE *}
,1:3);
{* * <
PROCEDURE SEARCH (VAR PAIR
NTPTS
TOL
RESSP
VAR COMPLETE, NEW
PTMTCH;
INTEGER;
REAL;
CHAR;
BOOLEAN) ;
{* THIS PROCEDURE PERFORMS A SPHERICAL SEARCH OF THE F.E.M. GRIDPOINTS TO *}
{* DETERMINE THE CORRECT GRID POINT MATCHING OF THE TEST AND EXPERIMENTAL *}
{* MODELS. THE METHOD USED TAKES THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE SUM OF THE *}
{* SQUARES OF THE DIFFERENCES IN THE Z, Y, AND Z COORDINATES. *}
VAR
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CDTSTAR,MATCH
NAME, NAME1
TSTPTS , X , I , GRIDPT , COUNT , J
CDTX , CDTY , CDTZ , VALUE
FEMCDT,EXPCDT
SUCCESS , NOMOREPT , FOUND
WORD
BIGWORD
SAPWORD
RESPON
{ * CDTSTAR
{ * MATCH
( * NAME
( * NAME1
{ * TSTPTS
( * X,I,J
I * GRIDPT
( * COUNT
{ * CDTX
{ * CDTY
{ * CDTZ
( * VALUE
I * FEMCDT
[ * EXPCDT
{ * SUCCESS
{ * NOMOREPT
I a FOUND
( * WORD
{ * BIGWORD
( * SAPWORD
{ * RESPON
( *
TEXT;
PACKED ARRAY [ 1 .
INTEGER;
REAL;
ARRAY [1.. 300,1.
BOOLEAN ;
PACKED ARRAY [ 1 .
PACKED ARRAY [ 1 ,
PACKED ARRAY [ 1 ,
CHAR;
,14] OF CHAR;
.3] OF REAL;
.6] OF CHAR;
.34] OF CHAR;
.50] OF CHAR;
FILE VARIABLE NAME FOR COORDINATES OF EXPERIMENTAL STRUCTURE*
DATAFILE VARIABLE TO STORE THE GRIDPOINT MATCHING *
VARIABLE WHICH GETS ASSIGNED A DATAFILE NAME *
SAME AS ABOVE *
NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTAL GRID POINTS *
INTEGER VARIABLES FOR VARIOUS TASKS *
INTEGER VARIABLE TO DEFINE A GRIDPOINT *
LOOP CONTROL COUNTER *
X COORDINATE VALUE *
Y COORDINATE VALUE *
Z COORDINATE VALUE *
VARIABLE USED IN SEARCH TEST CONDITION
MATRIX TO STORE THE F.E.M. COORDINATES *
MATRIX TO STORE THE EXPERIMENTAL COORDINATES
BOOLEAN VARIABLE TO INDICATE END OF PROCEDURE
SAME AS ABOVE *
SAME AS ABOVE
STRING VARIABLE USED IN FILE SEARCH TO LOCATE POSITION
SAME AS ABOVE *
SAME AS ABOVE
CHARACTER VARIABLE
BEGIN
{* BEGINING OF PROCEDURE SEARCH *}
IF (NEW) THEN
BEGIN
{* SEARCH THE STAR DATAFILE AND STORE THE COORDINATES FOR THE GRID POINTS *)
FOR I :- 1 TO 14 DO
NAMEII] :- ' ';
WRITELN( 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE CONTAINING THE EXPERIMENTAL')
WRITELN( 'GRID POINT COORDINATES. ');
READLN(NAME) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
END; {* END IF NEW *]
RESET (STAR) ;
- STAR,
- NAME,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL,
=- READWRITE) ;
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(* SEARCH DATAFILE FOR CORRECT LOCATION
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE ( NOT FOUND ) DO
BEGIN
READLN( STAR,WORD) ;
IF ( (WORD {5] - '1') AND (WORD(6] - '5') ) THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
FOR I :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
READLN(STAR,X,X,X,X,EXPCDT[I,1],EXPCDT(I,2],EXPCDT[I,3]);
{* READ AND COMPARE THE FEM GRID POINT COORDINATES TO THE EXPERIMENTAL *}
(* GRID POINT COORDINATES. IF THEY MEET THE TOLERANCE CRITERIA KEEP THE *}
{* GRID POINT AND STORE IT IN THE MATCHING ARRAY 'M'. *)
{* SEARCH NASTRAN DATAFILE *}
IF ( (RESSP - 'N') OR (RESSP - 'n') ) THEN
BEGIN
COUNT :- 0;
FOR I :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
RESET(F06) ;
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
BEGIN
READLN(F06) ;
READ (F06, BIGWORD) ;
IF ( (BIGWORD( 31]-'G' ) AND ( BIGWORDl 32 ]-' R' ) AND ( BIGWORD( 33 ]-'
AND (BIGWORDl 34 ]-' D' ) ) THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
SUCCESS :- FALSE;
NOMOREPT :- FALSE;
REPEAT
READLN( F06, GRIDPT, CDTX, CDTY, CDTZ) ;
VALUE :- SQRT( ( CDTX-EXPCDT( I , 1 ] ) **2 + ( CDTY-EXPCDT( I , 2 ] ) **2
+ (CDTZ-EXPCDT(I,3] )**2 );
IF ( VALUE <- TOL ) THEN
BEGIN
SUCCESS :- TRUE;
COUNT :- COUNT + 1;
PAIR(I ] :- GRIDPT;
END; {* IF CLAUSE *}
READ(F06, BIGWORD) ;
IF ( (BIGW0RD(31]O'G' ) OR ( BIGWORDf 32 ] <> ' R' ) OR ( BIGWORDl 33 ]<>' I ' )
OR (BIGWORDf 34]O'D' ) ) THEN
BEGIN
J :- 1;
REPEAT
READLN(F06) ;
READ (F06, BIGWORD) ;
J : J + 1 ;
UNTIL ( (J = 15) OR (BIGWORD(33]-'I' ) OR ( BIGWORD( 34 ]-
' D' ) );
IF ( J - 15 ) THEN
NOMOREPT :- TRUE ;
END; {* END IF * }
UNTIL ( (SUCCESS) OR (NOMOREPT) );
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END; {* END FOR I LOOP *}
IF ( COUNT <> NTPTS ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN( 'PROGRAM WILL NOT RUN PROPERLY, AUTOMATIC SEARCH ROUTINE DII
WRITELN('NOT FIND ENOUGH F.E.M. GRIDPOINTS TO MATCH THE EXPERIMENTAL
WRITELN( 'GRIDPOINTS WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TOLERANCE. ');
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
IF (COUNT - NTPTS) THEN
COMPLETE :- TRUE;
END; {* END IF DATAFILE IS A NASTRAN FILE *}
{* SEARCH SUPERSAP DATAFILE
IF ( (RESSP - 'S') OR (RESSP - 's') ) THEN
BEGIN
COUNT :- 0;
FOR I :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
RESET (SAP) ;
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
BEGIN
READLN(SAP) ;
READ ( SAP , SAPWORD ) ;
IF ( (SAPWORD(39]-'N' ) AND ( SAPWORDt 43 ] -' P' ) ) THEN
READ (SAP, TSTPTS) ;
IF ( (SAPWORD(7]-'N' ) AND ( SAPWORD( 11 ] - ' L ' ) AND ( SAPWORD( 13 ] - ' I
AND (SAPWORD(16]-'A' ) ) THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
READLN(SAP)
READLN(SAP)
READLN(SAP)
READLN(SAP)
READLN(SAP)
READLN(SAP)
SUCCESS :- FALSE;
REPEAT
READLN ( SAP , GRIDPT ,X,X,X,X,X,X, CDTX , CDTY , CDTZ ) ;
VALUE :- SQRT( ( CDTX-EXPCDTl 1 , 1 ] ) **2 + ( CDTY-EXPCDT( 1 , 2 ] ) **2
+ (CDTZ-EXPCDT[I,3] )**2 );
IF ( VALUE <- TOL ) THEN
BEGIN
SUCCESS :- TRUE;
COUNT :- COUNT + 1;
PAIRlI] :- GRIDPT;
END; {* IF CLAUSE *}
UNTIL ( (SUCCESS) OR (GRIDPT = TSTPTS) );
END; (* END FOR I LOOP *}
RESET (SAP) ;
IF ( COUNT <> NTPTS ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ( 'PROGRAM WILL NOT RUN PROPERLY, AUTOMATIC SEARCH ROUTINE DID')
WRITELN ('NOT FIND ENOUGH F.E.M. GRIDPOINTS TO MATCH THE EXPERIMENTAL')
WRITELN( 'GRIDPOINTS WITHIN THE SPECIFIED TOLERANCE. ')?
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
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'y' ) ) THEN
IF (COUNT = NTPTS) THEN
COMPLETE : TRUE;
END ^ DATAFILE IS A SUPERSAP FILE *}
WRITELN;
25JJ?i!S2-YOU WISH T SAVE THE MATCHING <Y/N>. ');READLN ( RESPON ) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (RESPON - 'Y') OR (RESPON
BEGIN
WRITE ( 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE FILE YOU WISH TO SEND THE MATCHING TO.
READLN (NAME) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
EXTEND ( MATCH ) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO TSTPTS DO
BEGIN
WRITE ( MATCH, PAIR( I] , ' ');
IF( (I MOD 15) - 0 ) THEN
WRITELN (MATCH) ;
END; {* END FOR I LOOP *}
CLOSE (MATCH) ;
END; {* END IF RESPON CLAUSE * }
END; {* END OF PROCEDURE SEARCH *}
- MATCH,
- NAME,
- NEW,
- SEQUENTIAL,
- READWRITE) ;
{* M
PROCEDURE ORTHG (VAR TESTPHI : MATRIX;
VAR MSS : MATRIX;
NDOFS , NTSTPTS , NMODES : INTEGER ;
M : PTMTCH);
{* THIS PROCEDURE
{* (TEST OR F.E.M.
{* TECHNIQUE. THE
COMPUTES THE ORTHOGONALITY OF A EIGENVECTOR (PHI) *}
) WITH THE REDUCED MASS MATRIX OBTAINED VIA RAMMER'S *}
QUANTITY SOLVED FOR IS: *}
EQ.(l)
WHERE PHI IS THE
FREEDOM PER GRID
IS THE NUMBER OF
MEASURED AT EACH
[PHI]T * [MSS] * [PHI]
MODAL MATRIX. NDOFS IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF
POIONT. NTSTPTS IS THE NUMBER OF TEST POINTS. NMODES
MODES. TDOF IS THE NUMBER OF TEST DOF'S WHICH WERE
GRID POINT.
M
M
VAR
TOTALDOF , TOTALCNT , I COUNT , COUNT , EXTGPT , I , J
TEMP , TEMPI , PHIT , TSTPHI , MDLPHI
NEWM
USETWORD
GARBAGE
ANSWR, RESPON
DONE , FOUND , INTHERE
PLOT
WORD
INTEGER;
MATRIX;
PTMTCH;
PACKED ARRAY
PACKED ARRAY
CHAR;
BOOLEAN ;
TEXT ;
PACKED ARRAY
[1.
[1
29'
OF CHAR;
OF CHAR;
[1. .191 OF CHAR;
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(*
{*
{*
{*
{*
I*
{*
{*
{*
(*
{*
(*
{*
{*
{*
I*
MINIWORD
DATFILE
> I, J
* TOTALDOF
k TOTALCNT
k I COUNT
" COUNT
" EXTGPT
* TEMP, TEMPI
* PHIT
TSTPHI
MDLPHI
NEWM
USETWORD
GARBAGE
ANSWR
RESPON
DONE
FOUND
INTHERE
PLOT
WORD
MINIWORD
DATAFILE
: PACKED ARRAY [1..8] OF CHAR;
: DATAFILE;
VARIABLE CONTROL COUNTERS
TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE MODEL
CONTROL VARIABLE
COUNTER CONTROL VARIABLE
SAME AS ABOVE
GRIDPOINT VARIABLE
TEMPORARY RESULTS MATRIX
MATRIX TRANPOSE OF THE MATRIX PHI
MODAL MATRIX CONTAINING TEST EIGENVECTORS
MODAL MATRIX OF F.E.M. EIGENVECTORS IN CORRECT SEQUENCE
RESEQUENCING OF MATCHING MATRIX M
STRING VARIABLE USED AS A LOCATOR
GARBAGE STRING VARIABLE
CHARACTER VARIABLE A ANSWER TO A QUESTION
SAME AS ABOVE
BOOLEAN VARIABLE FOR LOOP CONTROL
SAME AS ABOVE
SAME AS ABOVE
DATAFILE VARIABLE
STRING VARIABLE
STRING VARIABLE
VARIABLE NAME OF A DATAFILE: USER SUPPLIED
BEGIN
{* PAD THE ARRAY WITH BLANKS
FOR I :- 1 TO 14 DO
DATFILEII] :- ' ';
{* INITIALIZE THE LOGICAL VARIABLES
DONE :- FALSE;
FOUND :- FALSE;
{ * COMPUTE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR THE MODEL
TOTALDOF :- NDOFS * NTSTPTS;
(* OBTAIN CORRECT SEQUENCE OF F.E.M. MODAL VECTORS FROM THE F06 DATAFILE
{* THE DATA IS CONTAINED IN THE MATRIX PHIAA
OPEN (FILE_VARIABLE :- F06 ,
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
RESET (FO 6) ;
- FEMFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL,
- READWRITE) ;
* SEARCH THE F.E.M. DATA FILE ( NASTRAN . F06 ) FOR THE CORRECT LOCATION
WHILE ( NOT FOUND ) DO
BEGIN
READLN ( F06,WORD) ;
IF ( WORD - '0 MATRIX PHIAA') THEN
FOUND := TRUE;
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END; (* END WHILE NOT FOUND LOOP M
READLN (F06) ;
READLN(F06) ;
READ (FO6,MINIWORD) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
J :- 1;
WHILE ( J <- TOTALDOF) DO
BEGIN
READ(F06,MDLPHI( J, I] ) ;
IF ( J MOD 10 - 0 ) THEN
BEGIN
READLN(F06) ;
REPEAT
READ(F06,MINIWORD) ;
IF ( MINIWORD(8] <> ')' ) THEN
READLN(F06) ;
UNTIL (MINIWORD! 8] - ')' );
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
J :- J + 1;
END; {* END WHILE J <- TOTALDOF LOOP *}
REPEAT
READ( F06, MINIWORD) ;
IF ( MINIWORD(8] <> ')' ) THEN
READLN(F06) ;
UNTIL ( MINIWORD! 8] - ')');
END; (* END FOR I LOOP *}
CLOSE(F06) ;
{* NEED TO RESEQUENCE THE TEST MODAL VECTORS TO MATCH THE F.E.M. SEQUENCING
{* PERFORMED BY NASTRAN. NASTRAN RESEQUENCES AUTOMATICALLY WHEN SOLVING
{* IF THE GRIDPOINTS AND DOF'S ARE NOT IN THE CORRECT SEQUENCE
{* THE ORTHOGONALITY CHECK WILL NOT WORK CORRECTLY
F06,
FEMFILE,
OLD,
SEQUENTIAL,
READWRITE) ;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
RESET(F06) ;
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE ( NOT FOUND ) DO
BEGIN
READLN (F06,USETWORD) ;
IF ( USETWORD - ' USE') THEN
BEGIN
FOUND :- TRUE;
FOR I :- 1 TO 3 DO
READLN ( F06) ;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
END; {* END WHILE NOT FOUND *}
TOTALCNT : = 1 ;
COUNT :- 1;
WHILE ( COUNT <- NTSTPTS ) DO
BEGIN
REPEAT
READ (FO6, GARBAGE) ;
IF ( GARBAGE! 29] <> 'G' ) THEN
READLN (FO 6) ;
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UNTIL ( GARBAGE! 29] =* 'G' );
INTHERE :- FALSE;
I COUNT : - 1 ;
READLN ( F 0 6 , EXTGPT ) ;
REPEAT
IF ( EXTGPT = M[ICOUNT] ) THEN
BEGIN
NEWMf COUNT] :- EXTGPT;
INTHERE : TRUE;
COUNT : - COUNT + 1 ;
FOR J :- 1 TO NDOFS DO
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
TSTPHI!TOTALCNT,I] :- TESTPHI (( ICOUNT-1 ) *NDOFS+J ,
TOTALCNT :- TOTALCNT + 1;
END; {* END FOR J LOOP *}
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
I COUNT :- I COUNT + 1;
UNTIL ( (ICOUNT > NTSTPTS) OR (INTHERE) );
END; {* END WHILE COUNT < NTSTPTS *}
CLOSECF06) ;
(* NORMALIZE THE EXPERIMENTAL MODAL VECTORS WITH RESPECT TO THE F.E.M. MASS*)
I* MATRIX *}
NORMALIZE (TSTPHI , MSS , NMODES .NTSTPTS , NDOFS ) ;
(* START COMPUTING THE VARIOUS ORTHOGONALITY CHECKS *}
WHILE ( NOT DONE ) DO
BEGIN
WRITELN( 'WHICH TYPE OF ORTHOGONALITY CHECK DO YOU WISH TO RUN' ) ;
WRITE( 'F.E.M. vs F.E.M (F), F.E.M. vs EXP. (X), EXP vs EXP (E) :');
READLN (ANSWR) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( ANSWR - 'F' ) THEN
BEGIN
{* SOLVE EQ.(l) FROM THE ABOVE *}
TEMP :- MTRXMUL (MSS,MDLPHI, TOTALDOF, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
PHIT :- TRNSPOSE (MDLPHI, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
TEMPI :- MTRXMUL (PHIT, TEMP, NMODES, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
END;
IF ( ANSWR - 'E' ) THEN
BEGIN
(* SOLVE EQ.(l) FROM THE ABOVE *)
TEMP :- MTRXMUL (MSS, TSTPHI, TOTALDOF, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
PHIT :- TRNSPOSE (TSTPHI, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
TEMPI :- MTRXMUL (PHIT, TEMP, NMODES, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
END;
IF ( ANSWR - 'X' ) THEN
BEGIN
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{* SOLVE EQ.(l) FROM THE ABOVE *
TEMP :- MTRXMUL (MSS,MDLPHI, TOTALDOF, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
PHIT :- TRNSPOSE (TSTPHI, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
TEMPI :- MTRXMUL ( PHIT, TEMP, NMODES, TOTALDOF, NMODES ) ;
END ,
{* PRINT OUT THE RESULTS OF THE ORTHOGONALITY CHECK *
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITE ( '**************************** ORTHOGONALITY **********++***' ) ;
WRITELN ( '**************# ) ;
WRITE( ' **************nt**imii*****1i,**1i,*** MATRIX **********>********' ) ;
WRITELN( '**********>*** j .
IF ( ANSWR - 'E' ) THEN
WRITELNC EXP. vs EXP.');
IF ( ANSWR - 'F' ) THEN
WRITELNC F.E.M. vs F.E.M.');
IF ( ANSWR - 'X' ) THEN
WRITELN( ' F>E.M vs EXP . , > .
WRITELN;
WRITELNC MODE NUMBER ' ) ;
WRITELN;
WRITE!' ' ) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
WRITEC ',1:3,' ');
WRITELN;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
WRITE(I:1,' ');
FOR J :- 1 TO NMODES DO
WRITE (ABS (TEMPI! I, J] ) :1: 3, ' ');
WRITELN;
END; {* END FOR I : - 1 TO NMODES LOOP *}
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITE! '**********************************************************' )
WRITELN! '**************' )
WRITELN;
WRITELN! 'A VALUE OF 0.00 INDICATES ORTHOGONAL MODE SHAPES.');
WRITE! 'DO YOU WISH THESE RESULTS SENT TO A DATAFILE (Y/N) ');
READLN (RESPON) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (RESPON - 'Y') OR (RESPON - 'y') ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITE( 'PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE. ');
READLN(DATFILE) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
EXTEND (PLOT) ;
- PLOT,
- DATFILE,
- NEW,
- SEQUENTIAL,
=- READWRITE) ;
{* PRINT OUT THE RESULTS OF THE ORTHOGONALITY CHECK TO A DATA FILE
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WRITELN (PLOT) ;
WRITELN(PLOT) ;
WRITE ( PLOT, ' **************************** ORTHOGONALITY ***************
WRITELN ( PLOT, '************** ) .
WRITE ( PLOT, '******************************* MATRIX *******************
WRITELN ( PLOT, '**************' ) .
IF ( ANSWR - 'E' ) THEN
WRITELN (PLOT,' EXP. vs EXP.');
IF ( ANSWR - 'F' ) THEN
WRITELN! PLOT,' F.E.M. vs F.E.M.');
IF ( ANSWR - 'X' ) THEN
WRITELN! PLOT,' F.E.M vs EXP.');
WRITELN (PLOT) ;
WRITELN! PLOT, ' MODE NUMBER ');
WRITELN (PLOT) ;
WRITE! PLOT, ' ' ) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
WRITE (PLOT, ' ' ,1:3, ' ' ) ;
WRITELN (PLOT) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
WRITE (PLOT, I : 1, ' ');
FOR J :- 1 TO NMODES DO
WRITE(PL0T,ABS(TEMP1!I,J] ) :1:3, ' ' ) ;
WRITELN! PLOT) ;
END; {* END FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES LOOP *}
WRITELN! PLOT) ;
WRITELN! PLOT) ;
WRITE ( PLOT , ' ****************>*****************************************'
WRITELN(PLOT, '*********?>****? ) ;
CLOSE (PLOT) ;
END;
WRITE( 'DO YOU WISH TO GENERATE A WATERFALL PLOT OF THE RESULTS (Y/N) ');
READLN (RESPON) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (RESPON - 'Y') OR (RESPON - 'y') ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO 14 DO
DATFILE(I) :- ' ';
WRITE! 'PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE. ');
READLN! DATF ILE) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
{* OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR WATERFALL PLOT TO THE DATAFILE PLOT. DAT *
= PLOT,
- DATFILE,
- NEW,
- SEQUENTIAL,
= READWRITE) ;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
EXTEND! PLOT) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
WRITELN( PLOT ,0.0:3,1:3)
FOR J :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
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WRITELN(PLOT,J-0.25:3, ' YD;
WRITELN(PL0T,J:3, ' ' , ABS ( TEMPI [ I , J ] )+I) ;
WRITELN ( PLOT, J +0. 25:3, ' YD;
END;
WRITELN! PLOT, NMODES+1: 3, ' YD;
WRITELN(PLOT) ;
J :- NMODES;
REPEAT
BEGIN
WRITELN! PLOT, J+0. 25:3, ' YD;
WRITELN! PLOT, J: 3, ' ' , ABS ( TEMPI [ I , J ] )+D ;
WRITELN(PLOT,J-0.25:3, ' YD;
J :- J - 1;
END;
UNTIL ( J - 0) ;
WRITELN (PLOT, 0.0: 3, 1:3) ;
WRITELN(PLOT) ;
END;
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES+1 DO
WRITELN( PLOT, 0:3, ' ',1-1);
CLOSE (PLOT) ;
END;
WRITE! 'DO YOU WISH TO RUN ANOTHER ORTHOGONALITY CHECK (Y/N) ');
READLN (ANSWR) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( ANSWR - 'N' ) THEN
DONE :- TRUE;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
END; {* END OF PROCEDURE ORTHOGONALITY CHECK *}
PROCEDURE TSTMODAL(VAR STAR
VAR TSTPHI
NTPTS , NMODES , NDOFS
TSTDOF
TEXT ;
MATRIX;
INTEGER;
D 0 F ) ;
(* THIS PROCEDURE IS USED TO READIN THE MODAL VECTORS FROM THE
'STAR'
* DATAFILE; BASED ON THE NUMBER OF DOF'S MEASURED DURING THE TEST.
VAR
I,J,K
DUMMY
WORD
FOUND
INTEGER;
REAL;
PACKED ARRAY [1..6] OF CHAR;
BOOLEAN;
f* I,J,K : VARIABLE CONTROL COUNTERS '
I* DUMMY : VARIABLE USED TO READ INSIGNIFICANT NUMBERS *)
CONTROL WORD USED IN SEARCHING ALGORITHM *)( * WORD
{ * FOUND : BOOLEAN VARIABLE
BEGIN
FOUND :- FALSE;
{* SEARCH THE FILE TO GET TO THE APPRORIATE LOCATION
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
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BEGIN
READLN (STAR,WORD) ;
IF ( WORD - ' 55' ) THEN
FOUND :=> TRUE;
END;
FOR I :- 1 TO 8 DO
READLN (STAR) ;
j* PERFORM CHECKS TO SEE HOW MANY DOF'S WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST
I* AND READIN THE APPROPRIATE MODAL INFORMATION.
IF (NDOFS - 3 ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
{* START THE COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF MODAL VECTORS
K :- 1;
FOR J :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN (STAR) ;
READ(STAR,TSTPHI[K,I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
READ ( STAR , TSTPHI ( K , I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
READLN ( STAR , TSTPHI ( K , I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END; {* END FOR J - 1 TO NTPTS LOOP *}
FOR J :- 1 TO 11 DO
READLN! STAR) ;
END; {* END FOR I - 1 TO NMODES LOOP *}
END; {* END IF NDOFS - 3 CLAUSE *}
IF ( NDOFS - 2 ) THEN
BEGIN
IF ( (TSTDOF(l]-l) AND ( TSTDOFf 2 ] -2 ) ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
FOR J :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN (STAR) ;
READ(STAR,TSTPHI[K,I] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
READLN! STAR,TSTPHI[K, I] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END; {* END FOR J ; - 1 TO NTPTS LOOP *}
FOR J :- 1 TO 11 DO
READLN (STAR) ;
END; {* FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES LOOP *}
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
IF ( (TSTDOF[l]-l) AND ( TSTDOFf 2 ] -3 ) ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
FOR J : 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN (STAR) ;
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READ ( STAR , TSTPHI ( K , I ] , DUMMY ) ;
K :- K + 1;
READLN ( STAR, TSTPHI [K, I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END; {* END FORR J - 1 TO NTPTS LOOP *}
FOR J :- 1 TO 11 DO
READLN (STAR) ;
END; {* END FOR I - 1 TO NMODES LOOP *}
END; (* END IF CLAUSE *}
IF ( (TSTDOF(l]-2) AND ( TSTDOF[ 2 ] -3 ) ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
FOR J :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN (STAR) ;
READ ( STAR , DUMMY , TSTPHI ( K , I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
READLN (STAR, TSTPHI [K, I] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END; (* END FOR J:- 1 TO NTPTS LOOP *}
FOR J :-> 1 TO 11 DO
READLN (STAR) ;
END; {* END FOR I : - 1 TO NMODES LOOP *}
END; (* END IF CLAUSE *}
END; {* END IF NDOFS - 2 CLAUSE *}
IF ( NDOFS - 1 ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NMODES DO
BEGIN
IF ( TSTDOF(l] - 1 ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR J :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN! STAR) ;
READLN ( STAR , TSTPHI [ K , I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END;
END;
IF ( TSTDOFfl] - 2 ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR J :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN (STAR) ;
READLN ( STAR , DUMMY , TSTPHI ( K , I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END;
END;
IF ( TSTDOF[l] = 3 ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR J :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
READLN (STAR) ;
READLN ( STAR , DUMMY , DUMMY , TSTPHI [ J , I ] ) ;
K :- K + 1;
END;
END;
FOR J :- 1 TO 11 DO
READLN (STAR) ;
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END;
I I F0R I :> 1 TO NMODES LOOP *END; {* END IF NDOFS - 1 CLAUSE *}{* END PROCEDURE TSTMODAL *}
f *
PROCEDURE I PUT (VAR. FEMFILE , STARFILE
VAR PAIR
VAR F6DAT
VAR TSTDOFS
VAR NODOFS, NOMODES
VAR ANS,ANSMTCH
VAR NOTSTPTS
VAR RESSP,AANNSS
DATAFILE;
PTMTCH;
F;
D_.lF '
INTEGER;
CHAR;
INTEGER;
CHAR ) ;
{* THIS PROCEDURE ASKS THE USER TO INPUT THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION
{* NEEDED TO RUN THIS PROGRAM.
(* PAIR
( *
I*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
{*
(*
VAR
F6DAT
TSTDOFS
NODOFS
NOMODES
ANS
ANSMTCH :
NOTSTPTS :
WERE MEASURED
WERE MEASURED
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE
FEM GRID POINTS AND THE TEST GRID POINTS.
LOCAL RECORD VARIABLE
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS WHICH DOF'S
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH TELLS HOW MANY DOF'S
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH TELLS HOW MANY MODES THERE ARE
LOCAL CHARACTER VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE ANSWER TO. WAS
THE DATA TAKEN IN ALL 3 COORDINATE DIRECTIONS?
LOCAL CHARACTER VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE ANSWER TO. IS
THE GRID POINT MATCHING ONE-TO-ONE. ?
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF TEST GRID POINTS
I.J
RESPON
DATA
MTCHFILE
TOL
NEW, COMPLETE
INTEGER;
CHAR;
TEXT;
DATAFILE;
REAL;
BOOLEAN;
{*
(*
{*
(*
{*
{*
{*
{*
I, J
RESPON
DATA
MTCHFILE
TOL
NEW
COMPLETE
VARIABLE CONTROL COUNTER
CHARACTER RESPONSE TO QUESTION
DATAFILE VARIABLE NAME
STRING VARIABLE NAME
VARIABLE REPRESENTING THE SPHERICAL SEARCH TOLERANCE
BOOLEAN VARIABLE
BOOLEAN VARIABLE
BEGIN
(* INITIALIZE THE PACKED ARRAY TO BLANK SPACES
FOR I :- 1 TO 14 DO
MTCHFILE! I] :- ' ';
{* PAD THE FILENAME ARRAY WITH BLANKS TO INITIALIZE IT
FOR I :- 1 TO 14 DO
BEGIN
FEMFILEf I] :- '
STARFILE! I] :- ' ';
END;
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[* CLEAR THE SCREEN BY WRITTING BLANK LINES TO IT *
FOR I :- 1 TO 2 5 DO
WRITELN;
WRITELNC ***** WELCOME TO NAS MODAL *****');
WRITELN; -
WRITE! ' THIS PROGRAM WILL READ THE EIGENVECTORS FROM A NASTRAN OR');
WRITELN ( ' SUPERSAP');
WRITE!' DYNAMICS SOLUTION AND WRITE THE RESULTS TO A USER SPECIFIED');
WRITELN!' DATAFILE. ');
WRITELN( ' THE EIGENVECTORS CAN THEN BE ANIMATED AND COMPARED WITH THE'
WRITELN( ' EXPERIMENTAL EIGENVECTORS OBTAINED VIA MODAL TESTING.');
WRITE( ' THE PROGRAM ALSO COMPUTES THE ORTHOGONALITY OF THE');
WRITELN( ' EIGENVECTORS.');
WRITELN( ' (EXP. vs F.E.M.) or (F.E.M. vs F.E.M.) or (EXP. vs EXP.)
FOR I :- 1 TO 8 DO
WRITELN;
WRITE( ' WAS THE F.E.M. DONE USING NASTRAN(N) OR SUPERSAP(S): ');
READLN (RESSP) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITE ( 'PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE F.E.M. DATAFILE. ');
READLN(FEMFILE) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (RESSP - 'N') OR (RESSP - 'n') ) THEN
BEGIN
{* THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS OPEN THE F.E.M. AND EXPERIMENTAL DATAFILES. *)
{* CONSULT THE VAX PROGRAMMING MANUAL FOR FURTHER DETAILS. *)
- F06,
- FEMFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL) ;
- SAP,
- FEMFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL) ;
OPEN! FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
RESET! F06) ;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
SUPRSAP :- TRUE;
OPEN! FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
RESET! SAP) ;
END;
(*
[* THE GRID POINT MATCHING IS SET UP NEXT. IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE
(* FINITE ELEMENT MODEL HAS AT LEAST THE SAME POINTS THAT WERE TESTED
[* IN THE EXPERIMENTAL MODEL.
(*
WRITE! 'HOW MANY TEST POINTS ARE THERE. ');
READLN! NOTSTPTS ) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITE! 'IS THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN GRIDPOINTS 1-TO-l . <Y/N> ');
READLN (ANSMTCH) ;
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WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( ANSMTCH - 'Y' ) THEN
BEGIN
FOR I :- 1 TO NOTSTPTS DO
BEGIN
PAIR! I] :- I;
END;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
WRITE! 'DO YOU WISH TO DO A SPHERICAL SEARCH FOR A GRIDPOINT');
WRITELN ( ' MATCHING (S), ');
WRITELNCREAD THE MATCHING FROM A DATAFILE (F), OR INPUT THE');
WRITE ( 'MATCHING INTERACTIVELY ( I) . ' ) ;
READLN (RESPON) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (RESPON - 'S') OR (RESPON - 's') ) THEN
BEGIN
COMPLETE :- FALSE;
NEW : - TRUE ;
WHILE (NOT COMPLETE) DO
BEGIN
WRITECWHAT TOLERANCE DO YOU WISH TO HOLD THE SEARCH TOO. ')
READLN ( TOL ) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
SEARCH ( PAIR , NOTSTPTS , TOL , RESSP , COMPLETE , NEW ) ;
IF ( NOT COMPLETE ) THEN
BEGIN
NEW :- FALSE;
WRITELN! 'PLEASE INCREASE THE TOLERANCE VALUE. ');
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
CLOSE (STAR) ;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
IF ( (RESPON - 'F') OR (RESPON - 'f') ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITE! 'WHAT IS THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE CONTAINING THE MATCHING
READLN (MTCHFILE) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
- DATA,
- MTCHFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL) ;
OPEN! FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
RESET (DATA) ;
I :- 0;
WHILE ( I <> NOTSTPTS ) DO
BEGIN
I :- I + 1;
READ (DATA, PAIR! I] ) ;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
CLOSE (DATA) ;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
IF ( (RESPON - 'I') OR (RESPON - 'i') ) THEN
BEGIN
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FOR I :- 1 TO NOTSTPTS DO
BEGIN
WRITE( 'WHAT POINT IN THE F.E. MODEL CORRESPONDS TO');
WRITE ( ' TEST POINT ',1:3,' ' ) ;
READLN(PAIR(I] ) ;
END ; ( * END FOR LOOP * }
END; (* END IF CLAUSE *}
END; {* END ELSE CLAUSE ASSOCIATED WITH IF STATEMENT *}
{ * * j
{* THE FOLLOWING COMMAND RESETS THE POINTER TO THE 'F06' DATAFILE TO THE *}
{* BEGINNING OF THE DATAFILE. *}
{ * * ,
WRITELN( 'PLEASE TYPE IN THE NAME OF THE DATAFILE WHICH CONTAINS THE ');
WRITELN! 'EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OR THE NAME OF A NEW FILE YOU WISH TO SEND ');
WRITE! 'F.E.M. RESULTS TO. ');
READLN( STARFILE) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITECIS THIS A NEW DATAFILE OR AN EXISTING DATAFILE (N/O) ');
READLN (AANNSS) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (AANNSS - '0') OR (AANNSS - '0') ) THEN
BEGIN
OPEN(FILE_VARIABLE :- STAR,
FILE_NAME :- STARFILE,
HISTORY :- OLD,
ORGANIZATION :- SEQUENTIAL,
SHARING :- READWRITE);
EXTEND ( STAR ) ;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
OPEN! FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
EXTEND (STAR) ;
END;
- STAR,
- STARFILE,
- NEW,
. SEQUENTIAL,
- READWRITE) ;
* INPUT THE NUMBER OF MODES WHICH ARE TO BE COMPARED.
WRITECHOW MANY MODES ARE THERE. ');
READLN! NOMODES) 1
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
;* INPUT THE GRID POINT PAIRINGS AND THE DOF'S ASSOCIATED WITH EACH GRID
]* POINT.
WRITE! 'WAS DATA TAKEN IN ALL THREE COORDINATES. <Y/N> ');
READLN (ANS) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( (ANS - 'N') OR (ANS - 'n') ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITE ('HOW MANY DOFS PER GRIDPOINT WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST. ');
READLN (NODOFS) ;
WRITELN;
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WRITELN;
WRITE! 'W?X-1
GRIDP0INT DFS WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST,');
FOR I :- 1 TO NODOFS DO
BEGIN
READLN (TSTDOFS! I ] ) ;
END;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
END; (* END IF *}
IF ( (ANS - 'Y') OR (ANS - 'y') ) THEN
NODOFS :- 3;
'
END; {* THIS IS THE END OF PROCEDURE IPUT *)
PROCEDURE OTPUT (VAR STAR
VAR MODALVEC
Al
NPTS
NDOFS
DOFS
NMODES
FREQ
DIFFANS
TEXT;
MATRIX;
CHAR;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
D_0_F ;
INTEGER;
FREQUENCY;
CHAR) ;
{* THIS PROCEDURE WRITES THE MODE SHAPE DATA TO A USER SPECIFIED DATAFILE
{* IN SDRC RIGID FORMAT.
{* STAR
{* Al
{*
{* NPTS
{* NDOFS
{* DOFS
{* NMODES
FILE VARIABLE FOR THE 'STAR.DAT' DATAFILE
LOCAL CHARACTER VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE ANSWER TO. IS THE
GRID POINT MATCHING ONE-TO-ONE ?
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF TEST GRID POINTS.
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF DOF'S MEASURED.
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS WHICH DOF'S WERE MEASURED
LOCAL VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF TEST MODES.
VAR
I , CNT , POS , GRIDPT , NEWMODES INTEGER;
{* I :
f* CNT :
{* POS :
{* GRIDPT :
{* NEWMODES
{*
VARIABLE CONTROL COUNTER
COUNTER CONTROL
POSITION COUNTER
GRID POINT NUMBER
: VARIABLE TO CHANGE THE COUNTER WHEN PRINTING OUT THE
DIFFERENCE IN THE EIGENVECTORS
DEGIN
( * BEGIN PROCEDURE OTPUT
{ * THE FOLLOWING WRITE STATEMENTS WRITE THE DATA IN THE FORMAT GIVEN AT
{* THE END OF THE STAR USES MANUAL. CONSULT THE MANUAL FOR RIGID FORMAT.
{* INITIALIZE VARIABLES
CNT
POS
:- 1;
:- 1;
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NEWMODES : - NMODES;
IF ( (DIFFANS - 'Y') OR (DIFFANS - 'y')) THEN
BEGIN
NEWMODES :- 1;
WHILE ( (NEWMODES*2)ONMODES ) DO
BEGIN
NEWMODES :- NEWMODES + 1;
END;
END;
WHILE ( CNT <- NEWMODES ) DO
BEGIN
GRIDPT :- 0;
WRITELN! STAR, -1:6) ;
WRITELN ( STAR, 55:6) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO 5 DO
WRITELN (STAR, 'NONE' ) ;
WRITELN! STAR, 1:10, 2: 10, 2: 10, 8: 10, 2: 10, 3: 10) ;
WRITELN ( STAR, 2 : 10 , 4:10, 0:10, CNT+NMODES : 10 ) ;
WRITELN(STAR, ' ' , FREQ! CNT ] : 12 , ' ',1.0:12,' ',0.0:12,' ',0.0:12);
WHILE ( POS <- NPTS*NDOFS ) DO
BEGIN
GRIDPT :- GRIDPT + 1;
IF ( (Al - 'Y') OR (Al - 'y') ) THEN
{ * DATA WAS TAKEN IN ALL THREE COORDINATES
BEGIN
WRITELN(STAR,GRIDPT:10) ;
WRITELN(STAR, ' ' , MODALVEC[ POS , CNT ] :12,
' '
,MODALVEC(POS+l,CNTl :12,
' ',MODALVEC (POS+2, CNT] : 12) ;
POS :- POS + 3;
END
ELSE
BEGIN {* BEGIN ELSE CLAUSE TO (IF Al - 'Y') *}
IF ( NDOFS - 1 ) THEN
BEGIN
IF ( DOFS{l] - 1 ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ( STAR,GRIDPT: 10) ;
WRITELN(STAR, ' ' , MODALVEC! POS , CNT ] : 12 ,
' ',0.0:12,' ',
0.0:12) ;
POS :- POS + 1;
END;
IF ( DOFS!l] - 2 ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ( STAR, GRIDPT: 10 ) ;
WRITELN(STAR, '
',0.0:12,' ', MODALVEC! POS , CNT] : 12 ,
' ',
0.0:12) ;
POS : = POS + 1 ;
END;
IF ( DOFSll] - 3 ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN( STAR, GRIDPT: 10) ;
WRITELN (STAR,'
',0.0:12,' ',0.0:12,' Y
MODALVEC [POS, CNT] :12) ;
POS := POS + 1;
END;
END; {* END IF NDOFS = 1 * }
IF ( NDOFS - 2 ) THEN
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BEGIN
IF ( (D0FS[1] - 1) AND (D0FS(2] - 2) ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN ( STAR, GRIDPT: 10) ;
WRITELN(STAR, ' ' , MODALVEC! POS , CNT ] :12,
' ', MODALVEC! POS+1, CNT ]: 12,
' ',0.0:12);
POS :- POS + 2;
END;
IF ( (DOFSU] - 1) AND (DOFS(2] - 3) ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN( STAR, GRIDPT: 10) ;
WRITELN (STAR, ' ' , MODALVEC! POS , CNT ] :12,
' '
,0.0:12,
' ', MODALVEC (POS+1, CNT] : 12) ;
POS :- POS + 2;
END;
IF ( (DOFSll] - 2) AND (DOFS(2] - 3) ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITELN( STAR,GRIDPT:10) ;
WRITELN (STAR, ' ',0.0:12,
' ', MODALVEC! POS, CNT] : 12,
' ', MODALVEC! POS+1, CNT] : 12) ;
POS :- POS + 2;
END;
END; {* END IF NDOFS - 2 *}
END; {* END ELSE CLAUSE *}
END; {* WHILE ( POS <> (NPTS*NDOFS) ) *}
POS :- 1;
WRITELN! STAR, -1:6) ;
CNT :- CNT + 1;
END; {* END WHILE CNT LOOP *}
END; {* END PROCEDURE OTPUT)
PROCEDURE DIFFERNC (VAR STAR : TEXT;
VAR FEMVEC : MATRIX;
VAR TESTVEC : MATRIX;
NOMODES
NOTSTPTS
NODOFS
DOFS
FREQ
ANSW
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
D_0_F ;
FREQUENCY;
CHAR ) ;
(* THIS PROCEDURE COMPUTES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL
EIGEN- *}
{* VECTORS AND THE FINITE ELEMENT EIGENVECTORS. THE RESULTS ARE ADDED TO *}
f* THE END OF THE ".ASC" DATAFILE WHICH WILL BE A COMBINATION OF THE EXP.,-)
I* FEM AND DIFF. EIGENVECTORS RESPECTIVELY.
* )
VAR
COUNT , I , J
DIFF
MAXFEM,MAXEXP
BEGIN
INTEGER;
MATRIX;
REAL;
{* BEGINING OF PROCEDURE DIFF
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(* SCALE MODAL VECTORS TO MAXIMUM ELEMENT
FOR I :- 1 TO NOMODES DO
BEGIN
MAXFEM :- 0.0;
MAXEXP :- 0.0;
FOR J :- 1 TO NOTSTPTS*NODOFS DO
BEGIN
IF ( ABS(FEMVEC(J,I]) > MAXFEM ) THEN
MAXFEM :- ABS ( FEMVECf J , I ] ) ;
IF ( ABS(TESTVEC{ J, I] ) > MAXEXP I THEN
MAXEXP :- ABS(TESTVECt J,I] ) ;
END;
FOR J :- 1 TO NOTSTPTS*NODOFS DO
BEGIN
FEMVEC(J,I] :- FEMVEC! J , I ]/MAXFEM;
TESTVEC(J,I] :- TESTVECl J , I ] /MAXEXP ;
END;
END;
IF ( NODOFS - 3 ) THEN
ANSW : - ' Y ' ;
COUNT :- NOMODES * 2 ;
{* COMPUTE DIFFERENCE
FOR I :- 1 TO NOMODES DO
FOR J :- 1 TO NOTSTPTS * NODOFS DO
DIFF( J, I] :- FEMVEC(J,I] - TESTVECf J, I ] ;
OTPUT ( STAR , DI FF , ANSW , NOTSTPTS , NODOFS , DOFS , COUNT , FREQ , DI FFANS )
END; {* END PROCEDURE DIFF *)
{*
I*
M
*}
PROCEDURE F06DATA(VAR F06
VAR STAR
VAR FEMPHI
NOMODES
PAIRING
NODOFS
F6DAT
NTPTS
A,AMTCH
DOFS
TEXT;
TEXT ;
MATRIX;
INTEGER;
PTMTCH ;
INTEGER;
F;
INTEGER;
CHAR;
D 0 F ) ;
* THIS PROCEDURE READS THE DATA FROM THE
* IT TEMPORARILY FOR LATER USE.
F06' DATA FILE AND STORES
{* F06
{* FEMPHI
{* NOMODES
{* PAIRING
f* NODOFS
f* F6DAT
{* NTPTS
{* A
FILE VARIABLE NAME FOR THE 'F06.DAT' DATAFILE
VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE F.E.M. EIGENVECTORS
NUMBER OF MODES TO BE TRANSLATED . TO STAR FORMAT.
MATCHING BETWEEN THE FEM GRID POINTS AND THE TEST GRID POINTS
NUMBER OF DOF'S MEASURED DURING THE TEST.
LOCAL RECORD VARIABLE.
NUMBER OF TEST GRID POINTS MEASURED
ANSWER TO THE QUESTION. WERE ALL THREE DOF'S MEASURED?
*
*
*
*
*
*
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{ * AMTCH
{* DOFS
ANSWER TO THE QUESTION. IS THE MATCHING ONE-TO-ONE ?
CONTAINS WHICH DOF'S WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST
VAR
VALUE, COUNT, SUM, PGCNT, I, K,L : INTEGER;
BLANK, TEMP
FOUND
ANSWR, RESP
MODEl,MODE2
PHASE
REAL ;
BOOLEAN ;
CHAR;
INTEGER;
ARRAY [ 1 .12] OF INTEGER;
{*
(*
I*
{*
(*
I*
VALUE
COUNT
SUM
PGCNT
I,K,L
BLANK
FOUND
SAPIND
VARIABLE USED TO STORE AN ARRAY VALUE
VARIABLE USED TO STORE THE COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF MODES READIN
VARIABLE USED TO INDICATE IF ALL GRID POINTS HAVE BEEN FOUND
VARIABLE USED AS A PAGE COUNTER FOR NASTRAN FILES
VARIABLE USED AS COUNTERS
VARIABLE USED TO READ A UNUSED NUMBER
VARIABLE USED TO INDICATE A SUCCESSFULL FIND
VARIABLE USED TO INDICATE IF THE F.E.M. WAS DONE BY SUPERSAP
EIGENVALUE -' THEN
BEGIN {* THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF PROCEDURE F06DATA
I :- 0;
COUNT : - 1 ;
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
BEGIN
READLN (FO6, F6DAT. EWORD) ;
IF ( F6DAT. EWORD - '
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* WHILE NOT FOUND LOOP *}
READLN(F06,F6DAT. TEMPWORD, F6DAT. EVALUEt COUNT] ) ;
READLN! F06) ;
READLN! FO6) ;
WHILE ( COUNT <- NOMODES ) DO
BEGIN
SUM :- 0;
PGCNT :- 0;
IF ( AMTCH - 'Y' ) THEN
BEGIN
WHILE ( SUM <> NTPTS ) DO
BEGIN
SUM : - SUM + 1 ;
IF ( PGCNT = 50 ) THEN
BEGIN
REPEAT
READLN (FO6, F6DAT. EWORD) ;
UNTIL ( F6DAT. EWORD - '
PGCNT :- 0;
END; {* END IF PGCNT = 50 *}
PGCNT :- PGCNT + 1;
READLN (F06,F6DAT.GRIDID,F6DAT.SP
F6DAT. EVECTOR! SUM, 1] ,
F6DAT. EVECTOR [ SUM, 2] ,
F6DAT . EVECTOR! SUM , 3 ] ) ;
END WHILE SUM <> NTPTS*}
POINT ID. ' );
END;
END ; { * END I F AMTCH 'Y' *}
IF ( AMTCH -
BEGIN
'N' THEN * THE GRID POINT MATCHING IS NOT
1-TO-l
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WHILE ( SUM <> NTPTS ) DO
BEGIN
I :- 0;
SUM :- SUM + 1;
IF ( PGCNT - 50 ) THEN
BEGIN
REPEAT
READLN(F06,F6DAT. EWORD) ;
UNTIL ( F6DAT. EWORD - ' POINT ID. ');
PGCNT :- 0;
END; (* END IF PGCNT - 50 *}
READ( F06,F6DAT.GRIDID) ;
FOUND :- FALSE;
REPEAT
I :- I + 1;
VALUE :- PAIRINGfl];
IF (VALUE - F6DAT.GRIDID ) THEN
BEGIN
READLN (FO 6, F6DAT . SP , F6DAT. EVECTOR (I ,1] ,
F6DAT.EVECTOR!I,2] ,
F 6DAT. EVECTOR! 1,3] ) ;
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* IF VALUE - F6DAT.GRIDID *}
UNTIL ((VALUE - F6DAT. GRIDID ) OR ( I - NTPTS));
PGCNT : - PGCNT + 1 ;
IF ( NOT FOUND ) THEN
BEGIN
SUM :- SUM - 1; {* DON'T INCREMENT TEST POINT COUNT *)
READLN(F06) ;
END;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
END; I* END IF AMTCH - N *}
{* REPOSITION THE POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT EIGENVECTOR *)
IF ( COUNT < NOMODES ) THEN
BEGIN
REPEAT
BLANK :- F6DAT. EVALUEt COUNT ] ;
READLN! F06,F6DAT. EWORD) ;
IF ( F6DAT. EWORD - ' EIGENVALUE -') THEN
BEGIN
READLN( F06 , F6DAT . TEMPWORD , BLANK ) ;
END;
UNTIL ( F6DAT. EVALUEf COUNT] <> BLANK);
END; {* END IF CLAUSE TO REPOSITION THE POINTER *}
READLN! FO 6) ;
READLN(F06) ;
COUNT :- COUNT + 1;
F6DAT.EVALUE! COUNT] := BLANK;
{* WILL NOW GENERATE F.E.M. MODAL MATRIX! FEMPHI ) M
COUNT : COUNT - l;
IF ( NODOFS - 3 ) THEN
BEGIN
I : l;
FOR K :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
FOR L :- 1 TO 3 DO
BEGIN
FEMPHI[ I, COUNT ] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! K,L]
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I :- I + 1;
END; (* END FOR L : = 1 TO 3 LOOP *}
END; (* END IF NODOFS - 3 CLAUSE *}K : 1 ;
FOR I : 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
IF ( NODOFS - 1 ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI! I, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! I , DOFS ( 1 ]] ;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
IF ( (DOFS(l] - 1) AND (DOFS! 2] - 2) ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI! K, COUNT] :- F6DAT . EVECTOR! 1 , 1 ] ;
K :- K + 1;
FEMPHI [K, COUNT] :- F6DAT . EVECTOR! I , 2 ] ;
END;
IF ( (DOFS(l]-l) AND (DOFS(2]-3) ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI !K, COUNT] :- F6DAT . EVECTOR! I , 1 ] ;
K :- K + 1;
FEMPHI !K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! I , 3 ] ;
END;
IF ( (DOFS(l]-2) AND (DOFS(2]-3) ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI [K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! I , 2 ] ;
K :- K + 1;
FEMPHI (K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! I , 3 ] ;
END;
END; {* END ELSE CLAUSE *}
END; {* END FOR I - 1 TO NTPTS LOOP *}
COUNT :- COUNT + 1;
END; {* WHILE COUNT <> NOMODES *}
WRITELNC YOU HAVE THE OPTION OF SWITCHING THE PHASE AND OR ORDERING OF ');
WRITE! 'ANY OF THE MODE SHAPES, IS THERE ANY YOU WISH CHANGED (Y/N). ');
READLN (ANSWR) ;
writeln;
writeln;
IF ( (ANSWR - 'Y') OR (ANSWR - 'y') ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITE! 'DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE PHASE, MODE NUMBERS, OR BOTH ( P/N/B ) . ');
READLN ( RESP) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
IF ( ((RESP - 'P') OR (RESP - 'p')) OR ((RESP-'B') OR (RESP-'b')) ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITECHOW MANY MODES DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE PHASE OF. ');
READLN(MODEl) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
FOR I :- 1 TO MODE1 DO
BEGIN
WRITE ( 'PLEASE TYPE IN MODE NUMBER ',1:2,'
' ) ;
READLN ( J) ;
FOR K :- 1 TO NTPTS*NODOFS DO
FEMPHI [K, J] :- -FEMPHI! K, J] ;
END; {* END FOR I LOOP *}
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
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or ((RESP-'B') OR (RESP-'b')) ) THEN
IF ( ((RESP - 'N') OR (RESP - 'n'
BEGIN
MANY MDE PAIRS D0 Y0U WISH T0 CHANGE. ');
FOR I :- 1 TO J DO
BEGIN
WRITECTYPE IN THE MODE NUMBERS YOU WANT SWITCHED ( MODEl MODE2 ) .
READLN!MODEl , MODE2 ) ;
TEMP :- F6DAT. EVALUE! MODEl ] ;
F6DAT.EVALUE! MODEl] :- F6DAT. EVALUE! MODE2 ] ;
F6DAT. EVALUE! MODE2] :- TEMP;..
FOR K :- 1 TO NTPTS*NODOFS DO
BEGIN
TEMP :- FEMPHI fK,MODEl];
FEMPHI !K,MODEl] :- FEMPHI ( K,MODE2 ) ;
FEMPHI [K,MODE2] : - TEMP;
END; {* END FOR K LOOP *}
END; {* END FOR I LOOP *}
END; (* END IF CLAUSE *}
END; {* IF ANSWER - 'Y' *}
( *
{* WILL NOW OUTPUT EIGENVECTOR TO 'STAR' DATAFILE
'}
FOR I :- 1 TO NOMODES DO
FREQ! I] :- F6DAT. EVALUE! I] ;
OTPUT ( STAR , FEMPHI ,A , NTPTS ,NODOFS , DOFS , NOMODES , FREQ , DI FFANS ) ;
END; {* END PROCEDURE F06DATA *}
{ *
{ *
PROCEDURE SUPERSAP (VAR SAP
VAR FEMPHI
NOMODES
PAIRING
NODOFS
F6DAT
NTPTS
A,AMTCH
DOFS
TEXT ;
MATRIX;
INTEGER;
PTMTCH ;
INTEGER;
F;
INTEGER;
CHAR;
D 0 F ) ;
{* M
M
M
THIS PROCEDURE
{* IT TEMPORARILY
(*
READS THE
FOR LATER
DATA
USE.
FROM THE 'SAP' DATA FILE AND STORES
{ SAP
FEMPHI
NOMODES
PAIRING
NODOFS
F6DAT
NTPTS
A
AMTCH
DOFS
FILE VARIABLE NAME FOR THE 'SAP. DAT' DATAFILE
VARIABLE WHICH CONTAINS THE F.E.M. EIGENVECTORS
NUMBER OF MODES TO BE TRANSLATED .TO STAR FORMAT.
MATCHING BETWEEN THE FEM GRID POINTS AND THE TEST GRID POINTS
NUMBER OF DOF'S MEASURED DURING THE TEST.
LOCAL RECORD VARIABLE.
NUMBER OF TEST GRID POINTS MEASURED
ANSWER TO THE QUESTION. WERE ALL THREE DOF'S MEASURED?
ANSWER TO THE QUESTION. IS THE MATCHING ONE-TO-ONE ?
CONTAINS WHICH DOF'S WERE MEASURED DURING THE TEST
M
M
*)
M
M
M
VAR
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MODEl , MODE2 , VALUE , POINTID , COUNT , SUM , I , J , K , L
BLANK, TEMP
FOUND
RESP,ANSWR
INTEGER;
REAL;
BOOLEAN ;
CHAR;
BEGIN {* THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF PROCEDURE SUPERSAP *}
I :- 0;
COUNT :- 1;
(* WILL NOW SKIP TO THE SIX RIGID BODY MODES AND READ THEM IN *}
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
BEGIN
READLN ( SAP , F6DAT . EWORD ) ;
IF ( F6DAT. EWORD - ' mode number ' ) THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* WHILE NOT FOUND LOOP *}
FOR I :- 1 TO 8 DO
READLN ( SAP ) ;
(* BEGIN GETTING MODAL VECTORS *)
WHILE ( (COUNT) <- (NOMODES+6) ) DO
BEGIN
SUM :- 0;
IF ( AMTCH - 'Y' ) THEN
BEGIN
WHILE ( SUM <> NTPTS ) DO
BEGIN
SUM :- SUM + 1;
READLN ( SAP, F6DAT.GRIDID,
F6DAT. EVECTOR! SUM, 1] ,
F6DAT. EVECTOR! SUM, 2] ,
F6DAT . EVECTOR! SUM , 3 ] ) ;
END; {* END WHILE SUM <> NTPTS*}
END; {* END IF AMTCH - 'Y' *}
IF ( AMTCH - 'N' ) THEN {* THE GRID POINT MATCHING IS NOT 1-TO-l
*
BEGIN
I :- 0;
WHILE ( SUM <> NTPTS ) DO
BEGIN
SUM :- SUM + 1;
READ ( SAP, F6DAT.GRIDID) ;
FOUND :- FALSE;
REPEAT
I :- I + 1;
VALUE :- PAIRING(I];
IF (VALUE - F6DAT.GRIDID ) THEN
BEGIN
READLN ( SAP, F6DAT. EVECTOR! 1,1] ,
F6DAT.EVECTORU,2] ,
F6DAT.EVECTORID3] ) ;
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* IF VALUE - POINTID *}
UNTIL (VALUE - F6DAT.GRIDID ) OR (I - NTPTS);
IF ( NOT FOUND ) THEN
jU^ TM
SUM :- SUM - 1; {* DON'T INCREMENT TEST POINT COUNT *}
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READLN (SAP) ;
END;
I :- 0;
END; {* END WHILE LOOP *}
END; {* END IF AMTCH - N *}
{* REPOSITION THE POINTER IN THE DATAFILE *}
IF ( COUNT-NOMODES < 6 ) THEN
BEGIN
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
BEGIN
READLN! SAP, F6DAT. EWORD) ;
IF ( F6DAT. EWORD - ' mode number ' ) THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* WHILE NOT FOUND LOOP *}
FOR I :- 1 TO 8 DO
READLN! SAP) ;
END {* END IF (COUNT-NOMODES) < 6 CASE *}
ELSE
{ * * j
{* WILL NOW READ EIGENVALUES *)
( * *}
(* SET DATAFILE POINTER TO CORRECT LOCATION *}
BEGIN
FOUND :- FALSE;
WHILE ( NOT FOUND ) DO
BEGIN
READLN ( SAP , F6DAT . EWORD ) ;
IF ( F6DAT. EWORD - '1**** PRINT OF NAT') THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* END WHILE NOT FOUND LOOP *}
FOR K :- 1 TO 5 DO
READLN (SAP) ;
{* READ EIGENVALUES *}
FOR L :- 1 TO (NOMODES + 6 ) DO
READLN ( SAP, K, BLANK, FREQ! L] ) ;
END; {* END ELSE CLAUSE *}
*(*
{* WILL NOW GENERATE F.E.M. MODAL MATRIX! FEMPHI ) *
*
IF ( NODOFS - 3 ) THEN
BEGIN
I :- 1;
FOR K :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
FOR L :- 1 TO 3 DO
BEGIN
FEMPHI! I, COUNT] =- F6DAT. EVECTOR! K , L ] ;
I :- I + 1;
END; {* END FOR L : = 1 TO 3 LOOP *}
END {* END IF NODOFS - 3 CLAUSE *}
ELSE
BEGIN
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K :- 1;
FOR I :- 1 TO NTPTS DO
BEGIN
IF ( NODOFS - 1 ) THEN
FEMPHI (I, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! I , DOFS [ 1 ] ]
ELSE
BEGIN
IF ( (DOFS[l] - 1) AND (DOFS[2] - 2) ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI (K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! I , 1 ] ;
K :- K + 1;
FEMPHI !K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! 1 , 2 ] ;
END;
IF ( (DOFSllJ-1) AND (DOFS!2]-3) ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI! K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! 1 , 1 ] ;
K :- K + 1;
FEMPHI (K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! 1 , 3 ] ;
END;
IF ( (DOFS(l]-2) AND (DOFS(2]-3) ) THEN
BEGIN
FEMPHI [K, COUNT] :- F6DAT . EVECTOR! 1 , 2 ] ;
K :- K + 1;
FEMPHI [K, COUNT] :- F6DAT. EVECTOR! 1 , 3 ] ;
END;
END; {* END ELSE CLAUSE *}
END; {* END FOR I LOOP *}
END; {* END ELSE CLAUSE *}
COUNT :- COUNT + 1;
END; {* WHILE (COUNT) <- (NOMODES +6) *}
WRITELN! 'YOU HAVE THE OPTION OF SWITCHING THE PHASE AND OR ORDERING OF
' ) ;
WRITELNCANY OF THE MODE SHAPES, OR DELETING THE RIGID BODY MODES, ');
WRITECIS THERE ANY YOU WISH CHANGED (Y/N). ');
READLN (ANSWR) ;
IF ( (ANSWR - 'Y') OR (ANSWR - 'y') ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITE ('DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE PHASE(P), SWITCH MODES ( S ), BOTH( B ),') ;
WRITE ( ' NEITHER(N). ');
READLN (RESP) ;
IF ( ((RESP - 'P') OR (RESP - 'p')) OR ((RESP-'B') OR (RESP-'b')) ) THE
BEGIN
WRITECHOW MANY MODES DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE PHASE OF. ');
READLN (MODEl) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO MODEl DO
BEGIN
WRITE ( 'PLEASE TYPE IN MODE NUMBER
',1:2,' ');
READLN ( J) ;
FOR K :- 1 TO NTPTS*NODOFS DO
FEMPHI !K, J] :- -FEMPHI [K, J] ;
END ; { * END FOR LOOP * }
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *} ^,vv 4
IF ( ((RESP - 'S') OR (RESP - 'S')) or ((RESP-'B') OR (RESP-'b')) ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITECHOW MANY MODE PAIRS DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE. ');
READLN ( J ) ;
FOR I :- 1 TO J DO
BEGIN
WRITE ('TYPE IN THE MODE NUMBERS YOU WANT SWITCHED (MODEl MODE2).
READLN ( MODEl , MODE2 ) ;
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TEMP :- F6DAT. EVALUE! MODEl ] ;
F6DAT. EVALUE! MODEl] :- F6DAT . EVALUE! MODE2 ] ;
F6DAT. EVALUE! MODE2) :- TEMP;
FOR K :- 1 TO NTPTS*NODOFS DO
BEGIN
TEMP :- FEMPHI [K,MODEl] ;
FEMPHI (K,MODEl] :- FEMPHI ( K , MODE2 ] ;
FEMPHI !K,MODE2] :- TEMP;
END; {* END FOR K LOOP *}
END ; { * END FOR I LOOP * }
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
WRITE! 'DO YOU WISH TO DELETE ANY MODES (Y/N) ');
READLN! RESP);
IF ( (RESP - 'Y') OR (RESP - 'y') ) THEN
BEGIN
WRITECHOW MANY MODES DO YOU WISH TO DELETE. ');
READLN! J);
WRITELN( 'NOTE THAT IF YOU ARE GOING TO DELETE MORE THAN ONE MODE');
WRITELNCYOU MUST SPECIFY THE CORRECT MODE NUMBERS AT TAHT TIME.');
WRITELN ( 'EXAMPLE: TO DELETE MODES 2 AND 5, YOU WOULD TYPE IN 2 AND'
WRITELNC 4 IN RESPONSE TO MODE NUMBER I. BECAUSE MODE 5 BECAME ');
WRITELN( 'MODE 4 AFTER MODE 2 WAS DELETED.');
FOR I :- 1 TO J DO
BEGIN
WRITE ( 'PLEASE TYPE IN THE MODE NUMBER TO DELETE. ');
READLN (MODEl) ;
FOR K :- (MODE1+1) TO (NOMODES+6) DO
BEGIN
FOR L :- 1 TO ( NTPTS *NODOFS ) DO
FEMPHI I L,K-1] :- FEMPHI [ L,KJ ;
FREQ[K-1] :- FREQ(K] ;
END;
END;
END;
END; {* IF ANSWER - 'Y' *}
{ * * ,
{* WILL NOW OUTPUT ALL EIGENVECTORS TO THE 'STAR' DATAFILE. *}
{ * * j
OTPUT ( STAR , FEMPHI , A , NTPTS , NODOFS , DOFS , NOMODES , FREQ , DI FFANS ) ;
END; {* END PROCEDURE SUPERSAP *}
{*
I*
PROCEDURE GETMASS (VAR F06
VAR MASS
NDOFS
NTPTS
TEXT ;
MATRIX;
INTEGER;
INTEGER) ;
{* THIS PROCEDURE READS IN THE REDUCED MASS MATRIX 'MAAR' GENERATED BY *}
(* NASTRAN AND OUPUT IN THE " FILENAME" . F06 DATAFILE. *}
{* NOTE THAT THE REDUCED MASS MATRIX WAS OBTAINED VIA RAMMER'S TECHNIQUE *}
{* IMPLEMENTED BY DMAP PROGRAMING IN NASTRAN. *}
{* FMASS : FILE CONTAING THE REDUCED MASS MATRIX *}
(* MASS : VARIABLE NAME GIVEN TO THE MASS MATRIX *}
{* NDOFS : VARIABLE INDICATING THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM *}
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{* NTPTS : VARIABLE INDICATING THE NUMBER OF TEST POINTS
VAR
I , TOTALDOF , COUNT : INTEGER-
FOUND '
WORD
MINIWORD
{* D J
{ * TOTALDOF
{* FOUND
{ * COUNT
{* WORD
{* MINIWORD
BOOLEAN;
PACKED ARRAY [1..18] OF CHAR;
PACKED ARRAY [1..8] OF CHAR;
VARIABLE LOOP CONTROL COUNTERS *l
REPRESENTS THE TOTAL DOF'S FOR THE TEST *}BOOLEAN VARIABLE TO INDICATE A SUCCESSFULL FIND *}VARIABLE LOOP CONTROL COUNTER *}
tlllnn T0 L00K F0R THE BEGINING OF THE MASS MATRIX *}STRING VARIABLE USED IN READING THE MASS MATRIX *}
BEGIN
FOUND :- FALSE;
COUNT :- 0;
TOTALDOF :- NDOFS * NTPTS;
{* SEARCH FOR THE MASS MATRIX MAAR
WHILE (NOT FOUND) DO
BEGIN
READLN (FO 6) ;
READ! F06, WORD) ;
IF ( WORD - '0 MATRIX MAAR') THEN
FOUND :- TRUE;
END; {* END WHILE NOT FOUND LOOP *}
FOR I :- 1 TO TOTALDOF DO
BEGIN
REPEAT
READLN! F06);
READ (F06,MINIWORD) ;
UNTIL ( MINIWORD! 8] - ')' );
WHILE (COUNT <> TOTALDOF) DO
BEGIN
COUNT :- COUNT + 1 ;
READ (F06,MASS [COUNT, I] ) ;
IF ( (COUNT MOD 10) - 0 ) THEN
BEGIN
REPEAT
READLN(F06) ;
READ (FO6,MINIWORD) ;
UNTIL ( MINIWORD! 8] - ')' );
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
END; {* END WHILE COUNT LOOP *}
COUNT :- 0;
END; {* END FOR I LOOP *}
END; (* END OF PROCEDURE GETMASS *}
{
BEGIN
{* THIS IS THE BEGINING OF THE MAIN PROGRAM.
SUPRSAP :- FALSE;
DIFFANS :- 'N';
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IPUT ( FEMFILE , STARFILE , M , F06DAT , TESTDOF , NO_DOFS ,
NO_MODES , ANS_CDT , ANS_MTCH , NO_TSTPT , RESP , ANS ) ;
{ * , ,
{* IPUT IS A PROCEDURE TO LET THE USER INPUT THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION *}
{* FOR THE PROGRAM TO RUN SUCCESSFULLY. *)
( * j
IF ( (RESP - 'N') OR (RESP - 'n') ) THEN
BEGIN
RESET(F06);
F06DATA( F06 , STAR , FEMPHI , NO_MODES , M , NO_DOFS , F06DAT , NO TSTPT
,ANS CDT,ANS MTCH , TESTDOF ) ;
CLOSE(F06) ;
~
END
ELSE
BEGIN
RESET (SAP) ;
SUPERSAP ( SAP , FEMPHI , NO_MODES , M , NO_DOFS , F06DAT , NO TSTPT , ANS_CDT ,
ANS_MTCH , TESTDOF ) ;
CLOSE (SAP) ;
END;
CLOSE (STAR) ;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITE! 'DO YOU WISH TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE EIGENVECTORS (Y/N) ');
READLN! DIFFANS) ;
IF ( (DIFFANS - 'Y') OR (DIFFANS - 'y') ) THEN
BEGIN
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
RESET! STAR) ;
TSTMODAL ( STAR , TESTPHI , NO_TSTPT , NO_MODES , NO_DOFS , TESTDOF ) ;
CLOSE (STAR) ;
- STAR,
- STARFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL,
- READWRITE) ;
- STAR,
- STARFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL,
- READWRITE) ;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
EXTEND (STAR) ;
DIFFERNC ( STAR , FEMPHI , TESTPHI , NO_MODES , NO_TSTPT , NO_DOFS ,
TESTDOF , FREQ ,ANS_MTCH ) ;
CLOSE! STAR) ;
END; {* END IF CLAUSE *}
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITELN;
WRITELN! 'DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE ORTHOGONALITY CHECK PROCEDURE. TO RUN YOU');
WRITE ('MUST HAVE RUN A NASTRAN JOB AND CREATED THE REDUCED MASS MATRIX');
WRITEC (Y/N) ');
READLN! RESP) ;
IF ((RESP - 'Y') OR (RESP - 'y')) THEN
BEGIN
IF ( (DIFFANS - 'N') OR (DIFFANS = 'n') ) THEN
BEGIN
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- STAR,
- STARFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL,
- READWRITE) ;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
SHARING
RESET (STAR) ;
IF ( (ANS - '0') OR (ANS - 'o') ) THEN
BEGIN
TSTMODAL ( STAR , TESTPHI , NO TSTPT , NO_MODES , NO_DOFS , TESTDOF ) ;
CLOSE (STAR) ;
END; {* END IF ANS CLAUSE *}
END; {* END IF DIFFANS CLAUSE *}
IF ( (ANS - 'N') OR (ANS - 'n') ) THEN
WRITELN ('YOU MAY ONLY DO A F.E.M vs F.E.M. ORTHOGONALITY CHECK');
- F06,
- FEMFILE,
- OLD,
- SEQUENTIAL) ;
OPEN( FILE_VARIABLE
FILE_NAME
HISTORY
ORGANIZATION
RESET(F06) ;
GETMASS ( F06 , MASS , NO_DOFS , NO_TSTPT ) ;
CLOSE(F06) ;
ORTHG( TESTPHI , MASS , NO_DOFS , NOJTSTPT , NO_MODES , M ) ;
END; {* END IF RESP - Y CLAUSE *}
END. {* END OF MAIN PROGRAM *}
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